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       Syllabus 

English Class-12 

  The Examination Scheme for the subject is as follows- 

Paper Time (Hrs.) Marks for the Paper Sessional Total Marks 

One 3.15 80 20 100 

Area of Learning                     Marks 

Reading 

Writing 

Grammar 

Text book: Flamingo 

Supp. Book: Vistas 

                      15 

                      15 

                       8 

                      28 

                      14 

 

SECTION A 

1. Reading-Passages for comprehension- 

Two unseen passages (about 700-900 words in all) 

The passages will include two of the following- 

(a) Factual passages e.g. instructions, descriptions, reports. 

(b) Discursive passage involving opinion e.g. argumentative, persuasive or interpretative text. 

(c) Literary passage e.g. extract from fiction, drama, poetry, essay or biography. The details are 
as under- 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Unseen passages Testing Areas No. of  

words 

 

Marks Total 

Comprehension 1. Short answer type questions to 400-500 

test local, global and inferential 

2. Vocabulary-such as word formation 
and inferring meaning. 

 

400-500 6 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

9 

Comprehension, Multiple Choice Question 300-400 6 6 

SECTION B 

2. Writing 

(i) One out of two short compositions (about 80 words) 

(It includes advertisement and notices, description of arguments for or against a topic, accepting 
and declining invitations.) 

(ii) A report on an event based on some verbal input or Translate the passage into Hindi (about 
100 words) 

(iii) Letter- 

(one out of two based on some verbal input) 

The letters will include the following- 

(a) Business or Official Letters (for making enquiries, registering complaints, asking for and 
giving information, placing order and sending replies). 

(b) Letters to the editor on various social, national and international issues. (c) Application for a 
job including CV (Curriculum Vitae)/Resume. 

3. Grammar 

1. Clauses (Noun Clauses, Adverb Clauses, Relative Clauses) 

2. Synthesis 

3. Phrasal Verbs (break, bring, carry, come, get, put, turn) 

4. Prepositions of motion, time, space and mental attitude. 

SECTION C 

4. Text Books 

Flamingo-Prose 

 (i) One extracts from different prose lessons included in Text Book (Approximately 100 words 
each)       

4 comprehension questions testing local and global understanding and  

2 questions on vocabulary-One testing the knowledge of similar word and the other testing the 
knowledge of opposite word.         6x1=6 



 

 

(ii) One out of two Long Answer Type Questions based on the text to test global comprehension 
to be answered in about 80 words.        04 

 (iii) Two Short Answer Type Questions based on the lessons to be answered in about 20-25 
words.           2x2 =04 

Flamingo-Poetry         14 

(i) One out of two reference to context from the prescribed poems.06 

 (ii) One out of two Long Answer Type Questions based on the text to test global 
comprehension in about 80 words.      04 

(ii) Two Short Answer Type Questions to be answered in 20-25 words. 

2x2 =04 

Vistas           14 

(i) One out of two Long Answer Type Questions based on Supplementary Reader to test 
comprehension and extrapolation of theme, character and incidents about 80 words.  
           04 

(ii) Two Short Answer Type Questions to be answered in about 20-25 words. 

           2x2 =04 

(iii) Six Multiple Choice Questions.       6x1=06 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  BOARD MODEL PAPER-2023   

English (Compulsory)   

    Class-XII   
Time : 3 Hours 15 Min.] M. M. 80  General Instructions to the Examinees :   
1. Candidates must write first their Roll Nos. on the question paper.   
2. All the questions are compulsory.   
3. Write the answer to each question in the given answer-book only.   
4. For questions having more than one part, the answers to those parts are to be written 
together in  continuity.   
5. This paper is divided into four sections A, B, C and D. All sections are compulsory.   

SECTION-A   
1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

1×9=9  In India, March 8th has been celebrated as Women’s Day for several decades. It 



 

 

received  a major boost during the tenure of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and later, 
Prime Minister  Rajeev Gandhi, who made it a practice to invite a large number of 
‘women of substance’  to a celebratory get-together in Delhi. As more and more Indian 
women become aware of  their equal status and right to education and opportunity, 
March 8th acquires a greater  and wider significance. Today, as 21st century Indian 
women celebrate their awesome  achievements, they continue to spell out their dream 
for the future of the country. March  8th becomes a symbolic day for recognizing their 
vision and contribution to the building  of India. In the last few years, Women’s Day 
celebrations have encouraged them to come  together in innumerable seminars, 
networking gatherings and even sponsored parties. It is  a time when powerful men 
from all walks of life pay rich tributes to Indian women. An  example is a priceless 
remark made by Amitabh Bachchan.   
 He said, “It is clear that the 21st century belongs to women. They have earned every 
bit  of the power and glory they are; enjoying and men should applaud their 
achievements  wholeheartedly.” Indian women have discovered three magical mantras 
of life in the last  decade! These are; One : Beauty and glamour are their birthright. Two 
: Women are no  longer the worst enemies of women. In fact, they can network, mentor 
each other and  reach unprecedented heights of achievement. Three : Energy is a 
stretchable concept.  Based on these three discoveries, women have upgraded their 
goals and literally covered  every field of endeavours with glory and pride. They have 
shown beyond doubts that as  the world opens new windows of options and 
opportunities at the speed of light, they are  smart, beautiful and savvy enough to rise to 
the occasion and turn the tide of fortune in  their favour. The success of India’s 
beautiful women has also created a huge revolution in  the fashion, fitness and beauty 
industries. Fashion designers of the eighties, who limited  their designs to various looks 
in the basic Salwar Kameez, have acquired a splendid  plumage of innovation in the last 
ten years.   
 Many women designers like Ritu Kumar, Ritu Beri, Monisha Jaisingh, Anna 
Singh,  Neeta Lulla and others gave Indian fashion-wear a brand new definition. Today, 
Indian  designers not only sell their collections each season in India, but they also 
export their  

styles to many countries in the UK, US, Europe and Australia and hold shows in 
the  fashion weeks held in many of the world’s fashion capitals like Milan and 
Paris.  Questions :   
 (i) What is the third magical mantra discovered by Indian 
women?   (ii) Name the fashion capitals of the world.   
 (iii) When do we celebrate Women’s Day in India?   
 (iv) What is responsible for the revolution in the fashion in India?   
 (v) When did the Women’s Day celebration receive a major 
boost?   (vi) What kind of fashion was prevalent during 
eighties?   
 Find out a word from the passage which means :   
 (vii) Sell goods to another country.   
 (viii) Having practical knowledge of something.   
 (ix) The social position of somebody in relation to others.   



 

 

 2. Read the following passage carefully and choose the correct answer : 6×1=6   Thrice 
in her life my wife narrowly escaped death through serious illness. At the time of  her 
first attack, Satyagraha was going on or was about to commence. She had 
frequent  haemorrhages. A medical friend advised a surgical operation, to which she 
agreed after  some hesitation. She was extremely emaciated, and the doctor had to 
perform the operation  without chloroform. It was successful, but she had to suffer 
much pain. She, however,  endured it with wonderful bravery. The doctor and his wife 
who nursed her were all  attention. This was in Durban. The doctor gave me leave to go 
to Johannesburg, and told  me not to have any anxiety about the patient.   
 In a few days, however, I received a letter to the effect that Kasturbai was worse, too 
weak  to sit up in bed, and had once become unconscious. The doctor knew that he 
might not,  without my consent, give her wines or meat. So he telephoned me at 
Johannesburg for  permission to give her beef tea. I replied saying I could not grant the 
permission, but that if  she was in a condition to express her wish in the matter, she 
might be consulted, and she  was free to do as she liked. “But”, said the doctor, “I refuse 
to consult the patient’s wishes  in the matter. You must come yourself. If you do not 
leave me free to prescribe whatever  diet I like, I will not hold myself responsible for 
your wife’s life.”   
 I took the train for Durban the same day, and met the doctor who quietly broke this 
news to  me : “I had already given Mrs. Gandhi beef tea when I telephoned you.”   
 “Now, Doctor, I call this a fraud,” said I.   
 “No question of fraud in prescribing medicine or diet for a patient. In fact, we 
doctors  consider it a virtue to deceive patients or their relatives, if thereby we can save 
our  patients,” said the doctor with determination.   
 I was deeply pained, but kept cool. The doctor was a good man and a personal 
friend.   He and his wife had laid me under a debt of gratitude, but I was not prepared to 
put up with  his medical morals.   
 “Doctor, tell me what you propose to do now. I would never allow my wife to be 
given  meat or beef, even if the denial meant her death, unless of course she desired to 
take it.”   “You are welcome to your philosophy. I tell you that, so long as you keep 
your wife under  my treatment, I must have the option to give her anything I wish. If 
you don’t like this, I  must regretfully ask you to remove her. I can’t see her die under 
my roof.”  Questions :  
 (i) When did Gandhiji’s wife escape death through serious illness for the first time?  
 (a) After Satyagraha (b) During Satyagraha   
 (c) After the completion of Satyagraha (d) None of these   
 (ii) What was the condition of Kasturbai at the second time when she escaped 
death?   (a) too strong to sit up in bed (b) too weak to sit up in sofa   (c) became 
unconscious forever (d) too weak to sit up on bed   (iii) What did the doctor 
want to give Kasturbai when her condition became worse?   (a) beef and mint 
tea (b) beef tea only   
 (c) mint coffee (d) none of these   
 (iv) To save the patient’s life, a doctor may deceive his :   
 (a) patient (b) relatives   
 (c) both (a) and (b) (d) none of these   



 

 

 (v) Choose from the following opposite to ‘not
wanted’ :   (a) unsuccessful (b) meaningful (c) successful (d) 

wonderful   (vi) Choose from the following the synonym of ‘feeling of 
fear or worry’:   (a) fearlessness (b) anxiety (c) contentment (d) 

dissatisfaction
3. Suppose you are Arvind, studying in Government Senior Secondary School, 

Junagarh. As  you are the secretary of the students’ union, write a notice telling about 
the Children’s  Day to be celebrated on 14th November 2023. 4 

 Mr. R.P. Verma’s son Jignesh ha
from  Australia. For this he is organising a get
p.m. at  his residence. You are Mr. Santosh Garg, one of the friends of Mr. Verma. You 
have  received the invitation for th
invitation.  

 4. Om (Angad) is reporter of a Local Newspaper. He witnessed a food poisoning in 
a  marriage dinner and decided to present a report on it. Write that report. 5

 Translate the following passage into Hindi.

 The test of a great book is whether we want to read it only once or more than once. 
Any  really great book we want to read the second time even more than we wanted to 
read it  the first time; and every addition time that we read it w
new  beauty in it. A book that a person of education and good tasted does not care to 
read more  than once is very probably not worth much. But we cannot consider the 
judgement of a  single individual infallible. The opinion that ma

be the opinion of  many. For even the greatest critics are apt to have certain dullness.

5. You have placed an order for few books with Mohan Pustak Mandir, Chaura 
Rasta,  Jaipur. You have not received the books till date. Write a 
complaining  about the non-compliance of your order. You are Satish Gupta residing in 

Ram Nagar  Colony, Churu. 6 

Or   
 Public demonstration causes a lot of disturbance in daily routine of common man. 
You  almost missed your important entr
highway. As  Tarun/Taruna, a student aspiring to be a doctor, write a letter to the Editor 
of The Times  of India highlighting the need to discourage such demonstrations and 
disturbance by  public on highways which ca
for many.  

6. Join the following sentences using the connectives given in brackets. 2×1=2
A girl has written this letter. You selected her. (whom)
 (ii) We want to know. We are going somewhere. (
 7. Combine each set of sentences into one sentence as directed. 2×1=2
tired. He sat down to rest. (Simple Sentence)
 (ii) I am in the right. You are in the wrong. (Compound Sentence)
 8. Fill in the blanks by choosing words given
junior............me. (to/at/on)   
 (ii) She did not agree............me. (to/with/by)

(v) Choose from the following opposite to ‘not achieving what you 
(a) unsuccessful (b) meaningful (c) successful (d) 

(vi) Choose from the following the synonym of ‘feeling of 
(a) fearlessness (b) anxiety (c) contentment (d) 
dissatisfaction  SECTION-B   

ose you are Arvind, studying in Government Senior Secondary School, 
you are the secretary of the students’ union, write a notice telling about 

Day to be celebrated on 14th November 2023. 4 Or   
Mr. R.P. Verma’s son Jignesh has returned to India after completing his MBA 

Australia. For this he is organising a get-together on 15th November 2022 at 8.00 
his residence. You are Mr. Santosh Garg, one of the friends of Mr. Verma. You 

received the invitation for the same. Write an informal reply accepting the 

4. Om (Angad) is reporter of a Local Newspaper. He witnessed a food poisoning in 
marriage dinner and decided to present a report on it. Write that report. 5  

passage into Hindi.   

The test of a great book is whether we want to read it only once or more than once. 
really great book we want to read the second time even more than we wanted to 

the first time; and every addition time that we read it we find new meanings and 
beauty in it. A book that a person of education and good tasted does not care to 

than once is very probably not worth much. But we cannot consider the 
single individual infallible. The opinion that makes a book great must 

many. For even the greatest critics are apt to have certain dullness.

5. You have placed an order for few books with Mohan Pustak Mandir, Chaura 
Jaipur. You have not received the books till date. Write a letter to them 

compliance of your order. You are Satish Gupta residing in 

 

Public demonstration causes a lot of disturbance in daily routine of common man. 
almost missed your important entrance examination as people blocked the 

Tarun/Taruna, a student aspiring to be a doctor, write a letter to the Editor 
of India highlighting the need to discourage such demonstrations and 
public on highways which causes a great loss of time and opportunity 

SECTION-C   
6. Join the following sentences using the connectives given in brackets. 2×1=2

A girl has written this letter. You selected her. (whom)   
(ii) We want to know. We are going somewhere. (where)   
7. Combine each set of sentences into one sentence as directed. 2×1=2  (i) He felt 

tired. He sat down to rest. (Simple Sentence)   
(ii) I am in the right. You are in the wrong. (Compound Sentence)   
8. Fill in the blanks by choosing words given in brackets : 4×1=4  (i) He is 

(ii) She did not agree............me. (to/with/by)   

ose you are Arvind, studying in Government Senior Secondary School, 
you are the secretary of the students’ union, write a notice telling about 

s returned to India after completing his MBA 
together on 15th November 2022 at 8.00 

his residence. You are Mr. Santosh Garg, one of the friends of Mr. Verma. You 
e same. Write an informal reply accepting the 

4. Om (Angad) is reporter of a Local Newspaper. He witnessed a food poisoning in 
 Or   

The test of a great book is whether we want to read it only once or more than once. 
really great book we want to read the second time even more than we wanted to 

e find new meanings and 
beauty in it. A book that a person of education and good tasted does not care to 

than once is very probably not worth much. But we cannot consider the 
kes a book great must 

many. For even the greatest critics are apt to have certain dullness.  

5. You have placed an order for few books with Mohan Pustak Mandir, Chaura 
letter to them 

compliance of your order. You are Satish Gupta residing in 

Public demonstration causes a lot of disturbance in daily routine of common man. 
ance examination as people blocked the 

Tarun/Taruna, a student aspiring to be a doctor, write a letter to the Editor 
of India highlighting the need to discourage such demonstrations and 

uses a great loss of time and opportunity 

6. Join the following sentences using the connectives given in brackets. 2×1=2  (i) 

(i) He felt 



 

 

 (iii) The owner of the shop has............his two servants. (turned out/turned 
away)   (iv) The prisoner............from his guards. (broke away/broke out)   

SECTION-D   
9. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

1×6=6   “I want to drive a car”   
 Mukesh insists on being his own master. “I will be a motor mechanic,” he 
announces.   “Do you know anything about cars?” I ask.   
 “I will learn to drive a car,” he answers, looking straight into my eyes. His dream 
looms  like a mirage amidst the dust of streets that fill his town Firozabad, famous for 
its  bangles. Every other family in Firozabad is engaged in making bangles. It is the 
centre of  India’s glassblowing industry where families have spent generations working 
around  furnaces, welding glass, making bangles for all the women in the land it 
seems.   
Questions :   

 (i) What does Mukesh look forward to become?   
 (ii) Where does Mukesh live? What is it famous for?   
 (iii) What is the occupation of every other family in Firozabad?   
 (iv) Where have the families spent their generations?   
 (v) Find the word from the passage which means, ‘says emphatically’.   (vi) Find the 
word from the passage which is opposite to ‘breaking’.   10. Answer the following 
question in about 80 words : 1×4=4   Why do you think Gandhi considered the 
Champaran episode to be a turning point in his   

life? (Indigo) Or   
 Why were the journalists and the publishers puzzled at the success of Umberto’s 
novel  ‘The Name of the Rose’? (The Interview)  11. Answer the following questions in 
20-25 words : 2×2=4   (i) How did the author start learning swimming? (Deep 
Water)  (ii) What were the options that Sophie was dreaming of ? Why does Jansie 
discourage her  from having such dreams? (Going Places)  12. Explain any one of the 
following stanzas with reference to context : 1×6=6   (i) and such are daffodils   
 With the green world they live in; and clear rills   
 That for themselves a cooling covert make   
 ‘Gainst the hot season; the mid-forest brake,   
 Rich with a sprinkling of fair musk-rose blooms;   
 (ii) The hurt to the scenery wouldn’t be my complaint   
 So much as the trusting sorrow of what is unsaid :   
 Here far from the city we make our roadside stand   
 And ask for some city money to feel in hand  
 To try if it will not make our being expand.  
13. Answer the following question in about 80 words. 1×4=4   Write a brief summary 

of the poem ‘Keeping Quiet’ in your own words. (Keeping Quiet) Or   
 The poem ‘Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers’ portrays male tyranny in our society. Explain 
this  idea. (Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers)  14. Answer the following questions in 20-25 words : 
2×2=4   (i) Why are the young trees described as ‘sprinting’? (My Mother at Sixty 
Six)   (ii) What message does the poet convey through this poem?   



 

 

(An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum)   
 15. Answer the following question in about 80 words : 1×4=4   What do you infer from 

Sam’s letter to Charley? (The Third Level)  Or   
 In what way did Zitkala-Sa rebel to save her hair from being shingled?  (Memories of 
Childhood)   
 16. Answer the following questions in about 20-25 words. 2×2=4  (i) Who was the 
Tiger King? Why did he get that name? (The Tiger King)  (ii) What were the common 
features of all the stories told by Jack?   

(Should Wizard Hit Mommy)   
 17. Choose the correct alternative : 6×1=6   (i) In ten years the Maharaja killed 
about...........tigers.   
 (a) ten (b) fifty (c) seventy (d) eighty   (ii) In Gondwana the 
animals found were—   
 (a) Mammoths (b) Dinosaurs (c) Both (a) and (b) (d) None of these   (iii) 
The words written on the cap of the soldier were—   
 (a) U.S. Navy (b) U.S. Army (c) U.S. Air Force (d) None of these   (iv) 
The wise old owl sent Roger Skunk to get help to............... .   
 (a) Jo (b) a wizard (c) a squirrel (d) Jack   
 (v) What did Mr. Lamb use to make jelly?   
 (a) crab apples (b) oranges (c) mangoes (d) pears   (vi) Jackson 
was the senior prison officer of—   

 
Question1&2. (BOARD  MODAL PAPER)   Marks 9+6=15 

   Section A 
Passage-1  

In India, March 8th has been Women’s Day for several decades.  It received major boost during 
the tenure of Prime Minister Indira  Gandhi and later, Prime Minister Rajeev Gandhi, Who made 
it a  practice to invite a large number of‟ women of substance‟ to a  celebratory get-together in 
Delhi. As more and more Indian women  become aware of their equal status and right of 
education and  opportunity, March 8th acquires a greater and wider significance.  Today, as21st 
century Indian women celebrate their awesome  achievements, they continue to spell out their 
dream for the future of  the country. March 8th becomes a symbolic day for recognizing 
their  vision and contribution to the building of India. In the last few years.  women‟s Day 
celebrations have encouraged them to come together  innumerable seminars, networking 
gatherings and even sponsored  parties. It is a time when powerful men from all walks of life pay 
rich  tributes to Indian women. An example is a priceless remark made by  Amitabh Bachchan. 
He said, “It is clear that 21st century belongs to  women. They have earned every bit of the power 
an glory they are  enjoying and men should applaud their achievements  wholeheartedly.”  
 Indian women have discovered three magical mantras of  life in the last decade! These are: one: 
Beauty and glamour are their  birthright. Two: Women are no longer the worst enemies of 



 

 

women.  In fact, they can network, mentor each other and reach unprecedented  heights of 
achievement. Three: Energy is a stretchable concept.  
 Based on these three discoveries, women have upgraded  their goals and Literally. covered 
every field of endeavors with glory  and pride. They have shown beyond doubts, that as the 
world opens  new windows of options and opportunities at the speed of light, they  are smart, 
beautiful and savvy enough to rise to the occasion and turn  the tide of fortune in their favors. 
The success of India‟s beautiful  women has also created a huge revolution n the fashion, fitness 
and  beauty industries. Fashion designers of the eighties, who limited their  designs to various 
looks in the basic salwar kameez, have acquired a  splendid plumage of innovation and exotica in 
the last ten years. Many  women designers like Ritu Mumaj, Titu Beri, Monisha Jaisingh, 
Anna  Singh, Neeta Lulla an other gave Indian fashion-wear a brand new  definition. Today, 
Indian designers not only sell their collections each  season in India, but they also export their 
styles to many countries to  hi-end stores in the UD,US, Europe and Australia and hold shows 
in  the fashion weeks held in many of the world‟s fashion capitals like  
Milan and Paris.  
 
 
Questions:  
1. What is the last magical mantra discovered by Indian  women ?  
Ans.- The last magical mantra discovered by Indian women is  this that „energy is a stretchable 
concept‟.  

2. Name the fashion capitals of the world.  
Ans.- Milan and paris are the fashion capitals of the world.  

3. When do we celebrate Women‟s Day in India ?  
Ans.- We celebrate Women‟s Day in India on 8th March.  

4. What is responsible for the revolution in the fashion in  India ?  
Ans.- Splendid plumage of innovation and exotica is  responsible ofr the revolution in the 
fashion in India.  

5. When did the Women‟s Day celebration receive a major  boost ?  
Ans.- The Women‟s Day celebration received a major boost  during the tenure of Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi and Rajeev  Gandhi.  

6. What kind of fashion was prevalent during eighties ? Ans.- The kind of fashion prevalent 
during eighties was limited  to various looks in the basic salvar kameez..  

Find out a word from the passage which means:  
7. Sell goods to another country.   
Ans.- Export  
8. Practical knowledge of something.   
Ans.- Savvy  
9. The social position of somebody in relation to others.   



 

 

Ans.- Status  
 Passage-2  

 Prior to powering up the computer system, make sure that the power  cord is firmly connected to 
the back panel of the CPU and is plugged into the  wall socket.  
 Check if the video cable is firmly screwed to the port of the video cord  with the other end 
connected to the back panel of the monitor.  Make sure that both the keyboard and mouse 
pointing device are  securely plugged to the back panel. Also, check if they are connected to 
the  correct port by checking on the markings.  
 When all connection are secure, start up the machine by pressing the  power button normally 
located in the front panel of the CPU.  Depending on the configuration of the machine, a 
username and  password my be requested: otherwise, the Operating System may be 
loaded  directly to display the desktop to the user.  
 The proper way to turn off the computer system is by clicking on the  „start‟ button and 
choosing the „ Turn off Computer‟ option.  To adjust the monitor settings, right click on any 
blank portion of the  desktop and select the „ Properties‟ option form the context menu.  On the 
„Display Properties‟ window, select the „settings‟ tab to adust  the resolution of the screen.  
 For CD or DVD installers, insert the installation disk in the DC or  DVD drive of the machine. 
This will be automatically of any computer  system, software is normally installed into the local 
being downloaded from  the Internet.  
 When the installation process in initiated, a new widow will normally  be displayed to the user. 
Majority of newer installers provide either a default  or an advanced installation procedure. In 
most cases, simply click on the  default process to allow the installer to complete the entire 
process with  minimum user intervention.  
 Upon completion of the installation process, a user may be prompted  to reboot the machine. To 
launch the software, simply click on the „ Start‟ Menu, choose „ All  programs‟ and select from 
the menu the program intended to be run. An  alternative to this process is to check if a shortcut 
link is created on the  Desktop. Clicking this icon will also launch the associated program.  

Questions:  

1. Where is the power cord connected?  
Ans.- The power cord is connected to the back panel of the CPU and  is plugged into the wall 
socket.  
2. What are securely plugged to the back panel ? 
Ans.- The keyboard and the mouse pointing device are securely  plugged to the back panel.  
3. When is the machine started up‟ ?  
Ans.- The machine is started up when all connections are secure.  
4. The proper way to turn of the computer system is………How ? Ans.- The proper way to 
turn of the computer system is by clicking on  the „Start‟ button and choosing the „ Turn Off 
Computer‟ option.  
5. Why do you right click on any blank portion of the desktop?  
Ans.- I right click on any blank portion of the desktop to adjust the  monitor settings.  
6. How is the software launched ?  
Ans.- The software is launched by clicking on the „ start‟ menu,  choosing all „programs‟ and 
selecting from the menu the program  intended to be run.  
Find out a word from the passage which means:  



 

 

7. One part of something larger.   
Ans.- Portion  
8. A list of possible choices shown on a computer screen.   
Ans.- Menu  
9. A thing you can choose out of two or more  possibilities.   
Ans.- Alternative  

      Passage-3  
The test a great book is whether we want to read it only once or  more than once. Any really 
great we want to read the second time  even more then we wanted to read it the first time; and 
every  additional time that we read it we find new meanings and new  beauties in it. A book that 
a person of education and good taste  does not care to read more than once is very probably not 
worth  much. But we cannot consider the judgment of a single individual  infallible. The opinion 
that makes a book great must be the opinion  of many. For even the greatest critics are apt to 
have certain  dullness. Carlyle, for example, could not endure Browning, Byron  could not 
endure some of the greatest of English poets. A man  must be many-sided to utter a trustworthy 
estimate of many  books. We may doubt the judgment of the single critic at times.  But there is 
no doubt possible in regard to the judgment of  generations. Even if we cannot at once perceive 
anything good in a  book which has been admired and praised for hundreds of years,  we may be 
sure that by trying, by studying it carefully, we shall at  least be able to feel the reason of this 
admiration and praise. The  best of all libraries for a poor man would be a library 
entirely  composed of such great works only, books which have passed the  test of time. This 
then would be the most important guide for us in  the choice of readings. We should read only 
the books we want to  read more than once, nor should we buy any others, unless we have  some 
special reason for so investing money. The second fact demanding attention is the general 
character of the value that lies hidden within all such great books. The never become old, 
their youth is immortal. A great book is not apt to be comprehended by a young person at the 
first reading. No young man can possibly see  at first reading the qualities of a great book. 
Remember that it has  taken humanity in many cases hundreds of years to find out all that  there 
is in such a book. But according to a man‟s experience of  life, the text will unfold new meanings 
to him. The book that  delighted us at eighteen, if it be a good book, will delight us much  more 
at twenty-five and it will prove like a new book to us at thirty  years of age. At forty we shall re-
read it, wondering why we never  
saw how beautiful it was before. At fifty or sixty years of age the  same facts will repeat 
themselves. A great book grows exactly in  proportion to the growth of the reader‟s mind.  
Questions:  
1- What is the quality of a great book?  
Ans.- A great book is read again and again. Every time it is read, it  gives a fresh enjoyment. It 
reveals new meanings and new beauties.  

2. In which case is a judgement about a book beyond doubt? 

 Ans.- The judgement of generations of readers about a book is beyond  doubt.  

3. What kind of understanding of a great book in a young person  is likely to have at the 
first reading of that book ?  



 

 

Ans.- Only the surface, the narrative is absorbed and enjoyed. This  kind of understanding of a 
great book in young person is likely to have  at the first reading of that book.  
4. Whose work did Carlyle find difficult to appreciate?  
Ans.- Borrowing’s work Carlyle found difficult to appreciate.  
5. What would a poor man’s library contain?  
Ans.- A poor man‟s library would contain such great works only  which have passed the test of 
time.  
6. What does a person of forty feel when he re-reads some good  books?  
Ans.- When a person of forty re-reads come good books, he feels why  he never saw how 
beautiful it was before.  

Find out a word from the passage which means:  
7. Not capable of making mistakes.   
Ans.- Infallible  
8. To suffer something unpleasant or difficult in a patient  way.   
Ans.- Endure  
9. The ability to make sensible decision.   
Ans.- Judgement 
      Passage-4  

 Agriculture has always been celebrated as the primary sector in India.  But the reality is that 
Indian farmers have to face extreme poverty and  financial crisis, which is driving them to 
suicides. What are the grave  adversities that drive the farmers to commit suicide at a time when 
Indian  economy is supposed to the gearing up to take on the world ?  
 Indian agriculture is predominantly dependent on nature. Irrigation  facilities that are currently 
available do not cover entire cultivable land. If  the farmers are at the mercy of monsoons for 
timely water for their crops.  they are at the mercy of the government for alternative irrigation 
facilities.  Any failure of nature directly affects the fortunes of the farmers.  
 Secondly, Indian agriculture is largely an unorganized sector. There is  no systematic planning 
in cultivation. The farmers work on lands of  uneconomical sizes. Institutional finances are not 
available and minimum  purchase prices of government do not in reality reach the poorest 
farmers.  
 Added to this, the cost of agriculture inputs have been steadily rising  over the years, farmers/ 
margin of profits have been narrowing because the  price the price rise in inputs is not 
complemented by an increase in the  purchase price of the agricultural produce. Even today, in 
several parts of the  country agriculture is seasonal occupation. In many districts, farmers 
get  only one crop per year and for the remaining part of the year, they find it  difficult to make 
both ends meet.  
 What then needs to be done to prevent this sad state of affairs ? There  cannot be one single 
solution to end the woes of farmers. Temporary  measures through monetary relief would not be 
the solution. The  government efforts should be targeted at improving the entire structure of 
the  small farmers wherein the relief is not given on a drought to drought basis,  rather they are 
taught to overcome their difficulties through their own skills  and capabilities. Social 
responsibilities also goes a long way to help the  farmers. General public, NGOs, Corporate and 
other organization to can play  a part in helping farmers by adopting drought affected villages 
and families  and helping them to rehabilitate.  



 

 

Questions:-  
1. In which sector of economy does agriculture come ?  
(a) Primary (b)secondary 
(C) tertiary (d) None of the above      Ans. ( a )  
2. On what does Indian agriculture predominantly depend ?  
(a) On governments (b) on purchase prices  
(c) on tube well irrigation (d) on nature     Ans. (a ) 
3. Why do people assume Indian agriculture as an unorganized  sector?  
(a) because of no systematic planning in sowing seeds  
(b)because of no systematic planning in cultivation  
(c) because of no systematic planning in harvest  
(d)because of no systematic planning in irrigation   Ans. (  b )  
4. Where do we find agriculture as seasonal occupation?  
(a) in Punjab state (b) in Rajasthan state  
(c) in several part of the country  
(d) in southern part of the  country      Ans. (c ) 

5. The antonym of  permanent  is______  
(a) temporary (b) ever   
(c) long-lasting (d) timeless        Ans. (a ) 
6. The similar word for „ to help somebody to live a normal life  again is___  
(a) structure (b) occupation  
(c) purchase (d) rehabilitate       Ans. (d)   

Passage-5 

 Health is a positive state of physical and mental well- being. When  was feel secure__ by being 
physically healthy and free from disease, by  feeling content, and by living in a comfortable and 
lean environment…….  we are in a state of positive health. Our close and harmonious 
interactions  with family members, neighbours, and friends help us stay well mentally.  

 According to this definition, very few people in the world enjoy  positive health. In the fich and 
developed countries, family ties appear to be  weakening, neighbours may be strangers and 
friendship is sometimes  restricted to business contacts. In those countries environmental 
conditions  have improved considerably. The populations have achieved a better  nutritional 
status, and there softer plenty of money available to buy most of  life‟s comforts. People in 
developed countries may enjoy better physical  health, but they are far from achieving positive 
health, as many are not so  contented. On the other hand, in the developing countries, the quality 
of  human interactions within families, neighbors and friends are often more  positive. However, 
both the environmental and nutritional status of these  populations are lower, so the people suffer 
more from poor physical health.  when a person‟s physical health is poor the state of positive 
health cannot  exist. So, we find that positive health is eluding many of us.  

 However , it is not impossible for people in developing countries to  achieve positive health. To 
help achieve this state, we need an understanding  of how our bodies function so that we con 
keep healthy; we also need a clean  environment and healthy food that does not cost too much 



 

 

money. We need  proper education for all people that leads to understanding the 
relationship  between health and a positive approach to life.  

Questions:-  
1. To what do we call a positive state of physical and mental well being ?  
(a) wealth (b) health (C) relationship (d) positive   Ans. ( a ) 
 2. How many people in the world enjoy positive health ?  
(a) few (b) a few(c) very few (d) the few     Ans. ( c )  
3. In which countries people enjoy better nutritional status, physical  heath and environmental 
conditions ?  
(a) developing  (b) underdeveloped    
(c) backward  (d) developed      Ans. ( d ) 
4. What do we need to understand the relationship between health and  a positive approach to life 
?  
(a)proper education (b) proper medical facilities  
(c) harmony (d)  environment       Ans. ( a )  
5. The antonym of  negative  is___  
(a) health (b) feeling   
(c) friendship (d) positive      Ans. (d )  
6. The synonym of  “a way of dealing with something, is___  
(a) approach (b) well-being  (c) function (d) environment    Ans.( a )  

Passage-6 
 There are seven schools of Yoga, differing from one another, and yet  having a common 
objective. The system expounded by Patanjali in his „  Yoga Sutras‟ is that of Raja Yoga and 
includes much of the teaching of the  other six. Hatha Yoga‟ consists largely of a system of 
bodily exercises  calculated to stimulate the mental and spiritual faculties. „ Mantra Yoga‟ is 
a  ritualistic course of meditation on certain mystical syllables. „Bhakti Yaga‟  emphasizes 
devotion. The remaining school do not command much  importance.  
 It may be worthwhile examining of the yoga method and the modern  technique of Mental 
Hygiene have any common features. Yoga in the words  of Patanjali “ is stained by studying the 
fluctuations of the mind”.  The student of yoga is necessarily one who is dissatisfied with his 
own  adaptation to life and to the external world, for no other reason would induce  a man to 
engage in such an exacting course. His search is not avowedly a  search for God, but rather a 
striving for self-knowledge and internal mental  balance. Patanjali says that if the student is of 
such a temperament that the  idea of God appeals to him, that is to be encouraged, for the 
approach to  equilibrium through devotion to God is thereby made the more rapid. If, on  
the other hand, the student is unable to accept the hypothesis of God, there  are other paths of 
approach. Yoga, in other words, encourages but does not  insist upon the devotional approach. 
Even though Mental Hygiene is  intimately associated with Ethics and Religion and this study 
must confine  itself to the psychological aspects of the subject.  
Questions:-  
1- How many schools of yoga are there ?  
(a) five (b) six (C) seven (d) eight      Ans. ( c )  
2- Who has expounded the system of Raja Yoga in his Yoga Sutras ?  
(a) Patanjali (b) Baba Ramdeo (c) God (d) Ethics    Ans. ( a )  
3- Which yoga consists largely a system of bodily exercises ?  



 

 

(a) Raja Yoga  (b) Hatha Yoga  
(c) Mantra Yoga (d) Bhakti  Yoga      Ans. ( a )  
4- What is intimately associated with Ethics and Religion ?  
(a) physical hygiene (b) cultural hygiene  
(c) mental hygiene (d) environmental  hygiene    Ans. ( c )  
5- The antonym of  “internal” is___  
(a) external    (b)temperament  
(c) balance    (d) exercises     Ans. (a )  
6- Choose from the following the similar word for „ a state of  balance‟ is___  
(a) aspects  (b) equilibrium  
(c) reason  (d) technique       Ans. ( b ) 
 
 
 
Question 3. (BMP)      Marks 04 

      SectionB 
 1. (Advertisements, Notices, Description of Arguments for or Against Topic and Accepting and 
Declining Invitations) Syllabus: One out of two short compositions. It includes-1. 
Advertisements, 2. Notices, 3. Description of arguments for or against a topic 4. Accepting and 
declining invitations.  ¼nks y?kq ys[k esa ls ,dA blesa 'kkfey gSa & 1- foKkiu] 2- uksfVl] 3- Vksfid 
ds i{k ;k foi{k esa fooj.k] 4- fuea=.k dk Loh—r o vLoh—r mÙkj½ 

1. ADVERTISEMENT 

,d vPNs Advertisement dh fo'ks"krk,a& ¼1½ foKkiu esa de ls de 'kCnksa dk ç;ksx gksrk gSA ¼2½ 
foKkiu esa lHkh vko';d lwpukvksa dk lekos'k gksrk gSA ¼3½ foKkiu esa Lo;a dk irk] eksckby ua-] 
bZ&esy irk vkfn gksrk gS rkfd bPNqd O;fä lEidZ dj ldsaA ¼4½ foKkiu dh Hkk"kk Li"V] lqcksèk] 

laf{kIr rFkk vk—"V djus okyh gksrh gSA 

 What is an advertisement ? (foKkiu D;k gS 

An advertisement is a public notice designed to inform and motivate the  prospected 
readers. (,d foKkiu ,d lkoZtfud uksfVl gS tks çR;kf'kr ikBdksa dks lwpuk nsus o çksRlkfgr djus 
 ds fy, rS;kj fd;k tkrk gS ।) There are two main types of advertisements¼foKkiu 
ds eq[; çdkj nks gSa)  

(1) Classified Advertisement                 (2) Displayed Advertisement. 

 
Classified Advertisement 

Classified Advertisement ¼oxÊ—r foKkiu½ viuh fo"k;oLrq ds vkèkkj ij vyx&vyx Jsf.k;ksa esa 
j[ks tkrs gSaA vr% bUgsa Classified Advertisement dgrs gSaA budh fofHkUu Jsf.k;ka eq[;r% fuEu 
çdkj gSa&  (i) Matrimonial (वैवािहक)      (ii) Appointments (िनयुि यां या Job-



 

 

vacancies)       (iii) Sale Purchase Educational (शै िणक)  (v) Accommodation 
(आवास/ मकान संबंधी) 
Some useful Points for Classified Advertisements ¼oxÊ—r foKkiuksa ds fy, dqN mi;ksxh 
fcUnq½ 
 

1. Matrimonials 
GROOM WANTED/BRIDE WANTED (HEADING) 

 Age, caste, height, family background, complexion, job, qualification, religion, financial 
status etc. of the prospective bridegroom or bride. 

 Age, Caste, high, religion, handsome / beauty, qualification, job etc. of the desired 
bridegroom/bride  

 Type of marriage you want - early, arrange/court etc. Contact no address, email address, 
mobile no. etc. 

oSokfgd foKkiu ¼Matrimonial advertisement ½ rS;kj djrs le; fuEufyf[kr ckrsa è;ku esa j[ksa& 
 ¼1½ lcls igys Heading rS;kj djsa ¼2½ ftlds fy, oj&oèkq pkfg,] mldh vk;q] tkfr] ÅapkbZ 
vkSj ikfjokfjd ì"BHkwfe] eq[ke.My] t‚c@;ksX;rk] èkeZ] vkfFkZd fLFkfr vkfn 'kkfey djsaA ¼3½ tSlk 
thou& lkFkh pkfg,] mldh vk;q] tkfr] ÅapkbZ] èkeZ] lqUnjkoLFkk] ;ksX;rk] ukSdjh vkfn 'kkfey djsaA 
¼4½ Lo;a dk irk] Qksu uEcj] bZesy irk] eksckby ua- vkfn fy[ksaA 
 
Examples: 
Q. 1. Your parents and you are looking for a bridegroom for your elder sister. Write an 

advertisement to get it published in the Matrimonial' Columns of a newspaper, 

Answer 
GROOM WANTED 

Wanted a suitable match for a beautiful Jain girl, 25/, 5'13, M.Com, Father a businessman 
Looking for handsome boy in govt, service, age between 28 to 30 years Send recent photo of the 
boy and contact to MR. Jain, 121-A, Mahesh Nagar, Tonk Road, Jaipur. Mobile No……………. 
 
Q. 2 Mr. Rajveer Gupta is looking for a bride for his son. Write an advertisement to be published 

in the matrimonial column of local news paper. 
Answer 

BRIDE WANTED 
Alliance invited for a handsome boy in Gupta cast, 16/576". Manager in SBBJ, Pushkar. 
Looking for a beautiful, well educated, sincere girl, age between 22 to 24 yrs., no dowry, from a 
decent family. Send bio data and contact to Mr. Rajveer Gupta, 22-B, Kirti Colony. V.C. Road, 
Tonk. Mobile No........... 
 

 
2. Appointments 

bl çdkj ds foKkiu dh Heading SITUATION VACANT ¼ukSdjh ds fy, in [kkyh½ vFkok  
SITUATION WANTED/ REQUIRED ¼ukSdjh pkfg,@ukSdjh dh vko'd;rk½ Åijh d‚ye esa gksrh 

gSA djrs gSa - Situation Vacant ds foKkiu esa fuEufyf[kr lwpuk,a 'kkfey djrs gSA 



 

 

(i) Name and address of the organization / institution etc. ¼laxBu] laLFkk vkfn dk uke o 
irk(ii) Detail of Vacancy- age, sex, salary, educational and professional qualification 
and experience ¼[kkyh in dk fooj.k vk;q] fyax] osru] 'kS{kf.kd o O;olkf;d ;ksX;rk] vuqHko½ 
   (iii) Date, time and place of the interview ¼baVjO;w dh fnukad] le; o LFkku½ 
(iv) Postal and contact address/ contact No. ¼Mkd o lEidZ gsrq irk@lEidZ gsrq ua- ¼Qksu½  
Situation wanted ds foKkiu esa fuEufyf[kr lwpuk,a 'kkfey djrs gSa& (1) Name of the profession 
(O;olk; dk uke) (2) Required details of the professional-qualification, experience, age 
sex and other qualities ¼O;olk; dk vko';d fooj.k& ;ksX;rk] vuqHko] vk;q] fyax o vU; 
;ksX;rk,a½ (iii) Expected salary ¼bfPNr osru½ (iv) Contact Address/phone No. 
Q. 3 You are Raman/Ravi, engineer who has just returned Jaipur from Gujrat. Draft a 

suitable advertisement seeking a suitable job for you anywhere in Rajasthan. You 
are living at 15, Krishan Kunj, Chaksu (Jaipur).    

 
 
 
Answer 

SITUATION WANTED 
Experience, returned from Gujrat, seeks good employment anywhere in Rajasthan in a reputed 
company. M.Tech. (Mechanic), LNMIT, 5 years experience, expected salary 40,000 Rs. P.M. 
contact to Raman, 15, Krishan Kunj, Chaksu (Jaipur), Mobile No. 
 
Q. 4 D.K. International is looking for a receptionist for the school. Write an advertisement on 

behalf of the administrative in the classified columns of the local newspaper giving 
necessary details. Draft an advertisement in not more than 50 words. 

Answer 
SITUATION VACANT 

A receptionist required for D.K.I. school. Eligibility B.com with computer knowledge in the 
field, min. 2 years experience as a receptionist, salary 12,000 Rs/ month. Mail your resume 
within the week of the advertisement to the administrative officer, D.K. International School, 
Tonk Road, Mundia. E-mail Address-dkmudia@.com 

 
3. Sale-Purchase (Ø;&foØ;) 

 Sale Purchase lacafèkr foKkiu esa fuEufyf[kr ckrsa 'kkfey djsa -      
(i) Heading  For sale/ To purchage ¼ftls [kjhnuk gS½                                                             
(ii) Name and type of property, vehicle, goods etc. ¼çksiVÊ] okgu] lkeku vkfn dk uke o 
çdkj½ 
(iii) Other qualities  
(iv) Price  
(v) Contact No/ Address 
 
Q.5 You plan to sell your two wheeler. Draft a suitable advertisement to be inserted in the 

classified columns of a local daily, giving all necessary details of the two wheeler. You are 
Sumit/Sudha, 15 Krishna Nagar, Delhi. 

Answer 



 

 

A SCOOTY FOR SALE 
Available a second hand pink color 'Scooty of 2014. Purchase single hand driven, upto 10000 
kms, self-start system, new tyres, average-50 km/litre, intact engine, fitted with all accessories 
FM radio. Price not below Rs. 10,000. Interested parties contact between 9 am to 11 am, to 
Sudha, 15. Krishna Nagar, Delhi. 
 
Q.6 You want to sell your newly built Flat. Draft a suitable advertisement to be inserted in the 

classified columns of 'The Hindu' giving all necessary details. You are Niranjan, 247, J.P. 
Nagar, Bikaner.  

Answer 
FLAT FOR SALE 

A newly built flat for sale in J.P. Nagar. Well furnished and spacious. Just 10 minutes drive from 
the main bus stand, two rooms, a kitchen, marble flooring Expected price 22 lacs (negotiable), 
contact to Niranjan, 247, J.P. Nagar, Bikaner, Contact Mobile No. 
 
Q.7 You are Kishan Vijay. You want to purchase a newly built shop in Jaipur. Write an 

advertisement in the classified columns of a newspaper. 
Answer 

TO PURCHASE A SHOP 
Looking for a newly built shop for the sale of stationary items in Sanganer (Jaipur) near a Sr. 
Sec. school. Payable up to 5-7 laces. Contact to Kishan Vijay. Email Address pkrstationary @ 
com, Mobile No………………. 

 
4. Educational Advertisement ¼'kS{kf.kd foKkiu ½ 

bl çdkj ds foKkiu fy[krs le; fuEufyf[kr fooj.k 'kkfey djsa &  
(1) Name of the institute and the course ¼laLFkk o ikB~Øe dk uke½ 
(2) Duration and timing of the classes or the course ¼d{kkvksa ;k ikBîØe dh vofèk o le;½  
(iii) Date of the batch-starting and fees ¼fnukad o Qhl½ 
(iv) Other required details and address/contact no. ¼ vU; vko';d fooj.k o irk@ nwjHkk"k 
ua-½ 
 
Q.8 You have recently started a Centre for Personality Development for school children. Draft an 

Advertisement to be published in a local daily about it, giving all relevant details. 
Answer 
 

ENHANCE YOUR CONFIDENCE 
Great opportunity for school children to groom their personality and enhance their self-
confidence. Open for students of standard XII and above. First batch commences 28th March, 20 
Fee 200 Rs a month, duration- one month. Last day for registration 20th March 20 . For furthe 
details contact Centre for Personality Development, Hudson Lane, Kota 
 
Q.9 Your have recently started a Yoga Centre for school children. Draft an advertisement to be 

published in a local daily about it, giving all the relevant details. 
Answer 

LIVE HEALTHY WITH YOGA 



 

 

Lead a healthy and active life through yogic exercises. Yoga centre opened for school children. 
Interested children may get their names for registration within 10 days, for two hour classes to be 
held evening six days a week with the The Director, Yoga Centre, Pitampura, Kota.  

 
5. Accommodation ¼vkokl edku lacafèkr ½ 

bl çdkj ds foKkiu To let ¼fdjk;s ij nsus gsrq ½ ;k Accommodation wanted ¼vkokl fdjk;s ij 
pkfg, ½ vkfn Heading okys gksrs gSa ftuesa eq[;r% fuEufyf[kr 'kkfey gksrk gS&  
(1) Name and location of the house/shop/office etc. (1) 
(ii) Sizes, other details and facilities (vkdkj िवशेषता व सुिवधाएं)  
(iii) Expected rent (अनमुािनत कराया),      (iv) Contact No. Address. 
 
Q. 1. You want to let out a small portion of your house. Write an advertisement to be published 

in the "To Let" classified columns of the Rajasthan Patrika.  
Answer 

TO LET 
A portion of a newly built independent house is available on rent of Rs 15000 per month.It 
includes with attached kitchen, two rooms. lat and bath in Bajaj Nagar, Jaipur. Looking for a 
simple and educated family as tenants Contact to GL. Yadav, Tel No………. 
 
Q. 2. You want a flat on rent in Jaipur. Write an advertisement to be published in a local    

newspaper detailing your requirements. You can pay 10,000 Rs. a month. 
Answer 

ACCOMODATION WANTED 
          
Wanted two room set. II floor, sun facing balcony proper water supply and secured apartment 
connecting metro. Expected rent is 10.000 Rs a month. Preferably flat built as per vasta in Jaipur 
Contact No…………………… 
 
 
(3) TRAVELS AND TOURS : 

TRAVELS AND TOURS 
 Name of the travel company/agency Tours offered 
 Duration/Dates of tour/s 
 Tariff for individuals/couples/groups 
 Accommodation Food Mode of transport Visa requirements, if any 
 Booking period 
 Quality of service 
 Contact address/phone number/e-mail/website 

 

Q. 3. You Are A Marketing Manager, Kalpana Travels Jaipur. It Offers Rajasthan Tour. Write A 
Classified Advertisement For A News Paper 

TRAVELS AND TOURS 
 



 

 

Kalpana Travels, Jaipur offers 'Rajasthan Tour' by its 'Super Luxury Sleeper Coach' from 11 to 
17 March, 20XX for 24,000/- for accommodation, food and transport. The tour includes Jaipur- 
Ajmer-Chittor-Doongarpur,Udaipur,Jalore-Barmer,Jaisalmer- Jodhpur-Bikaner-Ganganagar-
Jhunjhunu-Jaiput. For more details, 
 
Please contact-Mob. No…………………………………… 
 

4. MISSING PERSON: 
Q. 4. Your brother is missing. You have lodged an F.I.R. in the Ashok Nagar Police Station, 

Udaipur. Write a classified advertisement to get it published in a newspaper. 
Ans. 

 
 
 

(5) MISSING PERSON : 
MISSING PERSON 

 Name 
 Looks/features/complexion 
 Clothes/foot-wear 
 Language/s spoken 
 Health/Mental Condition 
 Date since missing 
 Last seen-when/where 
 Contact number(s) 
 Reward promised 

 
Q. 5. You have recently constructed a house with all the facilities. You have decided to give it on 

rent. Draft a suitable advertisement for the 'To Let' columns of a local daily. Invent all the 
necessary details, including contact address.  

Answer 
TO LET 

Available for newly built house (200 sq. mts.) in Ramnagar, Jaipur with three rooms. lat and 
bath, parking Park opposite, three side open, fully furnished. Contact Rama Mehta, 21A Shiv 
Vihar, Kota between 8 and 10 P.M. Mo- bile No. 94…………………… 
 
Q. 6. Miss Malini, 51-A Pushkar, Ajmer has decided to start hobby and computer classes at her 

residence 231 Mahesh Nagar, Jaipur. Draft a classified advertisement for her for a local 
daily.  

 

MISSING PERSON 
 
Mahesh s/o Shri Ramesh, resident of 15 Ashok Nagar, Udaipur, is missing from 17 July, 20XX. 
Last seen at Johari Bazar, knows Hindi, secondary passed, has put on blue shirt, Khaki pants and 
slippers, fair complexion, healthy but mentally retarded. Reward promised. Contact-Mob. No. 
 



 

 

 
Answer 

HOBBY AND COMPUTER CLASSES 
An institute for hobby classes, like singing, dancing, painting, fashion designing and RSCIT, 
Tally and other courses, under trained and competent teachers. Batch starting date 20 March, 20 
Contact to Miss Malini. 51-A Pushkar, Ajmer Contact No 

 
Q. 7. Draft an advertisement to seek a suitable match for your daughter to be published in  

matrimonial columns of the newspaper. Give necessary details.  
Answer 

GROOM WANTED 
 
Wanted a suitable match for a cultured, fair complexed, well-educated girl. She is creative, 
caring, sin- re, 25/5' 6" Parents having business in Jaipur. Boy's merit in consideration with Govt 
Job. early and decent mar- age. Please write to Subhash, 12-A, Roopnagar, Udaipur. Mobile No. 
 
Q. 8. Adarsh Vidhya Mandir. Udaipur requires a hockey coach Draft a suitable advertisement for 

the Situations Vacant columns of the times of India stating your requirements regarding 
age, qualification. experience etc. You are the principal of the school. 

 
Answer 

SITUATION VACANT 
Wanted well qualified and trained, hockey coach for A.V.M. Udaipur. young and active 
personality, 5 years experience, salary 25,000 Rs/months. Walk in interview with all necessary 
documents on 1 July, 20 at 9.00A.M. at the AVM Udaipur, Mobile No. 94.. 
 
Q. 9. You have done I.T.I. in Computer. Draft an advertisement for a newspaper, giving 

particulars, of qualifications and experience. 
Answer 

SITUATION VACANT 
Seeks a suitable job in reputed firm or an office in Jaipur IT.I. diploma in computer with first 
class, experience 3 years. Good knowledge of Hindi and English with good typing speed. 
Minimum pay acceptable 15,000 Rs. per month. Contact to Ravi Kumar. 131-A, Shiv Vihar 
Kota. Mobile No.- 9784. 
 
Q. 10. You have been transferred to Jaipur from Mumbai. You want to sell your house in 

Mumbai along with furniture. Prepare an advertisement for it for a classified column in not 
more than 50 words.      

Answer 
FLAT FOR SALE 

A newly built house for sale in J.P. Nagar, Mumbai along with two sofa, a double bed, a almirah, 
four chairs and a table. Well furnished and spacious. Just 10 minutes drive from the main bus 
stand, two rooms, a kitchen, marble flooring. Expected price 22 lacs (negotiable), contact to 
Niranjan, 247, J.P. Nagar, Jaipur. Contact Mobile No. 



 

 

Q.11. You are Sanjay/Sushma. You are looking for a room on rent near your office. Draft a 
suitable advertisement to be published in Hindustan Times, New Delhi. Your Telephone 
No. is 1234123412. 

Answer 
FLAT WANTED ON RENT 

Wanted a room near New Media Office, MK.G Road, New Delhi, sun facing balcony, proper 
water sup ply and secured apartment connecting metro Expected rent is 10,000 Rs. a month. 
Medium size preferable. Con- tact to Sanjay/Sushma, 17-A Pratap Villa. New Delhi Contact No. 
1234123412. 

 
 

2. NOTICE 
What is a notice? ¼uksfVl D;k gS½ 
 Notice is a very short piece of writing which is usually formal in style. It is widely 
used by individuals and organisations to announce events, celebrations, occasions to 
issue public instructions, to make appeals, to extend invitations etc. 
 ¼uksfVl ,d cgqr NksVh jpuk gS tks 'kSyh esa lkekU;r% vkSipkfjd gksrk gSA ;g O;fäxr :i ls 
vkSj laxBuksa }kjk ?kVukvksa] mRlo] voljksa dh ?kks"k.kk djus] lkoZtfud funZs'k tkjh djus vihy gsrq 
fuea=.k nsus vkfn ds fy, O;kid :i ls mi;ksx esa fy;k tkrk gSA½ 
Notice is a short composition that tells about something that is going to happen so that 
the readers can pay attention to it. ¼uksfVl ,d y?kq ys[ku gS tks mlds ckjs esa crkrk gS tks vkxs 
?kfVr gksus tk jgk gS rkfd ikBd ml ij è;ku ns ldsA½ 

Some Qualities of an Effective Notice ¼,d çHkko'kkyh uksfVl dh fo'ks"krk,a½ 
(i) Eye-catching caption (आकषक शीषक)  
(ii) An notice should be brief and to the point ¼,d uksfVl laf{kIr vkSj eq[; fo"k;oLrq ;qä gks½ 
(iii) Points should be arranged according to priority ¼çkFkfedrk ds vuqlkj fcUnq O;ofLFkr gksus 

pkfg,A½ Sample Notice for Tour / Camp / Fair/Exhibition/ Program etc. 

The following value points should be included in this type of notice.  
¼bl çdkj ds uksfVl esa fuEufyf[kr egRoiw.kZ fcUnq 'kkfey fd;s tkus pkfg,A½ 

 Name of the organiser (if any) ¼O;oLFkkid dk uke ¼;fn dksbZ gks½½  
 Name / nature of activity occasion/event ¼xfrfofèk] volj@?kVuk dk uke @ç—fr%½  
 Venue ¼LFkku½ 
 Objective, information, awareness, appeal, invitation etc.¼mís'; lwpuk] tkxzfr] 

vihsy] fuea=.k vkfn½  
 Dates/Timing Expenditure/charges/Entry fee etc. 
 Beginning/conclusion ¼'kq#vkr @ xUrO;½ 
 Duration: From…………to....... Contact address ¼irk ½ 
 Specific instructions ¼fo'ks"k funZs'k½ 

 
 
 



 

 

Q.1. You are Rashmi Agrawal, the monitor of your class Your school, Tagore Public 
School, Ajmer is organising [class] picnics Write a notice for your class notice 
board inviting your classmates to join the picnic 

 
 
 
 
 
Ans. 
 
Name of the                      The word 
'Notice  
Institution                                                                                                           (Notice 
श द) 
¼laLFkk dk uke½ 
             Suitable 
heading  Date 
             (उिचत शीषक) 
Organiser              Event 
(घटना) 
¼O;oLFkkid½  
for whom            Timings 
 
Place 
             Charges 
Name Designation            Last date to 
submit of              
notice is put in a box                 
¼uksVhl ,d cksDl esa j[kk gS½  the Issuing Authority        
¼tkjh djus okys dk uke o in½ 
 
Q. 2. As the Principal of your school you are going to organise a science fair in your 

school. Write a notice inviting the names of the students who want to participate in 
charts, models and quiz competition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer 

TAGORE PUBLIC SCHOOL, AJMER                      
 

NOTICE 

 
PICNIC TO PUSHKAR LAKE 

12th September, 20…. 
 
You will be pleased to know that the school is organising a picnic to Pushkar Lake for 
our class on 19th September. The class will leave at 6.00 a.m, and return 7.00 p.m. 
Those who are interested to join the picnic should deposit Rs. 300/- each to the 
undersigned latest by 15th September. 
 
RASHMI AGRAWAL 
(Monitor. XII) 

 



 

 

 
GOVT. SR. SEC. SCHOOL. MUNDIA (TONK) 

4 March, 20 
NOTICE 

A SCIENCE FAIR 
All the students of our school are informed that a science fair will be organised in our school, 
on 14 March, 20 Monday at 9.00 A.M. The students who want to participate in charts, 
models, exhibition and quiz competition may give their names so that proper arrangement 
may be made. 
 Awadhesh Kumar Pareck  
            (Principal) 
 
 
 
Q. 3. As the President of the Literary Club of your school you are organizing a program for 

Public Speaking for XI and XII standard students of your school. As a part of this 
programmer, you will be inviting a few television anchors. Write a notice giving all the 
details of it to be displayed on your school notice board. 

 
Answer 
 
 

A.V.M. SR. SEC. SCHOOL, BUNDI 
21 April, 20 

NOTICE 
PUBLIC SPEAKING SEMINAR 

 
All the students of XI and XII class are informed that a seminar on public speaking will be 
organized in our school on 30 April, 20 The views and thoughts will be shared by the famous 
T.V. anchors. The program will be of two hours. The students are supposed to attend it.  
   President 
(Literary Club) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Notice  
(Lost and found) 

An effective notice on the lost and found notice board will usually include the following: 
¼[kks;k o ik;k ukfVl cksMZ ij ,d çHkko'kkyh uksfVl esa fuEufyf[kr ckrsa 'kkfey gksaxh½  

 Name of the article lost/found ¼[kksbZ@ikbZ xbZ oLrq dk uke½½ 



 

 

 Date/Time (In the notice Lost) 
 Place 
 Identification marks of the article ¼oLrq ds igpku ladsr½ 

 Contents ¼fufgr lkexzh½ 
 Promise of a reward (Only in the notice lost) ¼ oknk ¼dsoy [kksbZ oLrq ds ukfVl esa½  
 Contact address. 

 
 
Q. 1. You are Arun Sawat a student of class XII. You have lost a book "Life of Gandhi", 

borrowed from the library of your school somewhere in school playground. Write a 
notice to be put up on the school notice-board. Offer a suitable reward.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer 
 
Name of the          The word 
 Institution          'Notice 
 
Date           Heading 
 
 
Article lost           Place 
¼[kksbZ oLrq½ 

 
 
Whom to contact                     Description or 
identification 
  ¼fdlls lEidZ djsa½           
 
                                                                                                                                               marks  
¼o.kZu ;k igpku 
lds½ 
 
 
Signature, Name and                     Promise of a 
reward  
other details of                      The notice is  

AMITY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BHARATPUR 

NOTICE 

7th May 20- 
A BOOK LOST 

I have lost a book "Life fo Gandhi" was last in the 
cricket ground on 5th May on Friday. It is a library 
book with red cover. There is a school stamp on its 
first page. If found please return it to the 
undersigned. A suitable reward is promised 
 

Arun Sawant 
(Roll No. 16, XII) 
 



 

 

the writer                      put in a box 

 
                      

Q. 2.  Write a notice for your school notice board stating the loss during recess of a bag 
containing a lunch-box and a water-bottle. You are Dibya/Dewan, class XII B, Jain 
Public School. 

 
Answer 
 
 

JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAIPUR 
16 July, 20…. 

NOTICE  
LOST 

 
I have lost my bag somewhere in our school campus during recess period. It contained 
a lunch box and a water- bottle. Anyone who finds it is requested to return me. A ball 
pen will be rewarded It was lost on Saturday morning  
 
Dewan/ Dibya  
(Student of XII B) 
 
 
Q. 3. You are Karan Gandhi, the Head Boy of Hill View Public School, Solan. You have 

been asked to write a notice announcing a Tiffin- box found in the school 
playground. Write the notice announcing the find and asking the owner to claim it 
from the office Superintendent after identifying it. Put the notice in box.  

 
Answer 
 
Name of the          The word "Notice 
Institution 

    
Date                       Heading 

        
Article Found 
¼ikbZ xbZ oLrq½  
 
Identification                     Whom to contact 
when and  
           where 
 
 
Signature, Name and          The notice is put 
in a box 
other details of the Writer 
 
 
 

HILL VIEW PUBLIC SCHOOL, SOLAN 
16th July 20 
                                    NOTICE 

A TIFFIN-BOX FOUND 
 

A Tiffin-box has been found lying unclaimed 
in the school playground. Anyone who has 
lost the red Tiffin box can identify and claim it 
from the office Superintendent during recess 
within two days of this notice. 
 
Karan Gandhi 
(Head Boy) 
 
 



 

 

 
Sample Notice (Apeal) 

 
Value Points ¼egRoiw.kZ fcUnq½ 

 Name of the organizer (if any) ¼O;oLFkkid dk uke ¼;fn dksbZ gS ½ ½ 
 Name of the event ¼?kVuk dk uke½ 
 Time and Place 
 Objective / occasion ¼mís';@volj½ 
 Specific instructions (if any) ) ¼fo'ks"k funZs'k ¼;fn dksbZ gS½½ 

 
 
Q. 1. You are the secretary of the Social Welfare Club of your school. The Club is 

organizing a Blood Donation Camp with the help of the Rotary Club, Midtown, next 
week. Write a notice for the school notice board, inviting the parents and teachers 
to donate blood generously. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ans. 
 
Name of the Institution 

 
Date 
             Heading 
 
 
Organizer             Objective 
 
 
 
Time and Place            
 
 
              What to Donete 
Name and 
Designation of the Issuing 
Authority 
¼tkjh djus 
okys dk uke o in½ 
 
 
 
 

GOLDEN BELLS PUBLIC SCHOOL, ALWAR 
 
Date 30th July, 20 
 

NOTICE 
 

BLOOD DONATION CAMP 
 
Our school is organizing a Blood Donation Camp 
with the help of the Rotary Club, Midtown on 5th 
August, 20 a.m. in our school. The parents, the 
school staff and the students of at 10.00 senior 
classes are appealed to give their names to the 
undersigned to donate blood. 
 
The Secretary Social 
Welfare Club 

 



 

 

Some Other Important Notices 
 
Q. 1. You are the editor of your school magazine. Draft a notice for your school students and 

staff member inviting articles, sketches etc. for your school magazine Sign as PQR of Govt. 
S.S. School, Sitapur 

Or 
 
        Your school is going to publish its 25th annual magazine next month. Write a notice 

inviting the articles from students. 
 
Answer 

GOVT. SR. SEC. SCHOOL, SITAPUR 
2 May, 20 

NOTICE 
 

Articles, Sketches Etc. for School Magazine 
                  All the school staff and the students are informed hereby that our school magazine 
will be published in June. The students and other members may submit their articles, sketches 
etc. within the fifteen days of this notice  
 
POR 
Editor of School Magazine 
 
Q. 2. As Librarian of Crescent International School, Ajmer draft a notice asking all students and 

 teachers to return the library books they have borrowed, two days before  the 
commencement of the examination. 

Answer 
CRESCENT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, 

AJMER 
1 March, 20 

NOTICE 
RETURN OF LIBRARY BOOKS 

This is to inform all the students and the school staff to return the library books issued on 

their names, before 7th March, 20 Books returned after the given deadline will cost a fine of 

Rs. 5 per day otherwise permission letters of the students will not be issued.  

 
P.C. Jain  
(Librarian) 
 
Q. 3. As a Principal of Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, Lucknow. Draft notice informing students of the 

change in school timings with effect from the Ist of April. 
Answer 

SARDAR PATEL VIDYALAYA, LUCKNOW 
 



 

 

21 March, 20 
NOTICE 

 
CHANGE IN SCHOOL TIMING 

 
            Our school timing will be changed from 1 April, 20 due to summer. The school 
timing will be from 8.05 A.M. to 2.10 PM. The students and the teachers must follow this 
timing 
 
J.P. Gupta 
 (Principal) 
 
 
 
 
Q. 4. You are Sports Secretary of ABC School, Apra. Write a notice for the school notice board, 

asking the students interested in hockey to give their names for selection for your school 
hockey team. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer 

 
ABC SCHOOL, APRA 

15 Sep., 20 
NOTICE 

 
SELECTION FOR SCHOOL HOCKEY TEAM 

All the students of our school are hereby informed that eighteen students will be selected for our 
school hockey team. The interested students may assemble on 20 Sep... at 9.30 a m. in the school 
playground. 
 
           xyz 
(Sports Secretary) 
 
Q. 5. Write a notice inviting volunteers to work for a literacy campaign after school hours. 
Ans. 
 

 
SUBODH SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAIPUR 

1 Nov. 20XX 
NOTICE 



 

 

LITERACY CAMPAIGN 
 
A one-month literacy campaign after school hours is being organized from 6th Nov. to 5th Dec. 
Interested volunteers may contact the undersigned latest by 5th November. A certificate of Social 
Service will be awarded to each participant. 
 
K.K. Jain 
Principal 
 
 
 
Q. 6. Write a notice for the students of your school to deposit their examination fees latest by 

31st October, 20XX. 
Ans. 
 

BAL NIKETAN SCHOOL, SIKAR 
15 October 20XX 

NOTICE EXAMINATION FEES 
 
All the students should deposit their examination fees in the office by 31st October. A late fee 
will be charged from the defaulters. 
 
Madhu Gupta  
Principal 
 
 
Q. 7. An exclusive lecture has been arranged on Yoga. Prepare a notice 
           for it. 
Ans.  

 
YOGA SANSTHAN, JAIPUR 

2 March 20XX 
NOTICE 

LECTURE ON YOGA 
 
An exclusive lecture on 'Yoga' has been arranged on 15 March, 20XX at 8 a.m. Swami Rishiraj 
of Varanasi will be the chief speaker. You are cordially invited to attend the lecture. 
 
Guru Pratap 
Director 
 
 
 

4. ACCEPTING AND DECLINING INVITATIONS 



 

 

Formal ¼vkSipkfjd½ या Informal ¼vukSipkfjd½ fuea=.k ds mÙkj fn;s tkrs gSa rkfd ;g Li"V gks tk;s fd 
mÙkjnkrk ¼fuea=.k çkIrdÙkkZ½ lekjksg dk;ZØe vkfn esa 'kkfey gksxk ;k ughaA cksMZ ikBîØe esa Formal and 
Informal Invitations ds Accepting ¼Lohdkj djrs gq,½ o Declining  ¼vLohdkj djrs gq, mÙkj nsuk 
'kkfey gSA 
Invitation-Reply nks çdkj ds gksrs gSa& 
(i) Formal Invitation Reply       (ii) Informal Invitation Reply bu nksuksa esa vUrj fuEu çdkj gS& 
     

Formal Reply 
 

Informal Reply 

III Person (He, She, It, They Name etc. esa 
fy[kk tkrk gSA 

1 Person (I. We) व II Person (You) esa fy[kk 
tkrk gSA  

Hkk"kk 'kSyh lkekU; rFkk lkjiw.kZ gksrh gSA Hkk"kk 'kSyh O;fäxr rFkk o.kZukRed gksrh gSA 

lkekU;% i= fy[kus dh fnukad o i= fy[kus okys 
dk irk ugha fy[krs gSaA 

lcls Åij i= fy[kus okys dk irk o i= fy[kus 
dh fnukad fy[krs gSaA 
 

mÙkj nsus okys dk uke lcls igys fy[kk tkrk 
gSA 

mÙkj nsus okys ds gLrk{kj@ uke lcls uhps 
fy[kk tkrk gSA 

1. Accepting Invitations - blesa fuea=.k dks Lohdkj djrs gq, dk;ZØe@lekjksg vkfn esa 'kkfey 
gksus dk vkÜoklu fn;k tkrk gSA bl çdkj ds ç'uksa esa Accept ;k Accepting 'kCn ç;qä gksrs gSaA 
 
2- Declining/Refusing Invitations- blesa fuea=.k gsrq èkU;okn nsrs gq, dk;ZØe@lekjksg vkfn esa 
'kkfey u gksus dh lwpuk nh tkrh gSA bl çdkj ds ç'uksa esa inability ¼vleFkZrk½ declining ¼euk 
djrs gq,½] refusing ¼budkj djrs gq,½] unable ¼vleFkZ½ vkfn 'kCn vkrs gSaA 

 
Formal Replies 

(Accepting and Declining Invitations) 
Formal reply is a written or spoken reply in which acceptance or declination of the 
formal invitation is added. ¼vkSipkfjd fuea=.k ,d fyf[kr ;k ekSf[kd mÙkj gS ftlesa vkSipkfjd 
fuea=.k dh Loh—fr ;k vLoh—fr tksM+h tkrh gSA½ 
 

I Accepting Replies of Formal Invitations 
The following value points should be included in an accepting reply of the formal 
invitation. ¼,d vkSipkfjd fuea=.k dks Lohdkj djrs gq, mÙkj esa fuEufyf[kr egRoiw.kZ fcUnq 'kkfey 
djus pkfg,A½ 

 Name, designation etc. of the sender ¼mÙkj Hkstus okys dk uke] in vkfn½  
 Thanks to the host/ Acknowledgement of the invitation ¼estoku dks èkU;okn@fuea=.k 

dh ikorh½ 
 Name, designation, address ctc. of the host ¼estoku dk uke] in] irk vkfn½ 
 Name of the event, occasion, program ¼?kVuk] volj] dk;ZØe vkfn dk uke½ 
  Day & date (समय) 
 Venue ( थान) 
 Accepetance of the invitation ¼fuea=.k dh Loh—fr ½ 

 



 

 

Q.1. Write a formal reply to the Cultural Secretary of Govt. Sr. Secondary School, Kota. 
He has invited you to attend the Teacher's Day Function on 5th Sep., 20 at 11.00 
a.m. You are Mangal, R.P. in C.B.E.O, Rampur. Respond to the Invitation accepting 
it 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name, designation and address of the sender 
 
 
Name 
designation and address of 
 the host 

 
 
 
 
Name of the function 

 
 
 
Date (time)   Day 

 
 
 
Acceptance of the  
Invitation                    Venue 
 

 

Mr. Mangal, R.P. in D.P.E.P., 

Rampur thanks 

 
the Cultural Secretary of Govt. 

Sr. Sec. School, Kota. for his Kind 

 
invitation to attend the 

Teacher's Day function on Monday 
 

5 Sep., 20, at 11.00 a.m. 
at the school auditorium 
He has great pleasure in 

accepting the invitation. 

 



 

 

 
 
Q.2 Write a formal reply to your neighbour accepting the invitation to his brother's birthday 

party. Invent names, date, time and place etc. 
Answer  

 
Q.3 You are R. Kumar of 31 Janta Colony, Jaipur. You have been invited by R.C. Arora to 

attend the wedding of his daughter. Write a formal reply to him accepting the invitation. 
Answer 
 
Mr. R. Kumar thanks Mr. R.C. Arora for his kind invitation to attend the marriage of his 
daughter REENA with MAYUR on 4th March, 20 at Hotel Amber Vilas. He has much 
pleasure accepting the invitation. 
 
 
Q.4. You are Raj Kapoor. You have been invited to attend the ring ceremony of your friend's 

son. Response formally to the invitation in acceptance. 
 
Answer 
 
 Mr. Raj Kapoor has the pleasure in accepting the invitation of Mrs. P.D. Agrawal for their 
son's ring ceremony on 30 Aug, 20 at 2.00 p.m. He will be glad to atttend the ring ceremony 
on time 
 
 
Q.5. You have been invited to attend Prize Distribution function on 16 February, 20 at 2.00 P.M. 

as Chief Guest of the function. As the director, Career Point write a formal reply to the 
Principal of Govt. Sr. Sec. School Amer accepting it. 

 
Answer 
 
 Mr. Rajkumar, the Director, Career Point thanks the Principal of Govt. Sr. Sec. School., 
Amer for his kind invitation of being the Chief Guest of the Prize Distribution Function on 
16 February, 20 at 2.00 PM. He expresses great pleasure in accepting the invitation. 
 
 
 

II Declining /Refusing formal Invitations 
The following value points should be included in a declining /refusing reply of the formal 
invitation. ¼vkSipkfjd fuea=.k ds euk djrs gq,@vLohdkj djrs gq, mÙkj esa fuEufyf[kr egRoiw.kZ 
fcUnq 'kkfey fd;s tkus pkfg,A½ 

 
Mrs. and Mr. S.K. Sharma thank Mrs. & Mr. K.P. Gupta for their kind invitation to attend the 
auspicious occasion of the birthday party of the younger brother, Mr. KP Gupta on Tuesday 5th 
October, 20 at 7.30 PM at their residence. They have much pleasure to accept it. 
 



 

 

 Name, designation etc of the sender ¼mRrj Hkstus okys dk uke] in vkfn½ 
 Thanks to the host ¼estcku dks èkU;okn ½/Acknowledgement of the invitation ¼fuea=.k 

dh ikorh ½ 
 Name, designation, address etc of the host ¼ estcku dk uke] in] irk vkfn½ 
 Name of the event, occasion, program ¼ ÄVuk] volj] dk;ZØe vkfn dk uke ½ 
 Date (time) 
 Venue ¼LFkku½  
 Declination/Refusal in polite way ¼fouezrk iwoZd eukbZ vLoh—fr½ 

 
 
Q.1 You are Pankaj Kumar. You have received a formal invitation for a dinner party on 

the 25th Marriage Anniversary of Mrs. & Mr. Shukla on 10 April, 20 at 7.00 p.m. at 
their residence. 1 Write a reply declining the invitation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ans. 
 
 
Name of the          Name of the 
Sender          Host 
(Guest)  
 
 
                           occasion 
Date (time)          
 
           Venue 
Reason 
 
             
             
             
Q.2. Write a formal reply to Mrs. & Mr. Dixit who have invited you on the pious occasion of the 

Christening (Nam Karan Sanskar) of their newly born son at their residence on 12 Jan., 20 
You are unable to accept the invitation due to an unavoidable official work. 

 
Answer 

Mr. Pankaj Kumar thanks 
Name of Mrs & Mr. Shukla for 

their  
kind invitatin for a dinner party on 
their 25th marriage anniversary on 

10 April, 20 at 7.00 p.m. at their 
residence, but he regrets for being 

unable to join this auspicious 
occasion due to previous 

engagement. 
He wishes them happy 

marriage anniversary wish 



 

 

 
 Mr. Rahim thanks Mrs. & Mr. Dixit for their kind invitation to attend the Christening (Nam 
Karan Sanskar) of their newly born son at their residence, on 12 Jan, 20 but he is unable to 
accept the invitation due to an 
 
unavoidable official work. He wishes for the happy future of their son. 
 
 
Q.3. You have received an invitation letter from the Principal and Staff of Govt. Senior 

Secondary School, Alwar. You have to attend Career Day function on 15th February, 20 at 
2.00 p.m. as Chief Guest of the function. Write a refusal to the invitation owing to your 
being busy in an important meeting. 

 
Answer 
 
 Mrs. Astha Arora is thankful to the Principal and Staff of Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Alwar for their 
kind invitation of being the Chief Guest on the Career Day Function on15th February, 20 at 2.00 
p.m. but she regrets her inability to attend the function owing to her being busy in an important 
official meeting on the same day. 
 
Best wishes to all the students 
  
 
 
Q.4. Your name is Ashok Kumar. Your friend Krishna Kumar is organising an English Debate 

Competition on 3 March, 20 at 10.00 a.m. at Youth Club. He has invited you to act as a 
judge for the same. Send a reply expressing your inability to go there as you have an 
unavoidable tour to Kota. 

 
Answer 
 
Mr. Ashok Kumar thanks Mr. Krishna Kumar for his kind invitation of being the judge for 
English Debate Competition on 3 March, 20 at 10.00 a.m. at Youth Club. He regrets to say that 
he will not be able to come there as he has an unavoidable tour to Kota on the same day. 
 
He wishes every success to the competition 
 
 
 
Q. 5. You are Naman/Neha. You have received a formal invitation from Amit Mathur to attend a 
party on the occasion of his father's retirement from govt. services on 11 March, 20 p.m. at Shiv 
Vilas. Send a reply declining the invitation. 
 
Ans.  
 
 



 

 

 Mr. Naman/Mrs. Neha is thankful to Mr. Amit Mathur for his kind invitation to attend a party 
on the occasion of his father's retirement on 11 march, 20 at 6.00 p.m. at Shiv Vilas, but he is 
very sorry to say that he will not be able to attend the party due to his father's hospitalization. 
He sends his best wishes on this occasion. 
 
 

 
Informal Replies 

(Accepting and Declining Invitations) 
Informal reply is a personal reply that we write replies are written in a simple, natural 
style, just as our family members, close relatives and friends. Such one talks to a friend 
or a relative. 
¼vukSipkfjd mÙkj ,d O;fäxr mÙkj gksrk gS tks gekjs ifjokj ds L;ksa] utnhdh fj'rsnkjksa vkSj fe=ksa 
dks fy[kk tkrk gSA bl çdkj ds mÙkj èkkj.k] LoHkkfod 'kSyh esa fy[ks tkrs gSa tSls fd ,d O;fä ,d 
fe= ;k ,d fj'rsnkj ls ckr djrk gSA½ 
1st person pronoun (I, We) and 2nd person pronoun (You) are used in informal replies.  
¼ vukSipkfjd mÙkj esa çFke iq#"k loZuke ¼esa] ge½ rFkk eè;e iq#"k uke ¼rqe½ dk ç;ksx gksrk gSA½ 
 
1 Accepting Replies of Informal Invitations The following value points should be 
included in an accepting reply of the informal invitation. 
¼,d vukSipkfjd fuea=.k dks Lohdkj djrs gq, mÙkj esa fuEufyf[kr egRoiw.kZ fcUnq 'kkfey gksus 
pkfg,A½ 

 Address of the guest (sender) ¼esgeku ¼mÙkj Hkstu okys½ Date of writing the reply 
¼mÙkj fy[kus dk fnukad½ 

 Date of writing the rply ¼mÙkj fy[kus dk fnukad ½ 
 Salutation to the recipient ¼çkIrdÙkkZ dks lEcksèku½ 
 Thanks to the recipient/Acknowledgement of the invitation ¼çkrdrkZ dks 

èkU;okn@fuea=.k dh ikorh½ 
 Name of the event, occasion etc. ¼lekjksg] volj vkfn dk uke½ 
 Day, Date (Time)  
 Venue ¼LFky½ 
 Acceptance of the invitation 
 Complimentary close ¼ lEekulwpd lekfIr½ 
 The Sender's signature/ name ¼ Hkstus okys ds gLrk{kj½ 

 
 
 
Q.1 You are Aman/Amina of C/71, Bapu Nagar, Jaipur have been invited by your friend 

Santosh to attend his/her 17th birthday party on 12 February, 20 at 7.00 PM. Write 
an informal reply accepting the invitation. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Ans.  
The writer address       Acknowledge of the  
         invitation 
 
         Occasion 
 
 
Date of writing solution       Venue 
To the recipient 
 
Date 
 
 
Complimentary Close 
 
The senders signature  
name 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q.2 You have been invited by your friend on the wedding of your friend's sister on 22th March.. 

20. Respond to the invitation informally accepting it.  
 
Answer 
 

18, Nyaya Puri 
Bharatpur 
March 12, 20 
 
Dear Amit 
 
I am really pleased to be invited on the wedding of your sister on 22th March, 20 I am much 
pleased to accept it. I am eagerly waiting for the day. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Arjun 
 

 
 

C/71 Bapu Nagar, 
Jaipur 
February 2, 20… 
 
I am very glad to be invited 
by you on your 17th birthday 
party on 12 Fabruary, 20 at 
7.00 Acceptance PM. 
onwards at your residence. 
of the I am much pleased to 
accept it. Looking forward to 
be with you and your family 

Yours 
Aman/Amina 
 



 

 

Q. 3. Your are Manoj/Manju. You have been invited by Manu who is organizing a get  together 
on 25th March, 2017, at 5.00 P.M. at Hotel Janpath. Write an informal reply in acceptance. 

 
 
 
Ans. 
 
 

217 MIG Flats. 
Surya Vihar, 
Kota 
15 March, 20 
 
Dear Manu 
 
I have received your invitation to attend a get together party on 25 March, 20 at 5.00 P.M. 
at Hotel Janpath. I am extremely happy to know that all our old friends will be there. I 
would like to confirm my participation. Looking forward to the momentous occasion 
 
Yours sincerely  
Manoj/Manju 
 
 

 
 
 
Q. 4. You have been invited to an evening bash at Shivam Ann by Vibhu to celebrate  his 

selection in NDA. Respond to accept the invitation. You are Nitin of 56, Gautam Nagar, 
Alwar. (Difficult words: Evening Bash lka; dh ikVhZ½ 

 
Ans. 
56,Gautam Nagar 
Alwar  
10 Nov., 20 
 
Dear Vibhu I am really pleased to know that you have been selected in NDA Thanks a lot for 
your invitation to an evening bash at Shivam Ann 
 
I will definately come there on time. I wish you great success. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Nitin 
 

 
II Declining Replies of the Informal Invitations 

 



 

 

Value points of a declining reply of the informal invitation. 
 (,d vukSipkfjd fuea=.k dk vLohdkj djrs gq, mÙkj nsus ds egRoiw.kZ fcUnq½ 

 Address of the writer (sender) ¼fy[kus ¼mÙkj Hkstus okys dk irk½ 
 Date of writing the reply ¼mÙkj fy[kus dh fnukad½  
 Salutation to the recipient ¼çkIrdrkZ dks lEcksèku½ 
 Thanks to the recipient/Acknowledgement of the inivitation ¼mÙkj çkIrdrkZ dks 

èkU;okn @ fuea=.k dh ikorh½ 
 Name of the event, occasion etc. (lekjksg] volj vkfn dk uke) 
 Day, date (time) and venue 
 Declination/Refusal ¼eukbZ @ vLoh—fr½ 
 Reason ¼dkj.k½ 
 Wish ¼'kqHkdkeuk½ 
 Complimentary close ¼ lEekuiw.kZ lekfIr½  
 Sender's signature/Name 

 
Q. 1. Your friend has invited you on the occasion of the anauguration ceremony of the Unique 

Advertisement Agency, but you are unable to come there as your mother is hospitalized. 
Write an informal reply.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer 
 
The writer/ sender's  
address 
  
Date of the reply 
 
Refusal and 
reason 
 
Event. 
 
wish 
 
Complimentry close 
 
The sender's signature/ 
 

5 Jay Mandir, 
Udaipur 
 
10 Jan., 20 
 
Dear Rakesh 
         I thank you for your   
invitation on the occasion of the 
anauguration ceremony event of 
the Unique Advertisement 
Agency, but I am unable to come 
there as my mother is 
hospitalized. 
     I wish the inauguration every   
success. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Raju 
 



 

 

 2. You are Mohit of 121-A, Heerapura, Kota. Your cousin has invited you on the auspicious 
occasion of the Griha Pravesh ceremony on January 6, 20 Write an informal reply declining 
it. 

Ans.  
121-A, Heerapura 
Kota 
 
28 Dec., 20 
 
Dear Manoj  
 
Thank you very much for inviting me on the auspicious occasion of the Griha Pravesh 
Ceremony on 6 Jan, 20 I am very sorry to say that I will not be able to attend the ceremony 
due to an unavoidable official tour to Mount Abu on the same day. 
                                                  
I send my best wishes on this occasion.  
 
Yours sincerely 
Mohit 
 
Q. 3. Your friend has invited you for dinner. Write an informal reply expressing your inability to 

accept the invitation. 
Ans. 
10 Roop Nagar, 
Udaipur 
 
August 3, 20 
 
Dear Krishna 
Thank you for your invitation for dinner. I regret that it will not be possible for me to come 
for dinner as I am suffering from viral fever for some days.  
Yours sincerely 
Аnоор 
 
 
Q. 4. You are Mala of 21 Vivekanand Nagar, Alwar. Your friend Malti has invited you at tea on 

her success in the examination. Write an informal reply declining the invitation. Mention 
the reason. 

Answer 
21 Vivekanand Nagar 
Alwar 
21 June, 20 
Dear Malti 
Congratulations. I am really glad to know that you have passed Sr. Sec. Exam. with 80% of 
marks. I thank you for your invitation to attend the tea party, but I am very sorry to say that I 
will not be able to come as I have a class test. 



 

 

Please accept my wishes. 
Yours sincerely 
Mala 
 
 
 
Q.5. You have been invited by your friend at his/her sister's engagement on 06 Jan., 20__ at 2.00 

PM: but you are unable to attend the engagement. Send an informal reply.  
 
 
Answer 
 
25, M.D. Colony 
Bikaner 
 
24 Dec. 20 
 
Dear Amarsingh 
 
 Many thanks for your invitation at your sister's engagement on 06 Jan., 20 at 2.00      PM. But I 
am sorry to say that it will not be possible for me to reach there as I have an unavoidable official 
meeting on the same day 
I send my wishes on this occasion. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Rohan 
 
 

 

Question: 4 (BMP)       Marks 05 
 

      Section B (ii) 

        (1) 

 You are Arun, a reporter. Write a report giving details of the road accident that you 
witnessed. (word limit : 100 words) 

         ROAD ACCIDENT 

( ByArun, Reporter) 

Achrol ( jaipur ), 3 january – Saturday proved perhaps the most unfortunate day for many 
people who witnessed a fatal collision incident of a maruti car and a tourist buys at Achrol on 
N.H. 7 at around 2.00 p.m the car hit the bus which was full of passangers. Two teen boys in the 



 

 

car, died on the maruti did not get hurt. Ten passengers seriousely injured. There was a loud hue 
and cry. Some people called the police and the dead were taken to hospital. The accident 
happened because of the negligence of the driver of the maruti car. The police registered a case 
against him. 

(2) 

You have travelled by bus and as a result of derailment of the train all the passengers were 
delayed. Write a report on the train accident to publish in a newspaper in about 100 words. 

TRAIN ACCIDENT  

(By Staff Correspondent) 

Kundanpur ,4 April- The Gurgaon Express went off the rails and its three bogies and the engine 
derailed at about 6:00 p. m. near kundanpur. Nine passengers died on the spot and 65 were 
injured. Some of them were serious. The govt. Stated rescue and relief operations immediately. 
The nearby local resident helped in the rescue work. The injured were taken to hospital The rail 
minister announced a compensation of Rs.5 lacs to next kin of the dead and Rs. Fifty thousand 
for the injured. It is hoped that the situation will come back to normalcy within two or three days. 

(3) 

 You are Sakshi. Write a report in about 100 words giving description of a fire Accident. 

 FIRE ACCIDENT 

( BySakshi,Class-XII ) 

Udaipur, 1 May.- Last Monday I was sleeping on the roof of my house when suddenly I heard a 
loud noise, I work up immediately and saw a house on fire at some distance in Bapu Bazar. The 
flames of fire and smoke seemed to th sky. people were trying to put out the fire by throwing 
water and sand but in vain. There was great fear and state of panic all around the area. The wind 
was blowing fast so the fire also gripped the neighboring house. Mean while someone informed 
the fire brigade. It took at least an hour to put out the fire. Everything was burnt to ashes with in 
no time. The occupants of the house were simply dumbstruck. The reason of fire could not be 
known, fortunately, there was no loss of life. 

(4)  

You are Sanjay, a crime reporter. You witness a robbery in a local bank prepare a report 
for the newspaper in about 100 words on A Bank Robbery. 

 ROBBERY IN UCO BANK 

 (By Crime Reporter) 



 

 

Udaipur, 11 May- There was a bank robbery in UCO bank, sikar. At around 11.00 a.m. five 
persons entered in the bank. They had covered their faces. One robber snatched the gun of the 
bank-gourd and they hit the unarmed gourd on the head and he fell down. Then they locked the 
manager, the staff and the customers in a room. Then two robbers went to the cash counter and 
took all the money. The man on the wheel drove away the car at a very fast speed. According to 
the manager 10 lakh rupees were robbed. 

(5)  

You are Aman, reporter of the Rajasthan Patrika.You have witnessed disaster caused by 
flood in Nava prepare a report for newspaper on the incident in about100 words. 

 DISASTER CAUSED BY FLOOD 

 (By Aman, Reporter Rajasthan Patrika) 

NAVA,27the Feb.- The area of Nava affected by the recent flood. All the area looked like a sheet 
of wayer. A huge damage of property has been done.Two persons died in Rampura Village. 
Many people became homeless. Packets of food, bottles of drinking water, clothes and other 
necessary things were being supplied with the assistance of the NGOs and the generous people. 
A team of doctors was dispatched to Nava, The govt.is taking all possible steps to assist the flood 
affected people. 

(6) 

 Yesterday you saw two students quarreling on the road. Soon they became violent and 
hurt each other. A heavy crowd gathered and they were taken to hospital. Write a report 

on what you saw.  

STUDENTS QUARREL ON ROAD 

 (By Ashok, Student of class XII) 

Ajmer,2 March- After the school hours there was a quarrel between the students of two local 
school in pushker. Unfortunately bicycle of a student hit the other and both the students started 
hot talks. Soon they became violent and hurt each other Two student seriously injured. There 
was a heavy traffic jam. Some people informed the police. The police came immediately and 
controlled the students. The injured were taken to hospital. 

(7) 

 A science fair was held in your city. Write a report on it to be published in local newspaper 
in about 100 words.  

SCIENCE FAIR 



 

 

 (By the secretary of the student’s union) 

 Jaipur,11 Jan.- The students of govt. Sr. sec. School. Chaksu organized a Science fair to create 
scientific awareness among the people. The Chief person inaugurated the exhibition. It was held 
in The school from 8th to 10th january. The students and the teachers of the school jointly 
arranged it. This included recycling of waste, solar energy etc. Students displayed and explained 
their projects by using models, charts, slide projectors, audio and video CDs. Visitors were full 
of praise for the exhibits which were educative and also entertaining. The fair was certainly a 
success because of the large number of people attended on all days. On the final day, the students 
and teachers were awarded certificates of participation. 

(8)  

Write a report inabout 100 words on the topic ‘ The prize distribution function. ’  

THE PRIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

( By Student reporter ) 

Vatika, 18 feb.- The prize distribution function of Talent Search Academy was held on Monday 
17 Feb at the school auditorium. The Principal welcomed the chief guest. A welcome song was 
sung by the students. A short cultural programme was presented. The chief guest gave prizes to 
the best students in every activity. The students who got the First position in the previous clasess, 
were also given prizes, The principal read out the annual report of the school. The function ended 
with the national anthem. 

(9) 

 Your club organized a blood donation camp in your city. Write a report in about 100 
words. 

 BLOOD DONATION CAMP 

 (By Asha, Reported, Rajasthan Patrika) 

 

 Ajmer, 15 Oct.- Youth club of the city organized a blood donation camp in Adarsh Sr. Sec. 
School, Ajmer. The City mayor inaugurated the blood donation camp. He was the first to donate 
blood. One hundred five members donated their blood. It was both interesting and a useful 
experience for the donators. The Heath Officer praised the club for its dedicated, selfless and 
devoted services to the society. NGOs and voluntary organization came up to render their 
services for this noble cause and spread the message to donate blood and feel the pleasure of 
giving life to someone. 



 

 

 

(10) 

 You are mukesh, reporter of rajasthanpatrika.Write a report in about 100 world on 
assembly elections held in your city.  

ASSEMBLY ELECTION HELD IN JAIPUR 

 (By Mukesh, reporter of rajasthan of Raj. Patrika) 

Jaipur,12 Dec. Assembly election were held to elect representatives to the state legislature 
peacefully In Jaipur city on 11 Dec., 2021. There are eight assembly constituencies. The different 
political parties took part in the assembly election. The election began at 7.00 am. The presiding 
officers and the polling officers arrived earlier. The ballot boxes were sealed before the 
representatives of the candidates. The polling continued till 6.00 pm. 75% voters cast their votes. 
The eletion result will be declared after the counting of the votes on 18 Dec., 2021. 

 

 

 

(11) 

 An N.G.O. is going to organize a “Free Eye Operation camp” in your locality. Compose a 
report with the help of the help of the given hints in about 100 words.  

An N.G.O.............Free Eye Camp...........Dr. Sudheer …................inaugurate 
…...........beds......2 ….....social workers …..........First day …..........Admit patient 
…..............operation …................ Patient...............discharge..............Doctors and 

nurses..........duty thank. 

FREE EYE OPERATION CAMP 

 (By staff reporter) 

Padampura, 12 July- GajjuSuthar Trust (an N.G.O.) organized a free eye operation camp at 
luneshwarmhadevtemple ,Padampura. Mr. Ram, M.L.A. inaugurated the camp. Dr. Sudheer and 
some other doctors came from Eye Care Hospital, Jaipur. The doctors examined patients and 
most of them were operated successfully. The patients were given medicines. There were some 
social workers and nurses to take care of the patients. The chief coordinator thanked all the 
doctors, nurses and volunteers. It was claimed a great success. 

(12) 



 

 

 Inter class football matches took place in your school last week. Prepare a report to be 
published in the school magazine in about 100 words. 

 INTER CLASS FOOTBALL MATCHES 

 (By Student Reporter)  

Sikar, 12 Nov.- Inter class football matches were held in Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Sikar. The 
D.E.O. of Sikar district inaugurated the match. Total twelve teams took part in the matches from 
8th to 11th Nov., 2022 The team of class XII(B). Total 8 matches were played. All the matches 
were very interesting and full of tough fights. The team of class XI(A) played the final match 
with the team of class XII(B). The team of class XI(A) won the final match by 2 goals. The 
D.E.O. gave away the prizes to the winners. 

(13) 

The residents of Devas are suffering from irregular water supply. Write report for the 
newspaper in about 100 words. 

IRREGULAR SUPPLY OF WATER IN DEVAS  

(By Sushil , Staff Reporter) 

Devas, 18 November- Poor and untimely water supply keep the people of Devas thirsty. It is the 
major problem.The water supply system is very irregular. People are facing hardships. Some 
people steal water from underground pipes. The pressure is also very low . The condition of 
public taps is very unsatisfactory. Some  of them are closed and do not function at all . There is 
water famine on certain days. Citizens of the local committee to look into the matter, but with no 
result . 

                                                            (14)  
You are Amina/Amir, a reporter of the Hindu, Write a report in about 100 words on the 
national book fair in your city.  
                                      
 

THE 12TH NATIONAL BOOK  FAIR  
                               (By Amir/Amina, Reporter of the Hindu)  
 
Jaipur, 15 November – The 12th national book fair was held from 10th Nov. to 14th Nov. 2022 at 
S.M.S. Stadium. The educational minister inaugurated the book fair. There were more than 800 
stalls in the fair. A wide range of text-books, academic books, competition book, literature 
books, books of interest to the general reader, science, social science, technology etc. Were 
displayed by  the publishers and the distributers. Texts books and competition books were be 
demand. A lot of student visited the book fair and bought books.    

(15) 
 



 

 

The power failure problem affects our daily life. Prepare a report on frequent power 
failures in your town, gadara. (Word limit – about 100 words)  
 

FREOUENT POWER FAILURE IN GADARA 
 

Gadara, 5 November.- Frequent power failure in causing a difficulty to the people of gadara. 
There are old wires and poles of electricity. There is not fix time of power supply. It is board 
examination time. The students find them selves unable to study at nigh. There are possibilities 
of thefts and accidents. There in irregular voltage of power, Darkness may lead to any kind of 
mishappening. The matter has been taken with the authorities again and again but the problem 
persiste in the same way. 
 

          TRANSLATION   

       ENGLISH TO HINDI TEXT   

1 A recent study shows that the habit of reading is diminishing rapidly among 
youngsters  today. They can’t concentrate on a given English reading passage for more than 
a few  seconds at a stretch! At the same time, reading was and still is an integral part of 
all  competitive exams. So, how do you improve your reading skills? The answer to this 
question  is actually another question: What is the use of Reading Skills? The main purpose 
of reading  is to ‘make sense’. Keep in mind these points while attempting English reading 
passages:   

gky gh esa gq, ,d vè;;u ls irk pyrk gS fd vkt ds ;qokvksa esa i<+us dh vknr rsth ls 
de  gksrh tk jgh gSA os fdlh fn, x, vaxzsth i<+us ds ekxZ ij dqN lsdaM ls vfèkd le; 
rd è;ku dsafær ugha dj ldrs gSa! lkFk gh i<+uk lHkh çfr;ksxh ijh{kkvks dk ,d vfHkUu vax Fkk 
vkSj vc Hkh gSA rks vki vius i<+us ds dkS'ky dks dSls lqèkkjrs gSa bl ç'u dk mÙkj okLro es ,d 
vkSj ç'u gSA iBu dkS'ky dk mi;ksx D;k gSA i<+us dk eq[; mí's; le> esa vkuk gSA vaxzsth 
i<+us ds iSlst dk ç;kl djrs le; bu ckrksa dk è;ku j[kaAs  

2 Every master is unique, just like an Everest, standing far higher, touching the stars — 
alone.  Never compare two masters. Comparison is not the right thing in the world of 
masters.  Comparison is mind-oriented, it is intellectual, and the master’s realization is 
beyond the  mind, it is spiritual. In the world of spirit, in the world of godliness, there is no 
question of  comparison. Everyone is unique, but surrendered, dedicated to the same truth 
from different  angles. It needs a tremendous capacity of understanding, and that 
understanding has not to be  of the mind, it has to be of meditation.   

gj xq# vf}rh; gS fcYdqy ,d ,ojsLV dh rjg dgha nwj [kM+k gS flrkjksa dks Nw jgk gS vdsykA dHkh 
Hkh nks xq#vksa dh rqyuk u djsaA Lokeh dh nqfu;k esa rqyuk Bhd ugha gSA rqyuk eu-mUeq[k gS ;g 
ckSf)d gS vkSj xq# dh vuqHkwfr eu ls ijs gS ;g vkè;kfRed gSA vkRek dh nqfu;k esa Hkfä 
dh  nqfu;k esa rqyuk dk dksbZ loky gh ugha gSA gj dksbZ vf}rh; gS ysfdu vyx-vyx dks.kksa ls 



 

 

,d  gh lR; ds fy, lefiZr lefiZr gSA bls le>us dh ,d tcjnLr {kerk dh t:jr gS vkSj 
;g le> eu dh ugha gksuh pkfg, ;g è;ku dh gksuh pkfg,A   

3 Thoughts are like dirt, Thoughts, desires, imaginations, memories — all are forms of 
dirt.  Because of them, the purity of the mind is lost. Because of them, the capacity to reflect, 
the  mirror-like quality of the mind is lost. Continuous cleaning is needed. So, meditation is 
not  something that you do once and forget about, because each moment of life you go 
on  gathering dust. Meditation is like a daily bath. It is not something that once you have done 
it,  you are finished. It should become like a natural thing, as you go to sleep, as you take a 
bath,  meditation should become a natural part of your life.  

 
fopkj xanxh dh rjg gSa] fopkj] bPNk,a] dYiuk,a] ;knsa & lHkh xnaxh ds :Ik gSaA buds dkj.k 
eu  dh ifo=rk u"V gks tkrh gSA muds dkj.k] çfrfcfacr djus dh {kerk] eu dh niZ.k tSlh 
xq.koÙkks [kks tkrh gSA fujraj lQkbZ dh t:jr gSA rks] è;ku dksbZ ,slh pht ugh gS ftls a vki ,d 
ckj  djrs gSa vkSj Hkyw tkr gSa] D;ksafd thou dss çR;sd {k.k esa vki èkwy Qkadrs pys tkrs gSaA 
è;ku  nSfud Luku ds leku gSA ,slk ugha gS fd ,d ckj dj yuss ds ckn vki lekIr gks tkrs gSaA 
;g  ,d çk—frd pht dh rjg gks tkuk pkfg,] tSls gh vki lks tkrs gSa] tSls gh vki Luku djrs 
gSa]  è;ku vkids thou dk ,d LokHkkfod fgLlk cu tkuk pkfg,A  

4 Look at life: everywhere there is a contradiction. But nothing is wrong in contradiction, it 
is  just because it is unbearable for your logical mind. If you attain a mystic insight, it 
becomes  beautiful. Really, beauty cannot exist without it. If you cannot hate the same person, 
you love  there will be no tension in your love. It will be a dead thing. There will be no 
polarity;  everything will go stale…In the morning you love, by the afternoon you are filled 
with hate.  You have moved to the valley; you have moved to the initial position where you 
were before  you fell into love — now you are again individuals.   

`thou dks ns[kks % gj txg ,d fojksèkkHkkl gSA ysfdu fojksèkkHkkl esa dqN Hkh xyr ugha gS] ;g 
flQZ  blfy, gS D;ksafd ;g vkids rkfdZd fnekx ds fy, vlguh; gSA ;fn rqe ,d jgL;oknh 
varnZ̀f"V  dks çkIr dj ysrs gks] rks og lqanj gks tkrh gSA okLro esa] lqanjrk blds fcuk ekStwn ugha 
gks  ldrhA ;fn vki ,d gh O;fä ls ?k̀.kk ugha dj ldrs] rks vki çse djrs gSa] vkids çes esa 
dksbZ  
ruko ugha gksxkA ;g ejh gqbZ ckr gksxhA dksbZ èkzqork ugha gksxh( lc dqN cklh gks tk,xk--- lqcg 
rqe I;kj djrs gks] nksigj rd rqe uQjr ls Hkj tkrs gks rqe ?kkVh esa pys x, gks( vki ml 
çkjafHkd fLFkfr esa vk x, gSa tgka vki I;kj esa iM+us ls igys Fks & vc vki fQj ls O;fä gSaA  

5 To be an individual is also beautiful because it is freedom. To be in the valley is 
also  beautiful because it is relaxation. To be in the dark valley is soothing, it helps you to 



 

 

regain  balance. Then you are ready again to go to the peak; by the evening you are again in 
love.  This is a process of coming apart, then coming together — and again and again. When 
you  fall in love again after a hateful moment it is a new dawn. If there is no change, life is 
static.  If you cannot move to the opposite everything will go stale and it will become 
boring…   

,d O;fä gksuk Hkh lqanj gS D;ksafd ;g Lor=a rk gSA ?kkVh esa gksuk Hkh [kwclwjr gS D;ksafd ;g lqdwu 
nsrk gSA vaèksjh ?kkVh esa jguk lq[knk;d gS] ;g vkidks larqyu gkfly djus esa enn djrk gSA 
rc  rqe fQj ls f'k[kj ij tkus ds fy, rS;kj gksrs gks( 'kke rd rqe fQj ls I;kj esa gks ;g vyx 
gksus] fQj ,d lkFk vkus dh çfØ;k gS & vkSj ckj&ckjA tc vki ,d ?k̀f.kr {k.k ds ckn fQj 
ls  I;kj esa iM+ tkrs gSa rks ;g ,d u;k Hkksj gksrk gSA ;fn dksbZ ifjoruZ ugha gS] rks thou fLFkj gSA 
;fn vki foijhr fn'kk esa ugha tk ldrs rks lc dqN cklh gks tk,xk vkSj ;g mckÅ gks tk,xk--- 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Question No.5 (BMP)      Marks 06 

Registering Complaints for poor/Defective/ Non-complete of order 

Sender’s Address 

Date 

Firm/ Company Name 

Address 

Sub- For recplacement of ______ 

Dear Sirs 

I regret to inform you that I  bought/ Purchased  

Product Name  from your firm/ company name vide cash memo No _____ dated ____________  
. It has stopped working. 

You are requested to replace at the earliest. 

Thanking you 

Yours faithfully 



 

 

Sender’s Name 

Official Complaints 

Sender’s Address 

Date 

Receiver’s Designation 

Name of Dpmt 

Sub - For ___________________________________ 

Sir 

 Respectfully I want to bring it to your kind notice about_complaining Issue 

This causes much inconvenience to Sufferer I request you to look into the matter and do the 
needful. 

 

Thanking you 

Yours faithfully 

 

   Job CV/ Resume 

 

Sender Address 

Date  

Employers Designation / Name and 

Complete Address 

Sub- Application for the post of__ Post name 

Sir/Madam 

In response to you advertisement in Newspaper Name dated ________ for the above post. I 
submit my candidature for the same. My resume is enclosed here. 

If I am given a chance. I promise to serve your concern to the best of my obilities. 



 

 

Thanking you 

Name of Applicant 

Encl Resume 

     RESUME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Making Enquiries 

Sender’s Address 

Date 

The Manager 

___________ 

___________ 

 

Subject- Inquiry about the _________________________________ 

 

Dear Sir. 

We want to know about the charges/ Rates / Varieties/ range of _________________________ . 
Kindly furnish the following details  

you provide. 

___________ 

__________ 

___________ 

 

 



 

 

Yours Faithfully 

 

 

 

 

Placing an Order 

OFFICE OF THE _______________________________________ 
                                      JAIPUR 
Lett. No.                                                                                        Mo.No._______ 
                                                                                                Date : ____________ 
 
 

Suppliers Address 

 

Sub. ___________ 

Sir/Sirs 

 We are pleased to place on order for supplying the following _Item Name 

Sr. No.  Name of Item Specification Quantity 

1. 

2. 

Payment will be made as per the decided terms & conditions. 

 

Thanking you 

 

Yours faithfully 

Orderer’s  Name 

Post _______ 



 

 

 

    Letter to the Editor 

 

Format 

Sender’s Address 

Date 

The Editor 

Editor’s News agency name 

__________ 

__________ 

 

Sub. __________________________ 

 

Sir 

I/We shall be highly obliged if you kindly publish in your esteemed newspaper/ journal about 
………………………………………….. It is high time that proper steps should be taken to 
think over it. 

I hope my request will be headed to for a betterment of all. 

 

Yours faithfully 

Name 

     Examples 

Q. 1 Wanted a lady Receptionist cum Telephone Operator. Smart female graduate with 
an  attractive personality of not more than 25 years with good command over English and 
Hindi  may only apply. Experienced will be preferred. Write to the M. D., Ajeet Nursing 
Home,  Kota with a detailed resume and a passport size photograph latest by next 
Tuesday. You are  Nandini / Mohini. Write for this post after seeing its advertisement in 
‘The Express-Times!   

Ans:   



 

 

Flat No. – 5 Sudhir Apartments   
Kota   

2 February 20–   

The Managing Director   
Ajeet Nursing Home   
Kota   

Subject: Application for the post of receptionist cum telephone operator   

Dear Sir   

 In response to your advertisement in the national daily ‘The Express-Times dated 
1st  February 20–for the post of Receptionist cum Telephone Operator, I want to offer 
myself as a  candidate for it. I am a smart, confident and hardworking lady of 24 years 
with pleasing personality.  I am also computer literate and possess excellent command 
over English. I assure you of my best  services if given an opportunity for the same. My 
resume is enclosed herewith.   

Yours faithfully   

Nandini Mehra   

Enclosed – Resume   

Resume   

Name :    Nandini Mehra   

Father’s Name :   Mr Ashok Singh Mehra   

Sex :    Female   

Date of Birth :   11 July 1988   

Nationality:    Indian   

Marital Status :   Single   

Permanent Address:   Flat No-5, Sudhir Apartments, Kota  

 
Educational Qualification : Secondary Examination from Asha Public School 

C.B.S.E. Board,   
igher Secondary Examination from Asha Public 
School C.B.S.E.  Board,  
M.A. (English), Rajasthan University  

Computer Qualifications 6 months Diploma in Computer Basic from APTECH, 1-year 
advance  Diploma in Computer Software Technology from ET &T   



 

 

Job Experience Have worked for 6 months as a telephone operator in 
Luxurious  Products Pvt. Ltd.   

References 1. Mr Ravi Sharan Singh Manager, Luxurious Products Pvt. Ltd.   

 2. Mr Ramanand Sharma M.D., Ramanand Ayurvedic and Yoga  Centre.   

Interests & Hobbies Reading, singing, pottery making   

Salary Expected Negotiable   

    

Q. 2  Write a letter to the Collector of your district complaining about the irregular supply 
of  electricity in your town.   

Ans:   

The District Collector, Banswara   

20 January 2021   

Subject: Irregular Supply of Electricity   
Sir   

 I want to bring to your kind notice towards the plight of the citizens of Banswara city 
in  general and students in particular. From the last two months, there has been an 
irregular supply of  electricity. The electrical engineer says that excessive load is the 
main cause of irregular supply of  electricity. This irregular supply of electricity 
disrupts the studies of the students. The housewives  complain that none of their 
kitchen appliances functions properly.   

 I humbly request you to find a solution to this pressing problem of 
Banswara city.  Thanking you   
Yours faithfully   

Satish Gupta   

 

Q. 3 Write a letter to the Editor of Nav Jyoti regarding the nuisance of stray cattle 
on the roads.  Ans:   
155 Krishna Nagar, Kota   

12 January 20–   

The Editor   
Nav Jyoti, Kota   

Subject: The nuisance of stray cattle on the roads   

Dear Sir   

 Through the columns of your esteemed newspaper, I want to draw the attention of 
the  Municipal Authorities of Kota to the nuisance of stray cattle on the roads. Many 



 

 

people rear cattle  but they let them stray onto the roads during day time. Apart from 
being unhygienic, many times  cattle squat on the pavements and sometimes even in 
the middle of the roads. This causes a hazard to  the public. It is hoped that the 
Municipal Authorities would take immediate steps to do away with  this nuisance.   

Yours faithfully   
Nimita Jain   

Q.4: You are Anoop living at 7, Adarsh Nagar, Churu. You purchased a washing 
machine from a  dealer. Write a letter for its replacement.   

Ans:   

7 Adarsh Nagar, Churu   

13 October 2021   

M/s Tulip Appliances   
M.G. Road, Jaipur   

Subject: Complaint regarding the defective washing machine   

Dear Sir   

 I bought a washing machine from your showroom with a warranty of 2 years. But 
only 8  months have passed by and it has started troubling me. For a month its dryer 
has not been  functioning properly while the system creates a loud noise during the 
washing of clothes. It gave me  an electric shock when I switched it on yesterday. I 
hope you will understand the urgency of the  situation and send a technician to rectify 
these defects or replace it soon.   

Yours faithfully   

Anoop   
 

 

      Section C 
Question No 6                                                                       Marks 02 
                                                  CLAUSES  

(Noun Clauses, Adverb clauses,Relative clauses)  

Type -1  

Put the most suitable in the space to complete the following sentences –  

1. I will cook food……………….I come back. (as soon as/till/before)  

2. I want to finish my work…………………we go out. (before/after/till)  

3. She is going to look after the cat………………..I am away on holiday. 
(as/before/while)  



 

 

4. Don’t cross the road………………..you see the red signal.(as/when/until)  

5. I’ll give you a ring………………we get back from our vacation.(when/before/until)  

6. ……………..I was much younger, I enjoyed camping out.(when/as/since)  

7. ……………..the man had stopped his car to help,Ramesh recognized him.(After/as  long as 
/before)  
8. You seem happy…………………..you help others.(till/when/after)  
9. ………………it gets cold,I’ll light the fire.(No sooner/when/hardly) 
10.……………..the quees arrives,the audience will stand up. (when/till/then)  
Answer :- 1. As soon as 2.before 3.while 4.until 5.when 6.when 7.after 8.  When 
9.when 10. When  

Clause – Type – II  

Combine the following sentences using conjuncation that is given in brackets –  

1. If you do not workhard. You will not succeed. (unless)  
2. He had finished his work. He went to bed. (after)  

3. This is my pen. I bought it yesterday. (that)  

4. He had reached the holl. Then the film started. (after)  

5. I know the reason. He did not succeed. (why)  

6. I reached school. It began to rain.(as soon as)  

7. As soon as I reached the hall. The film started.(No sooner……….than)  

8. He cannot hear you.If you do not speak aloud.(unless)  
9. It was raining. I put up my umbrella.(while)  

10.The thief saw me. He ran away at once.(as soon as)  

11.The children began to cry. Their books were lost.(whose) 
12.I do not know the time.The school open then.(when)  

13.He was running in the field. He fell down.(while)  

14.Where is the girl? The principal wants to see her.(whom)  

15.I have seen the place. Buddha was born there.(where)  

16.The earth moves round the sun. It is a fact.(that)  

17.My father is a doctor. He has got his own hospital.(who)  

18.You have borrowed a book from library. Have you returned it ?(Which) 19.The man is a 
notorious person. The police arrested him this morning.(whom) 20.My father was at his prayer. 
My mother was cooking.(while)  

Answer to the exercises –  

1. Unless the work hard, you will not succeed.  

2. After he had finished his work,he went to bed.  

3. This is my pen that I bought yesterday.  

4. After he had reached the hall,the film started.  

5. I know the reason why he did not succeed.  



 

 

6. As soon as I reached school,it began to rain.  

7. No sooner did I reach the holl,the film started.  

8. He cannot hear you unless you speak aloud.  

9. While it was raining, I pust up my umbrella.  

10.As soon as the thief saw me, he ran away.(at once)  

11.The children whose books were lost began to cry.  

12.I do not know the time when the school opens.  

13.While he was running in the field, he fell down.  

14.Where is the girl whom the principal wants to see ?  

15.I have seen the place where Buddha was born.  

16.It is a fact that the earth moves the sun.  

17.My father who is a doctor has got his own hospital.  

18.Have you returned the book which you borrowed from library?  

19.The man whom the police arrested this morning is a notorious person. 20.While my 
father was at his prayer, my mother was cooking. 

 
 

Question No7 (BMP)                                                                                             Marks 02 
“Synthesis”  

Synthesis esa nk s ;k nk s ls vf/kd Simple Sentences dk s feykdj ,d u;k simple,complex ;k 
Compound sentence cuk;k tkrk g SA  
In synthesis :-  
(A) Combination of simple sentences into one simple sentence.  
(B) Combination of simple sentences into one complex sentence.  
I Combination of simple sentences into Compound sentences.  

Formation Of Simple Sentences :-  
- By using Participle –  
Separate – I reached home, I took off my clothes.  
Combined – Reaching home, I took off my clothes.  

Separate – I was hungry. I took my food.  
Combined –Being hungry. I took my food.  

Separate – I found my pen. It was lost.  
Combined – I found my lost pen.  

Separate – She had completed her written work.  
 She went to the market.  

Combined – Having Completed her written work, she went ot the market.  



 

 

Formation of Complex Sentences :-  

nks ;k nk s ls vf/kd simple sentences dk s feykdj ,d Complex Sentence 

cukuk & Separate – Ram is a dull boy. Every teacher knows it.  

Combined – Every teacher knows that Ram is a dull boy.  

Separate- I told you that yesterday. You must rely on it.  

Combined- You must rely on what I told you yesterday.  

Separate – I saw a dog. The dog was lying on the road.  

Combined – I saw a dog which was lying on the road.  

Separate – This is the school. I was taught here in my childhood.  

Combined – This is the school where I was taught in my childhood. 
Formation of Compound sentences-  

1. Cumulative :- ¼tksM+ cukus okys½ Conjunction :- and, as well as, ‘both-and’’not only-but’ 
etc. Separate – He took my pen yesterday. He returned it today.  

Combined- He took my pen yesterday and returned it today.  
Separate – He was marked absent. He was turned out of the class.  
Combined- He was marked absent as well as turned out of the class.  
 Or  
He is not only marked absent but also turned out of the class.  
1. Alternate – ‘either-or’ ‘neither-nor’ ‘otherwise’ ‘or’  
Separate – Make haste. We shall miss the train.  
Combine- Make haste or we shall miss the train.  
 Or  
Make haste otherwise we shall miss the train.  
Separate- Ram is not a doctor. He is not a teacher.  
Combine – Ram is neither teacher nor doctor.  
1. IAdversative(fojks/k crkus okys) – but,however,still,yet,nevertheless etc.  
Separate- he is lazy. He is Clever.  
Combine – He is lazy but he is clever.  
Separate – He is poor.He is honest.  
Combine – He is poor yet he is honest.  
(d) Illative (ifj.kke crkus okys) – For,so,Hence,therefore.  
Separate – I cannot die in peace. I am a sinner.  
Combined – I as a sinner so I cannot die in peace.  
Separate- He is the son of professor. He is intelligent.  



 

 

Combine – He is the son of professor therefore he is intelligent.  

Combine the sentences as directed in the brackets -   

1. The boy wrote a letter. The boy went to school.(Simple)  
2. He saw his mother. He was glad. (Simple)  
3. I am sure. I will finish the work. (Simple)  
4. Do it. You will be punished.(Compound)  
5. Be quick. You will be late.(Compound)  
6. I have a watch. It does not work well.(Complex)  
7. We went to the hospital. There we saw a deadbody.(Complex)  
8. Sarita is an intelligent girl. She can do any exercise of this book.(use such-this) 9. 
The question was hard. Boys failed to do it.(use so-that)  
10. We went to jaipur. We stayed for five days there.(use where)  
11. He is quite rich. He can arrange a good party.(use enough-to)  
12. Rahman is a singer. He is a dancer too.(use both-and) 
13. He is very honest. He cannot accept a bribe.(use too-to)  
14. He made all efforts. He couldn’t get the job.(use though)  
15. They walked very fast. They wanted to catch the train.(use in order-to) 16. 
Do your work. The teacher will come.(use till)  
17. He heard a noise. He stopped.(use participle)  
18. She was proud. She refused the gift.(use participle)  
19. Ramesh bought a book. It was very interesting.(which)  
20. Work hard. You will get success.(if)  
21. Mohan was punished. He disobeyed his teachers.(because) 22. 
He as hungry. He ate two apples.(so)  
23. The horse is very wild. It cannot be controlled.(Too-to)  
24. He couldn’t take flight. It was a bad weather.(owing to)  
25. Anurag was studying. A thief entered the room.(while)  

Answer to the exercises –  

1. Having written a letter, the boy went to school.  
2. He was glad to see his mother.  
3. I am sure of finishing the work.  
4. Do it or you will be punished.  
5. Be quick otherwise you will be late.  
6. I have a watch which doesn’t work well.  
7. We went to hospital where we saw a deadbody.  
8. Sunita is such an intelligent girl that she can do any exercise of this book. 9. 
The question was so hard that the boys failed to do it.  
10. We went to jaipur where we stayed for five days.  



 

 

11. He is rich enough to arrange a good party.  
12. Rahman is both singer and dancer.  
13. He is toohonest to accept a bribe.  
14. Though he made all efforts he couldn’t get the job.  
15. They walked very fast in order to catch the train.  
16. Do your work till the teacher comes.  
17. Hearing a noise, he stopped.  
18. Being Proud, she refused the gift.  
19. Ramesh bought a book which was very interesting.  
20. If you work hard, you will get success.  
21. Mohan was punished because he disobeyed his teacher.  
22. He was hungry so he ate two apples.  
23. The horse is too wild to be controlled.  
24. Owing to a bad weather he couldn’t take flight.  
25. While Anurag was studing a thieft entered the room. 
 
Question No8 (BMP)                                                                             Marks 04 

 
Phrasal Verb[break,bring, carry,come,get,put,from]  

1. The car…………………in the way.(broke up/broke down)  
2. The prisoner……………………from the jail.(broke away/broke into)  
3. The publisher is………………….good novel.(bringing up/bringing out) 4. The 
obedient son…………………..every instruction of his father.(carried out/carried off) 5. 
The marriage……………………..well.(came down/came off)  
6. I can’t………………….your rude 62ehavior any more.(put up with/put in) 7. My 
father still hasn’t really……………….the death of my mother.(got over/got out) 8. 
She………………home after the film.(came on/came back)  
9. The water…………………my nose.(came up to/came in)  
10. I……………………this book in a busy market.(came across/came up)  
11. The firemen…………………….the fire. (put off/put out)  
12. I will……………….late.You may go.(come on/come in)  
13. I………………..a new English word today.(came across/came up)  
14. Please………………….the radio. The music is boring.(Turn up/Turn 
off) 15. I want to……………….this worker. He is thief.(get rid of/get off)  
16. What time do you……………..in the morning ? (get up/get out)  
17. Somebody forgot to…………………the tap in the bathroom.(turn up/turn 
off) 18. I won’t be able to…………………………the examination.(get 
away/get in) 19. Where did you………………….in poona.(put up/put into)  
20. How much is your……………………per year.(turn up/ turn over)  
21. My brother…………………me due to bad habits.(turned against/turned 
over) 22. The company…………………1 lakh rupees a day.(turn over/turn 
off)  



 

 

23. Two parrots were…………………….by two people.(brought up/brought 
in) 24. His request for transfer was………………..(turned out/turned down)  
25. The doctor told her to…………….with the treatment.(carry on/carry 
out) 26. Cholera may……………..in the city.(break out/break in)  
27. He can……………..this difficulty.(get out/get over)  
28. Rekha…………………a new sari and went to agra.(put on/put in)  
29. He will………………..to my house on Sunday.(come over/come on)  
30. He…………………the order of his boss.(carried on/carried out)  

Answer :-  
1. Brokedown 2. Broke away 3. Bringing out 4.carried out. 5.came off 6.put up with 7. Got 

over 8. Came back 9. Came up to 10. Came across  11. Put out 12. Come on 13. Came 

across 14. Turn off 15.get rid of 16.get up 17. Turn off 18. Get away 19.put up 20. Turn over 

21.turned against  22. turn over 23.brought up 24.turned down 25.carry on 26.broke out  27. 

Get over 28.put on 29.come over 30.carried out 

 
Prepositions(motion/time/space)  

Fill in the blank with the appropriate preposition given in the brackets  

1. He arrived………………march.(in/on/to)  
2. Cut the apple…………………..knife.(by/with/of)  
3. She died……………….cancer.(in/for/of)  
4. Agra is known………………the Taj mahal.(for/with/by)  
5. He is jealous……………….his nighbour.(to/with/of)  
6. The bus did not stop…………….the bus stop.(at/on/over)  
7. There is some tea…………………the post.(with/in/over)  
8. Can you do something……………me ? (to/for/with)  
9. I write a letter I ……………..my mother.(for/to/of)  
10. The book is………………the table is mince.(on/in/over)  
11. Hari is good……………….science.(in/with/at)  
12. Please pay attention………………..your studies.(at/to/in)  
13. He is coming…………………….the farm house.(out/for/from) 
14. Delhi is situated…………….the bank of the 
Yamuna.(at/on/over)  
15. There is a bridge……………..the river.(in/into/to)  
16. He Jumped……………..the river.(in/into/to)  
17. He hid……………..the tree.(on/behind/under)  
18. Dinesh is fond…………….managoes.(of/off/in)  



 

 

19. We have bought this pen………………five 
rupees.(in/to/for) 20. There is a 
complaint……………….you.(on/at/against)  
21. It has been raining……………….6a.m.(since/for/by)  
22. Leaves are falling……………..the trees.(for/to/from)  
23. He agrees…………………..me.(with/in/by)  
24. Please beware…………………..dogs.(to/of/with)  
25. He is quick………………mathematics.(in/at/with)  
26. That house is……………..fire.(in/on/under)  
27. The situation is……………….control.(under/in/of)  
28. He sits……………..an arm chair.(over/in/on)  
29. I invited him…………………..dinner.(on/to/for)  
30. It is seven……………….my watch.(in/with/by)  
31. Mohan has been 
accused…………………..murder.(to/of/for)  
32. She did not agree………………me.(by/with/to)  
33. I was astonished………………his success.(for/to/at)  
34. This book belongs…………….suresh.(to/for/of)  
35. She lives close…………………my house.(at/to/with)  
36. The thieves broke……………..the house.(in/of/into)  
37. These boys depend………………me.(for/in/on)  
38. His father died……………….cholera.(of/to/for) 
39. He is superior……………..me.(to/by/in)  
40. The teacher is tired……………..me.(with/for/of)  

Answer to exercise :-  

1. In 2. With 3. Of 4. For 5. Of 6. At 7. In 8. For 9.to 10. On 11. At 12.to  13. from 14. At 
15. Over 16. Into 17. Behind 18. Of 19. For 20. Against  21. since 22. From 23. With 24. Of 
25. At 26. On 27. Under 28. In 29. To 30. by 31. Of 32. With 33. At 34. To 35. To 36. Into 
37.on 38. Of 39. To  40. of 
 
 

Section D 
Question No9 (BMP)                                                                             Marks 06 

 
Text Books Flamingo -Prose 

1. 

Read the flowing passage and Ans the question given below: 6×1=6 

After that Christmas eve at Ramsjo passed just as it always had .The stranger did not cause any 
trouble because he did nothing but sleep. The whole forenoon he lay on the sofa in one of guest 
rooms and slept at one stretch .At noon they woke him up so that he could have his share of the 



 

 

good. Christmas fare,but after that he slept again. It seemed as though for many years he had not 
been able to sleep as quietly and safely as hear at Ramsjo. 

In the evening, when the Christmas tree was lighted,they woke him up again and he stood for a 
while in the drawing room,blinking as though the candlelight hurt him but after that he 
disappeared again .Two hours later he was aroused once more. He then had to go down into the 
dining room and eat the Christmas fish and porridge. 

Q.1 Why did the stranger not cause any trouble? 

Q.2 When was the Christmas tree lighted? 

Q.3 Why did he blink in the drawing room? 

Q.4 Why did he go down the drawing room? 

Q.5 Find the word from the passage which means noiselessly. 

Q.6 Find the word from the passage which is opposite to 'some'. 

Ans. 1 The stranger did not cause any trouble as he did nothing but sleep. 

Ans. 2 The chritmas tree was lighted in the evening. 

Ans. 3 He blinked in the drawing room as though the candle light hurt him. 

Ans. 4 He went down the drawing room to eat the Christmas fish and porridge. 

Ans. 5 Quietly.  Ans.6 Many 

2 Read the flowing passage and Ans the question given below: 6x1=6 

Event justified Gandhi's position within a few years the British planters abandoned their estates, 
which reverted to the peasants. Indigo share crapping disappeared.Gandhi never contented 
himself with large political or economic solution. He saw the culture and social backwardness in 
the champaran village and wanted to do something about it immediately. He appealed for 
teachers. Mahadev desai and Narhari parikh two young men who had just joined Gandhi as 
disciples and their wives volunteered for the work. Several more came from Bombay. Poona and 
other distant parts of the land. Devdas Gandhi's youngest son, arrived from the ashram and so did 
Mrs. Gandhi primary schools were opened in six villages.Kasturbai taught the asharm rules on 
personal cleanliness and community sanitation. 

Q.1 what happened within a few years? 

Q.2 What did Gandhi see in the champaran villages? 

Q.3 Write the name of the young men who had joined Gandhi as disciples. 

Q.4 what did Kasturba teach? 

Q.5 Find the word from the passage which means returned. 

Q.6 Find the word from the passage which is opposite to 'near". 

Ans 

1 Within a few years the British planters abandoned their estates which reverted to the peasants 

2 Gandhi saw the cultural and social backwardness in the champaran villages 

3 Mahadev Desai and Narhari parikh joinded Gandhi as disciples. 



 

 

4 Kasturba  taught the ashram rules on personal cleanliness and community sanitation. 

5 Reverted 

6 Distant 

3.Read the flowing passage and Ans the question given below: 

Mukesh's family is among them. None of them know that it is illegal for children like him to 
work in the glass furnaces with high temperatures,in dingy cells without air and light that the 
law,if enforced of the hot furnaces where they slog their daylight hours often losing the 
brightness of their eyes. Mukesh's eyes beam as he volunteers to take me home which he proudly 
says is being rebuilt we homes that remains hovels with crumbling walls wobbly doors,no 
windows,crowded with families of humans and animals co-existing in a primeval state. 

Questions: 

1 What is the occupation of Mukesh's family? 

2 What is illegal for children? 

3 What would happen if the law was enforced strictly? 

4 What are the living conditions of the area where Mukesh's lives? 

5 Find the word from the passage which means dark and dirty. 

6 Find the word from the passage which is opposite to modern. 

Ans 

1 Mukesh's family is engaged in the work of bangle making. 

2 It is illegal for children to work in the glass furnaces with high temperatures. 

3 If law is enforced strictly, it could get around 20000 children out of the hot furnaces. 

4 The area has stinking lanes choked with garbage homes that remain hovels with crumbling 
walls crowded with families of humans and animals. 

5 Dingy  

6 Primeval 

4.Read the flowing passage and Ans the question given below: 

This went on until July. But I was still not satisfied. I was not sure that all the terror had left so I 
went to Lake went worth in new Hampshire lived off a dock at Triggs Island and swam two 
miles across the lake to stamp Act Island. I swam the crawl beast stroke side stroke and back 
stroke only once did the terror return when I was in the middle of the lake I put my face under 
and saw nothing but bottomless water. The old sensation returned in miniature I laughed and said 
'well Mr. terror what do you think you can do to me?" It fled and I swam on. 

Questions 

1 Why was the narrator still not satisfied? 

2 Where did the narrator go to make sure that he was free from terror? 

3 Which strokes did the narrator practice? 

4 Which happened when the narrator was in the middle of the lake? 



 

 

 

5 Find the word from the passage which is the synonyms of little amount'. 

6 Find the word from the passage which is the antonym of "above". 

 

Ans 

1 The narrator was still not satisfied because he was not sure that the terror had left him. 

2 The narrator went to lake went worth in new Hampshire for swimming and ward off the fear of 
water. 

3 The narrator practiced the crawl, breast stroke side stoke and bake stroke. 

4 When the narrator was in the middle of the lake his terror retuned in a small a mount. 

5 Miniature 

6 Under 

 

Question 10 (BMP)                                                                                        Marks 04 
Long Ans type questions (one out of two) 

Q1. Give a character sketch of M Hamel. (The Last Lesson) 

Ans. M Hamel had been a devoted French teacher for 40 years. He was a strict disciple narian 
and his great ruler. However he was a respectable man. On the last day of school many villagers 
who had been taught by him at some point of time came to attend his last lesson. He gives great 
importance to learning French and considers it to be the most beautiful language of the world. He 
loves his profession from the bottom of his heart and holds a deep sense of respect for the mother 
tongue the latest order of the Prussian conquerors upsets him. He has to leave the place forever 
and feels heartbroken. His performance during the last lesson is exemplary. He has a logical 
mind and can analyse problems and deduce the reasons responsible for them. He is a great patriot 
To sum up,M. Hamel is an ideal teacher. 

Q.2 Franz thinks, "Will they make them sing in German, even the pigeons?" What could 
this mean? 

Ans. Alsace and Lorraine7 were captured by Germany and M. Hamel received the order from the 
Berlin which said that only German would be taught in the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. 
"Germans were not satisfied with mere political domination, they desired to enforce their own 
language on the people of the defeated nation. They released the order that from now German 
would be taught in schools rather than French. Franz wondered whether they would make even 
pigeons sing in German. It means that they had grown up using French as their language and 
now snatching away their language from them would be unfair and unkind. The language was as 
natural to them as cooing was to the pigeon. 

 

Q.3 Describe the life of rag-pickers in Seemapuri. (Lost spring) 

Ans.Seemapuri is situated on the periphery of Delhi. Those who live squatters form Bangladesh 
About the thousand rag pickers live here in structures of mud with roofs of tin and tarpaulin. 



 

 

They do not have sewage drainage or running water. All though they have no identity they have 
ration cards and have their names in voters list children grow up in these hutments and help their 
parents in their survival. Rag-picking is the only way for survival in Seema puri.Garbage to them 
is gold.people here live in utter poverty doesn't allow then to live a hygienic and healthy life 
even small children work as rag pickers in the midst of danger of a number of diseases. 

Q.4 "It is his Karam, his destiny." Who said this and why? 

Ans. Traditional tendency, illitracy, cast system and middlemen are some of the forces that 
conspire to keep the workers in the bangle industry of Firozabad in poverty. The cry of not 
having money to do anything except carry on the business of making bangles, not even enough 
to eat, rings in every home. The young men echo the lament of their elders. Little has moved 
with time, it seems, in Firozabad. Years of mind- numbing toil have killed all initiative and the 
ability of dream. There is no leader among them, no one who could help them see things 
differently. They are afraid of the police. The middlemen, the politicians, the advocates and the 
govt. officers do not support them. Despite of health hazardous, they have to work in glass 
bangle industries and suffer from hunger and poverty. So the grandmother of Mukesh said "It is 
his Karam, his destiny." 

Q5. How does Douglas develop a sense of deep fear of water and what does he do to overcome 
it? Ans. The sense of fear due to water developed in Douglas because during his childhood he 
was covered under the waves of water. When he became a lad of eleven year, a naughty boy of 
eighteen threw him into YMCA pool which became the major cause of panic of water in his 
heart. But at last he determines to remove this fear. He hires an instructor and got proper training 
of swimming having used safety instruments and becomes a perfect swimmer. The author 
describes his learning to swim in the YMCA pool as misadventure because he was thrown into 
the pool by a big bruiser boy. In the end he was saved from drowning. 

Q.6  How did the instructor “build a swimmer” out of Douglas  ? 
OR 

 How did the author become a perfect swimmer? (Deep Water) 
Ans.-The instructor put a belt round Douglas. A rope was attached to the belt and went through 
a pulley that ran on an overhead cable. The instructor held on the end of the rope. This way he 
ensured that Douglas would not drown. They went back and forth. Within  three months the 
terror of water started to become less and less. Then he taught Douglas to exhale in water. He 
also held him on the edge of the pool while he (Douglas) kicked with his legs. This way he 
repeated each exercise hundreds of times and became a perfect swimmer. But by bit he 
perfected each piece. Thus the instructor built a swimmer out of Douglas. 

Q. 7. Draw a character sketch of the peddler?  

Ans. From the beginning, the rattrap seller is was a victim of his situation and not a wise 
character. The peddler had to resort to beggary and stealing because his business was not 
profitable. The peddler was highly touched by Edla and before leaving the house left thirty 
kronor and a small rattrap as a gift. This shows that the peddler was not a bad man at heart. It 
was only the circumstances which forced him to steal things. But the love, trust and faith shown 
by Edla, brought in him his goodness. The sympathy is justified because in the end we find out 
that the peddler is capable of appreciating goodness and hospitality When he is treated with 
respect and kindness, he reacts the same in the best way he can. 



 

 

Q.8. Describe the difficulties faced by Gandhiji at Champaran. 

Ans. Gandhiji had to face many difficulties at Champaran. The average Indians in smaller 
localities were afraid to show sympathy for the advocates of home-rule. Gandhi had to influence 
lawyers who were not ready to play their role in the movement. The Police Superintendent 
ordered Gandhi to leave Champaran immediately. Gandhi disobeyed the order. He was ready to 
go to jail for the sake of the peasants. Gandhi saw the cultural and social backwardness in 
Champaran. He opened six primary schools in the villages of Champaran. Despite of all these 
difficulties, Gandhi helped the peasants. 

Q9. Write a brief note on what you have learnt about Subbu's Character? 

Ans. Kothamangalam Subbu was regarded no. 2 position at the Gemini Studios. He always 
remained cheerful and satisfied and he was a multi-talented person and. He supported in the 
every field of film making in the Gemini Studios. He also had the artistic talent as he was a poet 
and novelist also. He was an amazing actor though never acted for a lead role but got more praise 
than the main character. He was a tailor-made actor with unmatchable capacities. He always had 
work for somebody and he had great loyalty to his principal, S.S. Vasan, the Boss. 

Q.10 What is the reason for the huge success of the novel. "The Name of the Rose" 
according to Umberto Eco. 

Ans. Umberto Eco is an academician who writes novel on Sunday. He wrote only five novels as 
compared to more than forty books of non-fiction. Millions of readers bought the copies of this 
novel. According to Umberto Eco it is a serious novel which contains metaphysics, theology, 
detective yarn and medieval history. The style of writing is distinctive and the style of story-
telling is like a Chinese wise man. Its success was doubtful in a country where no one studied 
Latin or had seen a cathedral. So initially Umberto Eco was given an advance for 3000 copies 
only. But the Name of the rose was sold between 10 and 15 million copies. 

Q.11 Give a character sketch of Sophie as a woman who lives in her dreams. 

OR 

Contrast Sophie's real world with her fantasies. 

Ans. Sophie is a day-dreamer girl who belongs to a lower middle class family. She lives in a 
small and untidy house with her parents and a brother. She creates a fantastic world of her 
dream. She wants to have a boutique. In order to save money for a boutique. She dreamt of 
becoming a manager, an actress or a fashion designer. She also imagines that she has met Danny 
Casey, a famous football player. She tells her brother about her meeting with Danny Casey. 
Danny Casey does not come to meet her. She becomes despondent. She finds her fantasy 
breaking in the end. All her dreams are mere fantasies. 
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1. What was franz expected to be prepared with for school that day? 
Ans.-  Franz was expected to be prepared with “participles’ for school that day. Franz’s teacher, 
M.Hamel, said that he would question the class on, participles, but Franz did not prepare them. 
 



 

 

2. What did Franz notice that was unusual about the school that day? 
Ans.- Everything was as quiet as Sunday morning. His classmates and the teacher were already 
in the class. There was no noise of the opening and closing of desks or repetition of lessons in 
unison. 
3. What had been put up on the bulletin-board? 

Or 
What sad news was written on the bulletin-board as Franz passed the  town hall ? 
Ans.- An order from Berlin had been put on the bulletin-board. It said that only German would 
be taught in the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. 
 
4. What changes did the order from Berlin cause in school that day ? 
Ans.- The order caused several changes in school. Firstly, there was no hustle and bustle in the 
school. Secondly, even the villagers were sitting in the class and thirdly all were learning 
attentively. 
5. How did Franz’s feelings about M. Hamel and school change ? 
Ans.- Franz suddenly changed his attitude towards his teacher. Formerly, he did not like to go 
to school. He enjoyed himself sliding. When he come to know about the order, he began to love 
his teacher and school. 
6. Why was Franz scared of going to school that morning ? 
Ans.- There were two reasons of Franz’s scaring. first he was late for school and secondly he 
had not learnt his lesson of participles. 
7. How did Franz wish to spend his day instead of going to school ? 
Ans.- Franz wanted to run away from school and enjoy the warm and bright day. 
8. What did Franz see as he passed the town hall ? 
Ans.- When Franz was passing the town hall, he saw a crowed of people in front of bulletin 
board. 
9. What did the students generally do in the morning in school ? 
Ans.- Usually, the students make much noise and movement in morning. they open and close 
their desks and repeat their lessons. 
10. Why was Franz surprised when he reached school in the morning ? 
Ans.- When  Franz reached school, there was complete silence. It appeared to be a Sunday 
morning to him. His classmates were already in their class. This surprised him very much. 
11. What is Saheb looking for in the garbage dumps ? Where is he and where has he 
come from ? 
Ans.- Saheb is looking for a rupee or a coin in the garbage dumps. He is in the neighborhood of 
the narrator. His family has come from Bangladesh and is presently living in Seemapuri. 
12. What explanation does the author offer for the children not wearing footwear ? 
Ans.- The author does not accept the argument of some people that it is a tradition to stay 
barefoot. She considers a perpetual state of poverty as the main reason of their being barefoot. 
13. Is Saheb happy working at the tea-stall ? Explain. 



 

 

Ans.- No, he is not at all happy working at the tea-stall. When the narrator asks him whether he 
likes the job, his face loses the carefree look. He has lost his freedom and finds the steel canister 
of his master heavier than the plastic bag he carried as a rag-picket. 
 
14. What makes the city of Firozabad famous. 
Ans.- Glass- blowing industry makes. the city of Firozabad famous. Every other family in 
Firozabad is engaged in making bangles. Families have spent generations working around 
furnaces, welding glass and making bangles for all the women in India. 
 
15. Mention the hazards of working in the glass bangles industry. 

OR 
Mention any two hazards of working in the glass bangles industry. 
Ans.- The two hazards of working in the glass bangles industry are as follows:- 
1- The working, near the furnaces with high temperature leaves adverse effect on the health 
of the laborers. 
2- The laborers working in this industry finally lose their eyesight. 
 
16. How is Mukesh’s attitude to his situation different from that of his family. 
Ans.- The members of Mukesh’s family think of bangle making as the only means of 
livelihood. They think that they are fated to make bangles ony. Mukesh wants to be a motor 
mechanic instead of a bangle maker. 
17. How did rag pickers live in Seemapuri ? 
Ans.- Rag pickers live in Seemapuri in mud structures with roofs of tin and tarpaulin. They 
have no sewers, drains or running water. 
 
18. Why does the author say, “Garbage to them is gold”  ? 
Ans.- Garbage is the only survival for them. They search something valuable in the garbage and 
sell it for a little money. 
 
19. In what way rag picking is ‘a fine art’? 
Ans.- The rag pickers know that to collect, how to separate their collection into different types 
and where to sell it for a good price so, it is a fine art. 
 
20. What is the ‘misadventure’ that William Douglas speaks about ? 
Ans.- The ‘misadventure’ that William Douglas speaks about is of narrowly escaping death 
from drowning in the YMCA pool when he was thrown into its deep water by the bruiser of a 
boy. 
21. How did this experience affect him ? 
OR 
 How did the Drawing experience affect Douglas ? 



 

 

Ans.- He felt weak and began to tremble. He shook and cried when he lay on his had. For days 
he was haunted by fear. He was easily upset, weak in his knees and sick. He feared water and 
avoided it. Swimming fishing and boating became a dream for him. 
 
22. Why was Douglas determined to get over his fear of water  ? 
Ans.- The fear of water stayed with him for years. Wherever he went, the haunting fear of water 
followed him. It ruined his fishing trips and deprived him of the joy of canoeing, boating and 
swimming. So, he decided to get over his fear of water. 
 
23. What happened with Douglas when be went with the father at the beach  ? 
Ans.- When be went with his father at beach waves, knocked him down. He was drowned in 
water and his breach was gone. 
 
24. Why did Douglas choose the YMCA pool to learn to swim  ? 
Ans.- YMCA pool was not deep and he could learn there easily. It was safe for him. He decided 
to learn swimming under an instructor. 
 
25. What did Douglas plan to save himself when he went down for the first time in 
water  ? 
Ans.- He hit the water in sitting position. He planned to spring up when his feet touched the 
bottom. He would come to the surface and paddle to the edge of the pool. 
26. How do you know that Douglas had overcome his rear  ? 
Ans.- Douglas trembled and cried when he lay on his bed. For days the fear haunted him. He 
could not overcome his fear. 
 
27. Why did Douglas go to Wentworth lake  ? 
Ans.- Douglas went to Wentworth lake to prove himself that all the terror had gone. He tested 
himself by swimming there from this end to that end. 
 
28. From where did the peddler get the idea of the world being a rattrap  ? 
Ans.- During one of his wanderings. he thought of his rattraps. suddenly, he was struck by the 
idea that the whole world about him was nothing but a big rattrap. 
29. Why was he amused by this idea  ? 
Ans.- He was amused to think that this world offered riches and joys shelter and  food heat and 
clothing. As soon as a man was tempted  to touch the bait, the world as a rattrap closed in on 
him. 
 
30. Why was the crofter so talkative and friendly with the peddler  ? 
Ans.- The crofter was old man with neither a wife nor a child. In his loneliness he wanted 
someone to talk to. Therefore, he was talk active and friendly with the peddler. 



 

 

 
31. Why did he show the thirty kroner to the peddler  ? 
Ans.- He showed the thirty kronor to the peddler because the peddler seemed incredulous on his 
story about his extraordinary bossy cow. It supported him in his old age by her ample mild for 
creamery. 
 
32. What made the peddler think that he had indeed fallen into a rattrap  ? 
Ans.- The peddler stole the crofter’s30 kronor. For safety, he entered a wood. He walked and 
walked without coming to its end. This made him think that he had indeed fallen into a rattrap. 
 
33. Why did the iron-master speak kindly to the peddler and invite him home  ? 
Ans.- The iron-master took the peddler for an old regimental comrade who had fallen on evil 
days. He invited the peddler to go home because he wanted to help him as an old acquaintance. 
 
34. What made the peddler accept Edla Willmansson’s  invitation? 
Ans.-Edla Willmansson had sympathizing look, friendly manners and assurance to go away 
unharmingly as and when be would like. This made the peddler accept Edla Wilimansson’s 
invitation. 
 
35. What does garbage mean for elders  ? 
Ans.- Garbage means survival for elders. 
 
36. How were the two young men dressed  ? 
Ans.-The two young men were dressed in white. Q.1Which incident made Gandhi decide to urge 
the departure of the Britishers? 

Ans. The peasants at Champaran were being tortured and exploited by Britishers,made Gandhi 
decide to urge the departure of the Britishers. 

Q.2 Who was Rajkumar Shukla? 

Ans. Rajkumar Shukla was a poor, illiterate farmer of Champaran District. He requested Gandhi 
to help the indigo sharecroppers of Champaran. The tenacity of Shukla made Gandhi go with 
him to help them. 

Q.3 Why did Gandhiji chide the lawyers? 

Ans. Gandhiji chided the lawyers for charging big fee from the poor sharecroppers to represent 
them in the court. 

Q.4How did Gandhiji explain in court his refusal to leave Champaran? 



 

 

Ans. Gandhiji said that his voice is to render “the humanitarian service and national service”. So 
he was bound to his duty and there was no chance to leave Champaran. 

Q.5 How did British landlords compel poor peasants? 

Ans. British Landlords compelled poor peasants to plant % of their holdings with indigo and 
surrender the entire indigo harvest as a rent. 

Q.6 What type of politics did Gandhi follow? 

Ans. Gandhi’s politics was interviewed with the practical, day to day problems of the people 
(like health, education, cleanliness etc.). he always tried to remove the distress of the common 
people. 

 

POETS AND PANCAKES 

Q.1 What was the pancake and why did Gemini studios buy it in trucks load? 

Ans. pancake was the makeup material, used in large quantity for artists. So Gemini studios 
bought it in trucks load. 

Q.2 why did the boss of Gemini studios like Subbu? 

Ans. the boss of Gemini studio liked Subbu because he was very loyal to him and was already 
ready with solution whenever he had a problem. 

Q.3compare office boy with Subbu? 

Ans. The office boy, a little over 40, was frustrated, jealous and only a dreamer. He came here to 
become an actor aur director. Wherever Subbu was cheerful, loyal and creative. He was poet, 
novelist and actor also. He had true love for everyone. 

Q.4 what was Subbu’s novel about? 

Ans. Subbu’s novel Thillana Mohanambal was about the Devadasis of the early 20th century. He 
cleverly created a dozen characters in it. 

Q.5 What did the poets and writers of Gemini Studios think of a communist? 

Ans. they think that a communist was a godless, loveless man with no hesitation in killing his 
near and dear ones. He spreads only unrest and violence. 

Q.6 Write the names of some famous poets eventually visited the Gemini Studio? 



 

 

Ans.Poets like S.D.S.Yogiar,Sangu Subramanyam,Krishna Shashtri and Harindranath 
Chattopadhyaya occasionally visited there. The studio was the favourite haunt of the poets. 

THE INTERVIEW 

Q.1what are the views of people about interview? 

Ans. some people think that is a source of truth and in practice it is an art.it is a supremely 
serviceable medium of communication. Others consider it is an unnecessary interference into 
celebrities lives. 

Q.2 why did Rudyard Kipling dislike being interviewed ? 

Ans. For Kipling, an interview is a crime, an assault, an offence that deserves punishment. It is 
immoral. 

Q.3 Give a brief introduction of Umbert Eco. 

Ans. Umbert Eco is a professor at the University of Bolgana in Italy. He is a scholarof semiotics, 
literary interpretation and medieval aesthetics. He wrote fiction,articles for newspapers, children 
books ,novels and many other things. 

Q.4What is ‘The Name of Rose’ about? 

Ans. It is a detective story at one level by Umbert Eco, also goes deeper into metaphysics, 
theology and medieval history. Medieval history makes this novel popular. 

Q.5 Who was Umbert Eco and why did Mukund Padmnabhan meet him? 

Ans. Umbert Eco was an academician as well novelist. He wrote so many famous academic 
works and novels. Mukund met him to interview him. 

Q.6What is the specialty of Eco about his books for children? 

Ans. Eco’s books for children are free from unrest and violence and give message of peace. 
These are bunch of ethical and philosophical interests. 

GOING PLACES 

Q.1 Who were Sophie and Jansie? 

Ans. Sophie and Jansie were school girls they were good friends and classmates also. Sophie was 
a daydreamer and cut off from reality but Jansie was a mature girl. They both were from lower 
middle-class families working in biscuit factory for their livelihood. 

Q.2 Give some examples of Sophie’s daydreaming? 



 

 

Ans. Sophie dreams of having an own boutique. She wants to be an actress cum boutique owner 
or a fashion designer. She had a romantic imagination also to be loved by Danny Casey, a 
famous Ireland footballer. She imagines her riding with Geoff in unknown land in nice clothes 
and the world greets them with clapping. 

Q.3 Why did Sophie like her brother Geoff more than any other person in family? 

Ans. Geoff listened her wild fantasies silently without any question and kept them secret. 

Q.4 How did the family react on her dreams? 

Ans. Sophie’s father had a feeling of disdain and anger. Her little brother Derek said that she 
thought money grew on trees. Her mother sighed at her childish dreams. 

His brother Geoff expressed nothing for her dreams, because he spoke very little. 

Q.5 What did Geoff tell Frank? 

Ans. Frank was Jansie’s elder brother and Geoff told Frank that Sophie met the famous Irish 
footballer Danny Casey one day.  

Q.6 Which was the only occasion when she got to see Danny Casey in person? 

Ans. It was when her family went to watch United on Saturday. There she saw him in person at 
the football ground. 
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¼Reference to Context okys iz”u ds fy, fuEu Literary device, about the poet, 

Theme ,oa summary dk mi;ksx djsaA½ 
Literary Devices 

1. Simile: This is a figure of speech in which an explicit comparison is made between two 
essentially different things, actions or feelings. This is done by using words such as 'like' and 'as'. 

(i) She looked 

Like a corpse. 

(ii) Like rootless weeds. 

2. Metaphor: This is one of the most common and widespread figures of speech in which a thing, 
idea or action is referred to by a word or phrase denoting some other idea or action, but is used to 
highlight a common factor between them. Through a metaphor, an analogy is drawn between two 
dissimilar things. For example, Walt Whitman wrote: And now the grass seems to me 'the 
beautiful uncut hair of graves'. He is the star of the class. 

3. Personification: In personification, non-living objects and abstract ideas are spoken of as 
having human-like characteristics. Example - The wind was lurking outside. 



 

 

4. Epithet: An adjective applied to a person or a thing that clearly describes a quality or a 
particular characteristic, for example: 'Black period". 

5. Imagery: The use of language aimed at forming mental images against physical images. In a 
literary work, such a language evokes a sense of impression by literal or figurative reference to 
the object, scenes or action. By use of imagery, a poet or writer appeals to the senses, than to the 
sight. 6. Irony: A figure of speech in which what is actually said is the opposite of what is 
intended. In literature, irony is a technique of indicating a discrepancy between what is meant 
and what is said. 7. Oxymoron: A figure of speech in which two contradictory terms are 
combined in a compressed paradox to produce a rhetorical effect, such as 'living death', 'sound of 
silence', etc. 

8. Refrain: A phrase, or verse or a line repeated at intervals in a poem or a song, usually at the 
end of each stanza. A refrain functions to establish the metre of a poem, characterizes its tone 
and maintains the atmosphere of the subject. 

9. Allegory: A literary composition where places, characters and events are symbolically 
represented. Winter's moon-symbolic of decay. 

10. Alliteration: An expression, a phrase where the same letter or sound at the beginning of 
words is repeated. Example-short sweet song, Wilson walked wearil closely connected. 

11. Repetition: Repetition occurs when poets repeat words, phrases or stanzas to emphasize a 
point or land a musical effect, example smile and smile and smile (My Mother at Sixty-six). 

 

 

 

1. MY MOTHER AT SIXTY-SIX 

About the Poet 

Kamala DasKamala Das (31 March 1934-31 May 2009) was an Indian English poet and 
littérateur and at the same time a leading Malayalam author from Kerala. Her popularity in 
Kerala is based chiefly on her short stories and autobiography, while her oeuvre in English is 
noted for poems and an autobiography. 

She won Kerala Sahitya Academy Award and Sahitya Academy Award. 

Theme 

'My Mother at Sixty-six' deals with advancing age and the fear of loss and separation associated 
with it. The poet undergoes a plethora of emotions when she sees her mother ageing, and feels 
the pangs of separation at the thought of losing her. She must be feeling guilty of not being able 
to stay with her mother in her old age. She also wishes for the lost beauty and youth of her 
mother. The poem is written in a single sentence which indicates the single thread of thought, i.e. 
the loss of beauty and charm and approaching death and decay. 

Summary 

The poet, Kamala Das, is on her way to the airport at Cochin, accompanied by her old mother. 
Suddenly, she realises that her mother has grown old. Her face appears ashen like that of a 
corpse. This thought disturbs her as it makes her realise the fact of her mother's approaching 
death. As a daughter, the very thought of losing her mother disturbs her and in order to drive 



 

 

away her worrying thoughts she starts looking out at the trees which appear to be sprinting as she 
drives a car. She also sees young children rushing out of their homes to play outside. This 
reminds her of youth and beauty. On the contrary, her mother is aging. She has become old and 
is moving towards death. This fills her with a feeling of insecurity. In contrast to the young 
children and green trees, the mother has lost her youth and charm and has become pale like the 
winter's moon. 

The poet feels the same old pain and fear of her childhood as she bids goodbye to her mother at 
the airport, but she hides all such emotions with a smile which consoles her mother that she 
would return soon. So even when the poet herself is full of fear of old age, her smile gives her 
mother the hope of survival. 

2. AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM IN A SLUM About the Poet Stephen Spender 

Stephen Spender (28 February 1909 16 July 1995) was an English poet, novelist and essayist 
who concentrated on themes of social injustice and the class struggle in his work. He was 
appointed the seventeenth Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to the United States Library of 
Congress in 1965. 

Theme 

'An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum' deals with the social injustice and class inequalities 
and attacks on the capitalistic economies in which the rich are becoming richer and even as more 
and more problems and miseries mire the lives of the poor. They are devoid of any opportunity 
and have become prey to social injustice. In this poem, Spender demands equal opportunities for 
education for the poor and the underprivileged. 

Summary 

The poem starts with a detailed description of the pathetic condition of the children who study in 
a school located in a slum. These children are malnourished and sick. The poet compares them 
with rootless weeds. It seems as if their physical and mental growth had stopped. They have no 
exposure to the real world. These children are unkempt, hungry, weak and emaciated. They are 
bony and carry the legacy of poverty and diseases. They are living in an environment of utter 
hopelessness. They are given a glimpse of the outside world through the pictures hanging on 
their classroom walls. These seem to be totally meaningless to them. The map on the wall 
proclaims a world which is vast and limitless but the world of these children is limited to the 
slum. The pictures of Shakespeare, valleys, buildings, domes, etc. have no meaning for these 
slum children. All these are out of context for them. 

In the last stanza the poet urges the inspectors, visitors and governors to realise their moral 
responsibility to these children. They must do something to unshackle these children from the 
bond of poverty and ensure them equal rights and opportunities. They should get good education 
and become part of the real world where they should be entitled to social equality. 

3. KEEPING QUIET 

About the Poet 

Pablo Neruda 

Pablo Neruda (12 July 1904-23 September 1973) wrote in a variety of styles, including surrealist 
poems, historical epics, overtly political manifestos, a prose autobiography and passionate love 



 

 

poems such as the ones in his collection Twenty Love Poems and a Song of Despair. Neruda 
won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1971. 

Theme 

Keeping Quiet is a simple poem about the need for a little bit of soul-searching which may help 
us to make peace with ourselves and others. It tells us how a moment of silent introspection will 
make us realize the utter futility of our aggressive endeavours. 

Summary 

In the poem 'Keeping Quiet', Pablo Neruda talks about the need for introspection and to create a 
feeling of mutual understanding, love and respect in the human world. He speaks about life 
where human beings are engrossed in their selfish motives and are living a life full of strife and 
destruction. 

The poet asks everyone in the world to keep still for twelve seconds to create a togetherness. He 
wants all the people on the earth, not to talk in any language but to maintain a silence to 
communicate with each other's heart. He believes that this sudden moment of silence will be an 
exotic moment. There will be no noise and no movement. The fishermen in the sea will stop 
killing the whales and the men who gather salt will stop their work and look at their hurt hands. 
This kind of break will enable both nature and man to embalm their wounds. Due to this break, 
human beings will start looking and caring for themselves rather than their work. Moreover, 
those who are fighting with each other, will stop and walk about with their fellow brethren. 

Pablo Neruda clarifies that he does not want to advocate total inactivity or death. He is 
concerned that we all are running blindly in a rat race and, in this process, we have completely 
missed our true goal to keep a balance between man and nature. There is great sadness in human 
beings for, they do not understand themselves. A huge silence will break this sadness. We should 
learn from nature. When everything comes alive in nature after a period of seeming death, it is 
equivalent to this silence. After this death, there comes life. This is a dangerous situation and can 
bring catastrophic results. So our survival in this world depends upon our ability to understand 
and rectify this. This can be done only when we introspect and develop a feeling of 
understanding with each other. 

4. A THING OF BEAUTY 

About the Poet 

John Keats 

John Keats (1795-1821), was one of the most prominent Romantic poets. His poetic works 
contain an extensive range of poetic forms from sonnet to Spenserian romance to Miltonic epic. 

Theme 

A Thing of Beauty' is an excerpt from John Keat's poem 'Endymion: A Poetic Romance', which 
is based on a Greek legend. Being a romantic poet, John Keats talks about love, beauty and youth 
in this poem. In fact, the poem reflects his attitude towards beauty. The poet believes that beauty 
is intransient and gives us the same pleasure again and again. It provides us with eternal joy and 
never fades away. Beauty plays a very important role in our life and helps us to remain happy 
and joyful in this sad, mundane world. 

Summary 



 

 

John Keats says that beautiful things make an everlasting impression on our minds. These things 
give us peace of mind and pleasure. Beautiful things act as a shade under which we can sleep 
soundly and have sweet dreams. These have the power to bind us to the earth. In spite of a life 
which is full of disappointments, despondence, sad happenings and tribulations, beautiful things 
make our life worth living by providing us with hope and enthusiasm. 

The poet gives some examples of such beautiful things which give us eternal joy. These are 
simple things like the sun, the moon, different kinds of trees, etc. According to him, even 
common things like flock of sheep, daffodils, springs of water, musk roses growing in wild forest 
are beautiful things, which give us joy and delight. Even the legends of the 'mighty' dead are 
counted as beautiful things, because they have the same effect on the human spirit. The poet 
concludes by saying that in spite of these beautiful things, beauty of nature remains 
incomparable. The beauty of nature is like an endless fountain pouring on us from Heaven. 
These are the never-diminishing and endless source of pleasure and delight and a precious gift 
from Heaven. 

 

5. A ROADSIDE STAND 

About the Poet 

Robert Frost 

Robert Frost (26 March 1874-29 January 1963) was an American poet. He was born in San 
Francisco and lived there until the age of eleven. In 1911, in an attempt to attract the attention of 
prominent and influential members in the literary world, he moved with his family to England. 
There he befriended Ezra Pound, who helped publish and promote his works. Frost returned to 
the United States in 1915, and by the 1920s was an established poet and won numerous prizes. 
Interested in reading and writing poetry from a young age, Frost attended Harvard University in 
Boston but never earned a degree. He was awarded the Bollingen Poetry Prize in 1963 and four 
Pulitzer prizes. He was honoured with an invitation to read a poem at the inauguration of John F. 
Kennedy as President. 

Theme 

The poem 'A Roadside Stand' is the poet's plea for consideration for the simple people of the 
countryside whose lives have shown no progress. He expresses his pain at their sadness and 
sorrow and seeks support and relief for them. He hopes someone would work unselfishly for 
their rehabilitation and not exploit them. He brings out the wide disparity between the 'haves' and 
the 'have-nots' with pitiless clarity and humanity and seems to suggest that the economic well-
being of a country depends on a balanced development of villages and cities. 

Summary 

'A Roadside Stand' portrays the poor country people whose earnest desire is to rise above their 
wretchedness. They attempt to do this by putting up roadside stands and trying to sell whatever 
they can to improve their lives. But the city people just speed by in their cars and do not even 
notice them, and when they do, it is with irritation at their having spoiled the natural landscape 
with their badly written signs. 



 

 

Frost very aptly portrays the country people's anger at the selfishness of the city dwellers for all 
they want is to attain the standard that they have seen promised to them in movies, but which 
they feel is being denied to them by the present government. 

They do not want charity and the poet makes it very clear that the donors are actually ruining 
their lives by calling these so-called benevolent people greedy and beasts of prey. They move 
them to countryside to live near theatres and shops and encourage them to live idle lives, which 
will take away their peace and wits. The poet feels pain on seeing the country people's intense 
longing for a better life and their sadness at the non-fulfilment of their dreams when not even one 
car stops to inquire about the goods they are selling. The city dwellers are projected as being 
involved in the own lives with no thought for anyone else. 

The poem shows the heartlessness of the city dwellers through the poet's insane desire to put an 
end to the country people so that there would be relief from their complaints about the lack of 
upliftment of their lives. The poem ends with the poet's remorse at these feelings when he 
realizes how he would feel if someone were to try to end his pain in the same way. 

6. AUNT JENNIFER'S TIGERS 

About the Poet 

Adrienne Rich 

Adrienne Rich (1929-2012) was an American poet, essayist and feminist. She is credited with 
expressing the oppression of modern women. Most of her works showcase her concern about the 
growing number of women in the world being oppressed, marginalised and beleaguered. 

Theme 

The poem deals with the pathetic condition of married women all over the world. Aunt Jennifer 
is a symbol of all married women, who are suffering at the oppressive hands of a patriarchal 
society. 

Summary 

The first stanza describes Aunt Jennifer's Tigers. These tigers have been made by Aunt Jennifer 
on tapestry. Though unreal, they are described as bright, crystalline animals that prance around 
their 'world of green', i.e. forest. These tigers are certain of who they are and what they want. 
They represent fearlessness, assertion and power. These are the qualities which Aunt Jennifer 
lacks. In fact, these tigers symbolise the men who dominate the human society. 

The second stanza describes Aunt Jennifer and her creative skills. She is doing needle work on a 
panel and making tigers. Her fingers flutter because of the burden of oppression that she has on 
her. The poet tells about the metaphorical weight of Aunt Jennifer's wedding band and implies 
that her marriage was unhappy and prevented her from living a life that she wanted. Uncle's 
wedding 'band' represents the patriarchal society in which she lived. In fact, Aunt Jennifer seems 
to live her desires of being confident and fearless- through the tigers she is making. 

The last stanza of the poem takes a morbid turn. It describes what would happen when Aunt 
Jennifer is dead. Her hands will be 'terrified' with the 'massive weight of uncle's wedding band.' 
It is evident here that even in her death, she would not win the battle against masculine 
domination. 

Even death will not free Aunt Jennifer from her ordeals. The tigers she had made would continue 
to look 'proud' and 'unafraid'. 



 

 

The poem deals with the women's struggle against oppression, rebellion and a patriarchal 
society. 

 

Question 13 (Poetry)                                                         Marks 04 

Q1 What was the poet’s childhood fear? (My Mother at Sixty- Six) 

Ans During her childhood, Kamala Das was insecure about losing her mother just as all young 
children often are. The same old feelings come back to haunt her when she sees her mother’s 
pale and lifeless face. She is tortured by the fact that she may not see her alive again. She hides 
her feelings by smiling. 

 

Q2- Why are the young trees described as ’sprinting?  
(MyMotheratSixty-Six) 
Answer- The car was moving when the poet looked outside at trees. They appeared to be 
‘sprinting’ because the car was speeding past in the opposite direction. The ‘young’ trees 
represented life in contrast to her mother’s approaching death. 

Q3-  What does the poet want for the children of the slums? How can their lives be made to 
change?  (An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum) 

Ans The poet wants the children to get out of the deprived state they are in at the present. He 
wants them to venture into the world that is on the map and experience the better things life has 
to offer them. The school classroom just keeps them in a deprived state and the condition itself of 
the class is sour and deprived. Kids must be provided with proper education so that it aids them 
in getting out of the lead sky they are so used to seeing. With proper encouragement, facilities, 
and optimism kids can achieve whatever they wish to and bless themselves with a future they 
dreamt of. They could live their life with enthusiasm, not tired from work or cursing the physical 
restriction they had. 
 

Q 4- Why does the Stephen Spender say that the pictures and maps in the elementary school 
classroom are not meaningful ? (An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum) 

Ans The poet says that there is a bust of Shakespeare in the classroom. There are pictures of a 
big church and the Tyrolese valley having bell-shaped flowers. There is an open-handed map, 
which shows all the places of the world. But ironically for the children living in the slum their 
world is not that map but only the scene that can be seen outside the window of their classroom. 
Therefore, the pictures and maps on the wall are meaningless. 



 

 

Q 5- What is the ‘sadness’ that the poet refers to in the poem? (Keeping Quiet) 

Ans The sadness of a man is formed by his own thoughts and actions. It is ironic to notice that a 
person who can understand so much fails to understand his actions and himself. Rash actions are 
always disastrous and harmful. All disasters are created by man. He is threatening himself with 
death by his actions and thoughts. This is the disaster of his life.   

Q6- Do you think the poet advocates total inactivity and death? (Keeping Quiet) 

Ans No, he does not advocate death or total inactivity. He says that ‘stillness’ shouldn’t be 
equated to or confused with ‘total inequality’ which brings death. Neruda has ‘no truck with 
death’. His stillness indicates the halting of hostile and harmful human activities.  

Q7- What image does the poet use to describe the beautiful bounty of the earth? (A Thing of 
Beauty) 

Answer- A very beautiful image is used by John Keats to explain the beautiful bounty of the 
earth. It is the everlasting fountain with immortal drink. From heaven, it constantly pours into 
our hearts. Therefore, the beautiful bounty of the earth is known as ‘an endless fountain of 
immortal drink’.  

 

Q8 What is the message for the theme of the poem ‘A Thing of Beauty’? 
Answer- The very first line contains the message that John Keats, the great Romantic poet, 
wants to convey. Keats was a worshipper of beauty. For him beauty was truth and truth, beauty. 
Hence, for him a thing of beauty is a joy forever. Beauty never fades. Nor is it ever devalued. It 
never passes into nothingness. When we are full of sorrows and sufferings, some form of beauty 
comes to our rescue. It removes the pall of sadness and sorrows and gives us joy and pleasure. 
Thus, beauty is a boon for human beings. 

Q9 What is the ‘childish longing’ that the poet refers to? Why is it ‘vain’? (A Roadside Stand) 

Ans According to Robert Frost, the people running the roadside stand suffer from ‘childish 
longing’. They always expect customers and wait for them. Their windows are always kept open 
to attract them. When no one turns up, they become sad. They always wait to listen to the squeal 
of brakes and the sound of a car stopping but all their efforts go in vain.  

 

Q10 Which things irritated those passers-by who stopped at the roadside stand? 
Ans:- The passers-by got irritated by the tastelessly painted roadside stand. The thought that the 
artless decor of the stand was in disharmony with their surroundings and it had destroyed the 
scenic beauty of the landscape. Even their ‘N’ and ‘S’ on the signboards was wrongly presented. 
They did not approve of the things offered for sale. 



 

 

Q11- How do 'denizens' and 'chivalric' add to our understanding of the tiger's attitudes? (Aunt 
Jennifer’s Tigers) 
Ans- Denizens are animals that have become naturalized in a place or people who live there. 
Because tigers live in forests, the poet has appropriately classified them as "denizens of a world 
of green." Tigers are renowned for being masters of their territory. The poet also describes the 
tiger as "chivalrous." Chivalry is a phrase used to describe remarkable bravery in the face of 
danger. To further elucidate, the poet goes on to describe that the tigers were unafraid of the men 
standing under a tree and continued to prance with 'confidence.' The poet has used the phrase 
'chivalric' since tigers are fierce, ferocious, and gallant creatures. 
 
Q12- Do you sympathize with Aunt Jennifer? What is the attitude of the speaker towards Aunt 
Jennifer? (Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers) 
 
Ans Yes, as readers, we sympathize with Aunt Jennifer's character. The reader is moved by her 
trials and tribulations. Even the poem's speaker expresses affection and empathy for her. Even 
after Aunt Jennifer's death, the speaker claims, she would be afraid of her husband and the trials 
of her marriage. 
 
Quesstion 14                                                                      Marks 2*2=04 
MY MOTHER AT SIXTY-SIX 

Q .1 Where was the poetess going to and with whom? 

Ans. The poetess was going to Cochin airport on a Friday morning with her mother. 

Q .2 Which familiar ache(pain)does the poetess feel every time from her childhood till now? 

Ans. The poetess talks about her fear of losing her mother forever. She always felt this even in 
her childhood. 

Q .3 What promise does she make before parting? 

Ans. She promises that she would see her (mother) soon. 

Q .4 Which imagery are used to describe the mother’s condition? 

Ans. The poetess uses very apt images. Her mother’s face is “ashen” like that of “a corpse” and 
she is as sickly and pale as a “a late winter’s moon”. 

Q .5What did the poetess do to overcome the fear of her separation from her mother? 

Ans. First she looked out her face to divert her mind and in the last she smiled and smiled and 
smiled. 

An elementary school in a slum 
Q .1How do the slum school children look? 



 

 

Ans. The slum school children look thin and weak in body with peeping bones. 

Q .2 The slum children are compared with- 

Ans.The slum children are compared with ‘rootless weeds ‘. 

Q .3 Why did the poet says that Shakespeare is wicked and the map is a bad example for 
children? 

Ans. Because the pictures and the maps show a prosperous, civilized and the world of riches, 
knowledge and love. Unfortunately, slums have none of these. 

Q .4 What tempt them to steal? 

Ans. The ships (Riches), the sun(knowledge) and the love tempt them to steal or get it by wrong 
means. 

Q .5 what do the pictures of Shakespeare, Tyrolese valley and dawn show? 

Ans. The picture of Shakespeare shows knowledge and Tyrolese valley and dawn show the 
natural beauty. 

Q .6 What does the poet expect the authorities? 

Ans. The poet expects that the slum children should be given free access to books, good 
education,health and residence to make history. 

KEEPING QUIET 

Q .1 What does the poet suggest in the poem? 

Ans. The poet suggests to keep still physically and mentally for a few seconds. 

Q .2 What can a complete silence/short pause do for us? 

Ans. We can reevaluate our doings, understand ourselves and take corrective steps. 

Q .3 Why are we sad? 

Ans. We are sad because we don’t understand ourselves and run after materialism. 

Q .4 Does the poet favour total inactivity? 

Ans.No, the poet does not favour total inactivity. For him total inactivity is death, nothing to do 
with it. 

Q .5 What do fishermen, salt gatherers and war preparers normally do? 



 

 

Ans.Fishermen kill whales in seas, salt gatherer gathers salt without caring about their injured 
hands and the war preparers invent weapons of war. 

Q .6 What does the earth teach us? 

Ans. The earth appears dead in autumn but becomes full of life in spring. Similarly when we are 
silent and still ,we can plan for a meaningful future. 

A THING OF BEAUTY 

Q. 1 List the things of beauty mentioned in the poem. 

Ans. The sun, the moon, trees, daffodils, clear streams, musk rose, grandeur of the mighty dead 
and lovely tales are the things of beauty in the poem. 

Q .2 List the things that cause suffering and pain. 

Ans. Despondence, death of noble natures, gloomy days, unhealthy and over darkened ways of 
human beings cause sufferings and pains. 

Q .3How is a thing of a beauty a joy forever? 

Ans. A thing of beauty is a joy forever because its loveliness increases always and it becomes a 
part of our memory forever.  

Q .4 How does a beautiful thing affect us?/ 

Q .5What does a thing of beauty does for us? 

Ans. It gives is an everlasting eternal joy, a quiet shelter, a sleep full of sweet dreams, health and 
soft breathing. It removes the pall of sadness from our soul. 

Q .6 How can one judge a thing of beauty? 

Ans. A thing which gives eternal everlasting joy which is not momentarily ,is a thing of beauty. 

AUNT JENNIFER’S TIGERS  

Q .1 What kind of the lady Aunt Jennifer was? 

Ans. Aunt Jennifer was meek and timid lady. She lived in the terror of her husband. She was a 
woman of artistic talent. She made a life like embroidered tigers on a curtain. 

Q .2 What do the tigers represent in the poem? 

Ans. The tiger represents beauty along with freedom,boldness,courage,gracefulness and a life of 
dignity and a life of dignity with self-respect. 



 

 

Q .3 What does the poetess want to say in the poem? 

Ans. The poetess wants to say that a woman should live the life in this male dominated society 
like a tiger which is elated, proud and fearless . 

Q .4 Why is uncle’s wedding bond massive? 

Ans. Uncle’s wedding bond is massive for her because of the unhappy marriage life with 
dominating cruel husband. 

Q .5 Why do you think Aunt has made tigers so different from herself? 

Ans. Aunt has created tigers so different from herself because she may have a suppressed desire 
to be like them. 

 
 

Question 15                                                                                              Marks 04 
THIRD LEVEL 

Q1. What does the third level refer to? 

ANS. The third level is the world somewhere between desire or dream and reality. It is a world 
of       fantasy that we create for ourselves and occasionally seek to escape to. Most of the time it 
is a picture of the simple past of our forefathers, who, we believe were happier. It is an escapist’s 
world which one weaves around to be off the current-day problems, worries, anxieties and 
tensions. 

Q 2   Would Charley ever go back to the ticket-counter on the third level to buy tickets to 
Galesburg for himself and his wife? 

ANS.  Time travel is a temporary relief that man seeks to escape from the rush of his present 
existence. It was a world of fantasy that Charley too had created. So, he exchanged all his 
savings for 1894 currency to buy tickets from the third level to Galesburg, Illinois. However, he 
could not find the third level again as it did not exist. 

Q 3  The modern world is full of insecurity, fear, war, worry and stress. What are the ways in 
which we attempt to overcome them? 

ANS. Man often creates in his fantasy a world which is somewhere between his desire and 
reality, and often seeks respite by transporting himself to it mentally. Time travel is another way 
of overcoming stress; we travel back in time to the past which we believe was a quieter and 
happier era. Nostalgic memories too are often a way of escape from the harassing present.. 

UNIT 2 THE TIGER KING 

Q1. Who is the Tiger King? Why does he get that name? 
Ans. The Maharaja of Pratibandapuram was called the Tiger King. At the time of his birth the 



 

 

astrologers declared that the prince would have to die one day. The ten-day-old prince asked the 
astrologers to reveal the manner of his death. The wise men were baffled at this miracle. The 
chief astrologer said that his death would come from a tiger. The young prince growled and 
uttered terrifying words: ‘Let tigers beware!’ He decided to kill one hundred tigers. He, thus, got 
the name ‘Tiger King’. 

Q2. What did the royal infant grow up to be? 
Ans. Crown prince Jung Jung Bahadur grew taller and stronger day-by-day. He was brought up 
by an English nanny and tutored in English by an Englishman. He got the control of his state 
when he came of age at twenty. He decided to kill tigers. For him it was an act of self-defence, as 
the astrologers had predicted his death by a tiger 

Q.3  What is the author’s indirect comment on subjecting innocent animals to the 
willfulness of human beings? 
Ans. For centuries innocent animals have been subjected to the wilfulness of human beings. Man 
has been killing animals for sport, meat or organs of body. The author does not make any direct 
comment about it in the story. Man advances strange logic to defend even his unlawful and cruel 
acts. The Maharaja quotes an old saying, “You may kill even a cow in self-defence”. Hence, he 
finds no objection to kill tigers in self-defence. It reveals not only the callousness of human 
beings towards wildlife but their disregard for maintaining ecological balance. The extinction of 
tiger species in Pratibandapuram state and the state ruled by the Maharaja’s father-in-law amply 
illustrates the result of man’s cruelty towards wild animals. An old tiger has to be brought from 
the People’s Park in Madras to satisfy the king’s whim to kill one hundred tigers 

UNIT 3 JOURNEY TO THE  END OF  THE EARTH 

Q 1.How do geological phenomena help us to know about the history of humankind? 
Answer: Geological phenomena such as the drifting of land masses and their separating 
into countries help us to know about the history of humankind. A visit to Antarctica 
around which Gondwana once existed, is like going back to past as it gives us an 
understanding of evolution and extinction, ozone and carbon, where humankind came 
from, and where it is headed. 

Q2.What are the indications for the future of humankind? 
Answer: All thoughtless activities of humankind such as increasing cities and megacities, 
cutting forests and turning those to concrete jungles, careless burning of fossil fuel, 
depleting ozone and increasing carbon dioxide, and global warming, melting ice caps and 
shields, our battle with other species for limited resources and other similar reckless 
activities point to a grim future for humankind. If concrete steps are not taken 
immediately, these drastic changes may lead to the end of the world. 

Q 3.What are Geoff Green’s reasons for including high school students in the Students on Ice 
Expedition? 
Ans. Geoff Green feels that students are the future generation of policy-makers. They should be 
provided an opportunity to have this life-changing experience at a young age in order to foster a 
new understanding and respect for our planet. It would help them to absorb, learn and act for the 



 

 

benefit of the planet. The youngsters still have the idealism to save the world and they need to 
understand that it belongs to them. So, to sensitize them, it is important to provide them the 
visible life changing experience. 

UNIT 4 THE ENEMY 

Q 1. Who was Dr. Sadao? Where was his house? 
Ans: Dr. Sadao Hoki was a famous yet sympathetic and loyal Japanese scientist and surgeon. He 
was a grounded man and lived in an ancestral stone house in Japan built above a narrow beach 
on the coast, outlined by narrow pine trees. He spent about eight years in America to improve his 
skill and learn everything possible about medicine and surgery. When the chapter begins, we are 
introduced to his scientific research to discover a drug that would render the wound entirely 
clean. 
Q 2. Do you think the doctor’s final solution to the problem was the best possible one in the 
circumstances? 
Ans: After the American was healed, Dr. Sadao was required to find a possible solution to send 
him off. Yes, I believe his final solution to the problem was the best possible one under the given 
circumstances. He planned to send him off to the nearby island with enough supplies and goods 
for his survival on the island. He asked him to board a Korean ship from there which would land 
him safely at his destination. It not only saved the soldier's life but also saved the doctor from the 
potential threat of him and his family being in serious trouble if someone would have reported 
his presence. 
Q 3 Dr. Sadao was compelled by duty as a doctor to help the enemy soldier. What made 
Hana, his wife, sympathetic to him in the face of open defiance from the domestic staff? 
Ans:  Since Dr. Sadao and Hana were a couple, they shared similar values and supported each 
other through every decision they made. Hana was a sympathetic human being. Seeing a man 
almost dead her inner conscience would have forced her to help him. She was not well versed 
with the details of the medical field but did everything that was possible. She cleaned the soldier 
when the servant refused to touch him since he was an American. She helped Dr. Sadao during 
the operation even though it made her puckish. When the house staff warned her against this and 
left the home, she still stood beside him. She washed and fed the patient when he was extremely 
sick. It was because of her care that he recovered faster. Though she forced him to ask the patient 
to leave as soon as possible as he was a potential threat to the family, she still cared for the man. 
 

UNIT 5 SHOULD WIZARD HIT MOMMY 

Q 1.How did the wizard help Roger Skunk?  
Ans: 
The wizard asked Roger Skunk what he wanted to smell like. Roger said he wanted to smell like 
roses. The wizard took his magic wand and chanted a spell and his whole house was full of the 
smell of roses. Roger also smelt of roses and in this way the wizard helped him by making him 
get rid of his bad smell. 

Q 2.How did Jo want the story of Roger Skunk to end?  
Ans: 
In the original story Roger’s mommy hits the wizard on the head with an umbrella. So the wizard 



 

 

makes Roger smell bad again. Jo wants the story to end the other way round. She wants the 
wizard to hit on the head of ‘stupid’ mommy. She holds Roger’s ‘stupid’ mother responsible for 
making Roger smell bad again and so she wants her to be punished. 

Question 3. 
Why did Jo think Roger Skunk was better off with the new smell? (Delhi 2010) 
Answer: 
Jo thought Roger Skunk was much better off with the new smell because of which he had been 
able to find so many friends and played with them happily. For her Roger Skunk’s story should 
have ended on a happy note with his pleasant smell because of which he was accepted by the 
other creatures as their friend. 

UNIT 6 ON THE FACE OF IT 

Q1. What is the theme of the play ‘On The Face Of It’? How has it been worked out? 
Ans. The theme of the play is the consequences of physical impairment on the affected person’s 
body, mind and soul. The actual pain and inconvenience caused by the disabilities is often much 
less than the sense of alienation felt by the disabled person. People think that a person who has 
lost an organ or suffered some deformity such as a disfigured face should either be confined to 
the hospital or allowed to move in the company of people having the same disability. The 
playwright does not approve of this idea as it will create a strange sort of world. The attitude of 
persons towards the victims of accidents or disasters needs com¬plete change. They must be 
considerate and thoughtful. They must appreciate the efforts of the physically challenged persons 
to overcome their disability and compete with others. The theme has been worked out through 
the interaction of two characters—old Mr Lamb and a young boy, Derry. Through his peculiar 
way of looking at things and asking ques¬tions, Mr Lamb persuades Derry to have a positive 
approach to fife. Only positive attitude towards life will give one true happiness. 

Q2. Compare and contrast the characters of Mr. Lamb and Derry. 
Ans. Both Mr. Lamb and the young boy Derry have one thing in common—their physical 
im¬pairment. Both are victims of these disabilities after birth. The leg of Mr. Lamb was blown 
off during the war. Derry’s face was burnt by acid. One side of his face looked very ugly and 
frightful. 
Apart from this, they have nothing in common. Mr. Lamb is old, Derry is a young boy of 
fourteen. Mr. Lamb enjoys company and wants to talk. Derry is very withdrawn and defiant. He 
does not want to come in contact with people. 
Mr Lamb does not bother about his lameness. He has developed love for reading books, hearing 
music, seeing beautiful things and thinking about them. He is calm and patient. He asks peculiar 
questions. He forces Derry to see that actions are more important than mere looks. In spite of his 
lameness he picks apples, makes jelly, maintains a beehive and makes toffees from honey. The 
gate of his garden is always open. Derry develops a new vision of life under his guidance. He 
becomes positive and looks happy. 

Q3. Who is Mr Lamb? How does Derry get into his garden? 
Ans. Mr Lamb is an old man with a tin leg. His real leg was blown off years ago during the war. 
He lives all alone in his house. There is a garden near the house. It has ripe crab apples looking 



 

 

orange and golden in colour. 
Mr Lamb is sitting in his garden when Derry climbs over the garden wall to get into his garden. 
Though the gate is open, the boy does not use it. 

UNIT 7 EVANS TRIES AN O-LEVEL 

Q1. What were the precautions taken for the smooth conduct of the examination? 
Ans. The solitary cell of Evans was tinned into examination room by placing two small tables 
and two chairs in it. Reverend Stuart McLeery, a parson from St. Mary Mags was to work as 
invigilator. The cell was to be kept locked from outside and a prison officer would observe 
Evans from a peep-hole after every minute or so. All potential weapons such as knife, scissors, 
nail-file and razor had been taken away. Even the contents of the suitcase of the invigilator were 
thoroughly searched, fhe paper knife was taken away by a prison officer. The Governor himself 
was to listen-in the conversation in the cell during the examination. The cell was in the D-Wing 
which had two heavy gates—outer and inner. Both were locked securely. Mr Jackson, the prison 
officer, was in constant contact with the Governor on the phone. 

Q2. What enquiry did the Secretary of the Examination Board make about Evans? What 
did the Governor tell him about Evans? 
Ans. The Secretary wanted to know if Evans was a violent sort of person. The Governor told him 
that there was no record of violence. He was informed that Evans was quite a pleasant fellow—
an amusing person. He was good at imitation and hence h star at the Christmas concert. He 
suffered from the desire to steal. He had this disease from birth. 

Q.3  What evidence do you get from the text to show that Mr Jackson and Evans “had 
already become warm enemies” ? 
Ans. Jackson nodded curtly. He addressed Evans as “little Einstein” and mockingly enquired 
about him. He felt annoyed as Evans pointed out his ignorance about Einstein. Jackson genuinely 
loathed about the long, wavy hair of Evans. He had taken away the nail-scissors and nail-file of 
Evans. He used the word ‘bloody’ too often while addressing Evans. 

UNIT 8 MEMORIOUS OF CHILDHOOD 

Q 1 How did Zitkala-Sa find the ‘eating by formula’ a hard trial? 
Ans. She did not know what to do when the various bells were tapped and behaved unlike others. 
When the first bell rang, she pulled out her chair and sat in it. As she saw others standing, she 
began to rise. She looked shyly around to see how chairs were used. When the second bell was 
sounded, she had to crawl back into her chair. She looked around when a man was speaking at 
the end of the hall. She dropped her eyes when she found the paleface woman looking at her. 
After the third bell, others started eating, but she began to cry. 

Q2. What did Zitkala-Sa feel when her long hair was cut? ‘ 
Ans. When she heard them remove one of her thick braids, she lost her spirit. She had suffered 
utmost indignities there. People had stared at her. She had been tossed about in the air like a 



 

 

wooden puppet and now her long hair was shingled like a coward’s. In her anguish, she moaned 
for her mother. She felt herself as one of the many little animals driven by a herder. 

Q3. Which words of her brother made a deep impression on Bama? [Delhi 2014] 
Ans. While returning home, Bama’s elder brother told her that although people do not get to 
decide the family they are bom into, they can outwit the indignities inflicted upon them. It left a 
deep impression on her. 

Question 16 Marks                                                                                    2x2=04 
SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS- 

The Third Level 

Q.1 Why do the people in the modern world want to escape? 

Ans. The people in the modern world want to escape because the world is full of insecurity, war, 
fear and full of worry. They cannot live among these conditions. 

Q.2 How many levels, according to the narrator the Grand Central Station has? 

Ans.According to the narrator Grand Central Station has three levels. 

Q.3 How was Charley, the narrator? 

Ans.The narrator, Charley was a 31 years old man, wearing atan gabardine suit and a straw hat 
with a fancy band. 

Q.4 What was the hobby of Charley? 

Ans.The Charley’s hobby was stamp collection. He compared it with his grandfather and 
President Roosevelt. 

Q.5 Who was Sam? 

Ans.Sam was friend of Charley. He was a psychiatrist who was very much infected with the 
thoughts of Charley about Galesburg. 

Q.6 What was the cause of fleeing Charley from the third level? 

Ans.When the clerk threatened Charley that he would get him arrested as he was trying to cheat 
him. So, Charley fled from the third level. 

The Tiger King 

Q.7What did the astrologers say about the death of the tiger king? 



 

 

Ans.The astrologers said that the child was born in the hour of the bull. The bull and the tigers 
are enemies; therefore, the death of king would come from tigers. 

Q.8 What type of princess the tiger king wants to marry? 

Ans.The tiger king wanted to marry the princess with a large number of tiger population to fulfill 
his desire of killing hundred tigers. 

Q.9 How did the maharaja manage to retain his kingdom? 

Ans.Maharaja sent 50diamond rings to the wife of British officer of three lakh rupees to retain 
his kingdom. 

Q.10 How was prince Jun because he had a burnt g Jung Bahadur brought up? 

Ans.Prince Jung Jung Bahadur drank up milk of an English cow. An English nanny looked after 
him. He was taught by an English man. He saw English films. 

The Enemy 

Q.11 What was Sadao’s achievement as a doctor? 

Ans.Sadao was a dutiful dedicated doctor. He was a famous surgeon and expert in his art. Even 
General believed him that he can operate him successfully. 

Q .12 Why could Sadao not handover the soldier to the police? 

Ans. Sadao could not handover the soldier to the police because the doctor inside him prevented 
to do so. 

Q .13 Who were the gardener and Yumi? 

Ans.Gardener and Yumi were the servants of the house. They were angry at their master Sadao 
and his wife Hana’s generosity for enemy. 

Q.14.Who was the man treated by Sadao? 

Ans.The man was an American prisoner of the war. He was washed out to the front of Sadao’s 
house. He had a bullet wound in his back. He had run away from there. 

On the face of It 

Q .15Why did Derry enter Mr. Lamb’s garden? 

Ans.Derry entered Mr. Lamb’sgarden because he had a burnt face. He wanted to avoid people 
and liked to live alone. 



 

 

Q .16 Why does Mr. Lamb not have any curtains in his house? 

Ans.Mr. Lamb does not have any curtain in his house to be in contact with the world. He loves 
people and everything in the world made by God . 

Q .17 Why did Derry get influenced by Mr. Lamb? 

Ans.Derry got influenced by Mr. Lamb because he inspired him to face the world and love it. He 
also tells him to stop feeling sad what people say about him. He should remain cheerful. 

Q .18 What example does Mr. Lamb give to avoid inferiority complex in Derry’s mind? 

Ans.Mr. Lamb gives an example of ‘a flower’ and ‘a weed’. He says that both are important at 
their places. 

Q .19Why does Mr. Lamb have a tin leg? 

Ans. Mr. Lamb’s one leg was blown off in the war, so he uses an artificial tin leg for walking. 

Memories of Childhood 

Q .20 What did Zitkala-Sa notice about the Indian girls in the school? 

Ans. Zitkala-Sa noticed the girls marching into the dining room. They were in stiff shoes and 
closely clinging dresses. Small girls wore sleeved aprons and shingled hair. 

Q .21 Why did Zitkala-Sa want to resist the cutting of her hair? 

Ans. Zitkala-Sa had long and beautiful hair according to her culture. Long hair symbolizes 
bravery. Those who have short hair they are coward. 

Q .22 Who gave the warning about the cutting of hair to the narrator? 

Ans. Judewin, the friend of Zitkala-Sa gave the warning. 

Q .23 What does the title ‘We Too are Human Beings ’suggest? 

Ans. This title tells us about untouchables who are as human as the people of upper caste. It 
suggests to abolish(end) social inequality and untouchability. 

Q .24 Why did Bama take more time from her school to home? 

Ans. Bama used to take half an hour for 10 minutes. She used to watch all the entertaining 
novelties and oddities in the street, shops and market. 

Q .25What made the narrator double up and shriek with laugher? 

Ans. When the narrator saw that an elder man was carrying a small packet. 



 

 

Q .26 What was inside the packet?  

Ans. There was VADAI in the packet. 

Q .27 What advice did Annan offer Bama? 

Ans. Annan adviced Bama to study with care and hard work. The people come to her and attach 
only when she will have the quality and intelligent. 

 

JOURNEY TO THE END OF THE EARTH 

Q.28 “If you want to know more about the planets past,present and future,the antarctica is the 
place to go to.” 

Who said this ? 

Ans. This statement was said by Bon Voyage. 

Q.29 What was the name of the Russian Research Vessel? 

Ans. The name of Russian Research Vessel is the ‘AkademicSokolsky’. 

Q.30 from how many regions the journey the writer reached Antarctica? 

The writers journey began 13.09degrees north of the equator in Madras, and involved crossing 
nine time zones, six checkpoints, three bodies of water, and many ecospheres. 

Q.31 What was the emotion of the narrator on facing Antarctica? 

The first emotion of the narrator was relief, followed up with an immediate and profound wonder 
on facing Antarctica’s expansive white landscape and uninterrupted blue horizon. 

Q.32 Which is the one of the most hotly contested environmental debates of our time? 

Ans. One of the most hotly contested environmental debates of our time is climate change and 
Antarctica is a crucial element in this debate. 

Q.33 Why Antarctica is a favorable place to study and examine the Earth’s past, present, and 
future? 

Ans.Antarctica is a favorable place to study and examine the Earth’s past, present, and future 
because it is the only place in the world which has never sustained a human population and 
therefore remains relatively ‘pristine’ in this respect and the most important thing is that it holds 
in its ice cores half million year old carbon records trapped in its layers of ice. 



 

 

Q.34 Why did Geoff Green offer his programme to students not to celebrities and rich?  

             OR 

Q.35 What is the aim of ‘Students on Ice’ programme?  

Ans. Geoff Green offered his programme ‘Students on Ice’ to high school students on the 
‘Shokalskiy’ to the end of the world to provide them inspiring educational opportunities so that 
they can have a new understanding and respect for our planet. One more important thing is that 
he offers future generation of policy makers a life changing experience at an age when they are 
ready to absorb, learn and act. 

Q.36 What is special about India and Antarctica? 

Ans. India and Antarctica were the parts of Gondwana 650 years ago. Due to force the landmass 
was forced to separate into different countries as we know it today. 

SHOULD WIZARD HIT MOMMY? 

Q.1 What did Jack do for his daughter? 

Ans. Jack told stories on Saturdays to his daughter to make her sleep. 

Q.2 What were the stories of Jack about? 

Ans.The stories of Jack were with a slight variation of a basic tale: a small creature, usually 
named Roger (fish/squirrel/chipmunk) had some problem and found some solution with the help 
of a wise owl and a wizard. 

Q.3 What was the problem of Roger Skunk? 

Ans. The problem of Roger Skunk was that he smelled so bad that the other animals did not play 
with him.  

Q.4Where did Roger animals go for seeking help? 

Ans. Roger went for seeking help to the wise owl. He (the owl) sent him (Roger)to the wizard 
performed a magic spell that solved the problem in exchange of pennies. 

Q.5Where did the wizard live? 

Ans. The wizard lived through the deep dark woods and swamp, over the crick in a house. 

Q.6What did Roger Skunk tell the Wizard? 

Ans Roger Skunk told the Wizard about his foul smell and bad behavior of his mates. He 
requested him to get rid of the foul smell. 



 

 

Q.7What did the wizard do to remove his complaint? 

Ans. The wizard took his magic wand (stick) and asked him what smell did he want. He chanted 
some words and gave him smell of roses. 

Q.8 How did the mommy of Roger Skunk react? 

Ans. The mommy of Roger Skunk got angry at the smell of roses in him. She took him to the 
wizard again. She hit the wizard on his head and ordered him to rechange the smell. 

Q.9What was the dinner of Roger Skunk and his parents? 

Ans. Roger Skunk and his parents had lima beans, celery, liver, mashed potatoes and Pie-Oh- 
My for dessert in food. 

Q.10 What was the Jack’s reaction about the mommy? 

Ans. According to Jack,the mommy was not a stupid woman. She loved Roger Skunk with his 
foul smell.  

EVANS TRIES AN O-LEVEL 

Q.1 Write the two main characteristics of Evans? 

Ans. Evans was a congenital kleptomaniac. He was perfect in breaking jail.,thus the prison 
officers call him “Evans The Break”.  

Q.2 Why did Evans want to wear his hat on the day of exam? 

Ans. Wearing the hat was a part of his plan for escaping from the jail. He had cut his hair in the 
style of her his invigilator and want to hide it from the prison officers. 

That is the only why he requested to wear his cap and not to remove. 

Q.3 What was the intention of Evans after OLevel German Examination? 

Ans. Evans applied for O-Level German examination with a purpose to run away from jail. His 
German teacher was also his crime in partner. 

Q.4 Who was the invigilator of Evans? 

Ans.Reverend McCleery was a priest at St. Mary Mags. He was used by board officers for 
Examination purposes. He was sent to invigilate Evans in his prison cell. 

Q.5 What was the German teacher’s opinion of Evan’s proficiency in German? 



 

 

Ans.Evan’s German teacher had a very low opinion of his proficiency in German. He thought 
that Evans had a very little chance of getting through the O-Level exam. 

Q.6 Why did the invigilator bring a little rubber ring? 

Ans. The invigilator brought a little rubber ring to sit upon it because he was suffering from 
haemorrhoids. But it was not true. Actually the rubber ring was brought as a part of Evans’ 
escaping plan. It was filled with pig’s blood. 

Q.7Why did the prison officers call Evans “Evans the Break”? 

Ans. Evans had escaped from the prison three times, so the prison officers call him “Evans the 
Break”. 

Q.8 What was hinted in the correction slip? 

Ans. the correction slip informed Evans the name of the hotel where he was to go. 

 

 
 
Question 17        Marks 06 

VISTAS 

MCQs- 

1.According to the narrator Grand Central Station has- 

a) one level b)Two Level   c)  three level d)no level 

ans. c 

2.What was the name of the news paper when he saw at the stack of papers? 

a) the Indian Express b) The World c) The Times d) The News Week 

ans.b 

3. How much money the narrator withdraws from the bank- 

a)300 dollars b)400 dollars c) 500 dollars d)600 Dollars 

ans. a 

4. What is the name of the narrator of the story- 



 

 

a) Louisa b) Fames c) Sam d) Charley 

ans.d 

5.The ten days old child enunciated (said)- 

a) Ram Ram b) O brave king c) O wise prophets d) O wise men 

ans. c 

6. The crown prince was brought up by- 

a) an English nanny b) an Indian dhai ma c) a nurse d)a common woman 

ans. b 

7. How many tigers killed by the king within 10 years? 

a) 75 b)80 c)86 d)70 

ans. d 

8.The name of Sadao’s wife is- 

a) Hana  b) Julie c) Elizabeth C) Maria 

ans. a 

9. Where did Sadao and Hana keep the man in their house? 

a)Servant quarter b) Hospital c) His father’s room d) in passage 

ans. c 

10.What was the messenger wearing? 

a) Official uniform b) Warm cliothes c) Woolen clothes d)Civil drees 
ans. a 

11.Why do the children come to Mr.Lamb’s garden? 

a) for listening stories b)for pears and apples c) for games d) for entertainment 

ans. b 

12. Kids shout at Mr. Lamb as- 

a) Mr. Lamb b)fatty Lamb c) Lamey-Lamb d) Old Lamb 



 

 

ans. c 

13. What was there behind the trees? 

a)a big garden b) a large pond c) a big forest d) a bee hive 

ans. d 

14. What were there in the room of Mr. Lamb? 

a) apples b) hey c) books d)curtains 

ans.c 

15.Derry’s face was burnt by- 

a) acid b) fire c) candle d)electricity 

ans. a 

16. Mr. Lamb used the crab apples for making- 

a)salad b) jam c)juice d) jelly 

ans. d 

17.How was the day on the land of apples? 

a) rainy b)very cold c)very hot d) beautiful 

ans. b 

18. Girls were eating with- 

a) hands b) spoons c) knife and fork d) none of the above 

ans. c 

19 Zitkala Sa huddled herself in- 

a)room b) bathroom c) dark corner d)gallery 

ans. c 

20. What was cooked in front of the temple? 

a) DiwaliOfferings b) Holioffering c) Pongal offerings d) all of the above 

ans. c 



 

 

21.What thing made great impact on the narrator? 

a)Anna’s words b) Anna’s plan’s c) Anna’s attitude d) Anna’s love 

ans. a 

22.People can throw away indignities if they- 

a) work hard b) study and make progress c) grow crops on the land d) learn languages  

ans. b 

23.Elder brother has come home for- 

a) study b) holidays c) marriage d) festival 

ans. b 

24.What did the elder extend him? 

a)honey b)money c)pocket d) cotton 

ans.c 

25.The memory of the big man made the narrator to- 

a) feel sad b) to laugh c)to feel funny d)none of the above 

ans.b 

26. Mr. Jackson was the senior prison officer of- 

a) B wing b)C wing c)D wing d)O wing 

ans. c 

27.Examination time was – 

a)9.00am-11.00am              (b) 9.10am-11.10am 

 (c)9.20am -11.20am            (d)9.25am-11.25am 

ans. d 

28. “I may surprise everybody”, said Evans. 

What is his intention in it? 

a)surprise with marks 



 

 

b)surprise with his good behavior 

c)surprise with his plan of escaping 

d)surprise with his mastery in German languge 

ans.c 

29. What was the name of paper /index number/centre number- 

a)021-1/313/271                            ( b)271/313/021-1 

( c)313/271/021-1                          (d)021-1/271/313 

ans. a 

30.What was needed by magistrates court- 

a)an ambulance van b)a prison van c) some prison officers d) both b & c  

ans. d 

31.Where did Evans hid himself after escaping – 

a)in a library b)in a hospital c)in hotel Golden Lion d)in a church 

ans. c 

32. Evans started his night classes in- 

September b) November c)October d) December 

Ans. a 

33.Evans habit was- 

a)sleeping b)cheating someone c)spending money d)Kleptomaniac 

Ans. d 

34 Jo was: 

a)Jack’s Daughter b)an imaginary figure c)Roger’s sister d)none of these 

ans.a 

35.  What did the train bring from the Boston? 

a)Mother b)Father c)Brother d)Sister 



 

 

Ans. b 

36.The other creatures did not play with Roger Skunk because of- 

a)Bad smell b)Naughtiness c)Laziness d)cleverness 

ans. a 

37.Who hit the wizard on his head? 

a)Jo b)Roger Skunk c)Mommy Skunk d)Jack 

ans. c 

38.Mommy Skunk hit the Wizard with her – 

a)stick b)arm c)umbrella d)head 

ans. a 

39. Roger skunk chose the smell of- 

a)Jasmine b)Roses c)Dirt d)Lotus 

ans. b 

40. Jo was ……..with Mommy Skunk’s decision. 

a)agree b)happy c)unhappy  d)shocked 

ans. b 

41.How many pennies did wizard ask for his work from Roger Skunk? 

a)5 b)8 c)9 d)7 

ans. d 

42. Where did Roger get three more pennies ? 

a)in a playground b)in a hut c)in a well d)in a house 

ans. c 

43.The wizard was a- 

(a) Little man (b) Tiny little old man c)Tall man d)Clever man 

ans. b 



 

 

44.Russian research vessel name was: 

a) Sputnikb) Akademik Shokalsky c) Mekhail Shokalsky d) Vikram 

ans. b 

45.Acco. to the author, all forms of life are heading towards: 

a)health and longevity b)more development c)extinction d)sustainable development 

ans. c 

46.Antarctica stores about……. ice of the earth’s total ice. 

a)70% b)80% c)90% d)95% 

ans. c 

47.Antarctica is an ideal place to study: 

a) Mathematics b) Geography c) Geometry d) Environmental and climate change 

ans. d 

48.Students on Ice programme was headed by: 

a)Alexander Flemming b) Elbright c)Johnson d)Geoff Green 

ans. d 

49.The author is a- 

a)sun worshipper b)moon worshipper c)tree worshipper d)ocean worshipper 

ans.a 

50. The food chain of the entire southern ocean is maintained by single celled: 

a)bacteria b)viruses c)phytoplankton d)amoeba 

ans. c 

51.The iceberg recorded largest was the size of- 

a)India b)Australia c)Belgium d)Nepal  

ans. c 

52. How many members were there in the expedition- 



 

 

a)50 b)51 c)52)53 

ans. c 

53.How did the author feel after reaching at Antarctica- 

a) unsatisfiedb) great relief c)great sorrow d)great fear 

ans. b 

 

                      Flamingo at glance                               
                                                  1. The Last Lesson 
1. Franz started for school. very late.  

2. He feared a scolding from his teacher, M. Hamel. He had not prepared his lesson on 
participles.  

3. There was a big crowd in front of the bulletin-board near the town hall. 

 4. Usually the people received all kinds of news from there.  

5. When he reached his school, he found it unusually quiet. 

6. The usual hustle and bustle was not there. 

 7. He went inside the classroom before everybody. He was frightened. 

 8. But nothing happened. M. Hamel very kindly asked him to go to his place quickly.  

9. Franz was surprised to see many village-elders sitting on desks at the back.  

10. At last, M. Hamel broke a shocking news to his students. 

 11. An order had come from Berlin.  

12. All the schools of French districts of Alsace and Lorraine would teach German hence- forth.  

13. A new teacher would come to teach German.  

14. M. Hamel announced that he would leave that school for good the next day. 

 15. He was delivering his last lesson in French.  

16. M. Hamel was a transformed person. 



 

 

17. He didn't use his ruler when Franz got mixed up and confused. 

 18. M. Hamel regretted that the people of Alsace were quite indifferent to the learning of their 
mother-tongue, French.  

19. He called upon his students and the village-elders to guard French among themselves and 
never to forget it.  

20. He declared that French was the most beautiful language in the world.  

21. M. Hamel wanted to speak but couldn't. Emotions choked him.  

22. He took a piece of chalk and wrote on the blackboard as large as he could write : "Long Live 
France !"  

23. Then he made a gesture with his hand asking them to go out. The school was "dis- missed."  

                          2. Lost Spring Stories of Stolen Childhood 

1. The narrator encounters Saheb every morning.  

2. He is a ragpicker who lives in Seemapuri at the border of Delhi.  

3. His parents came from Bangladesh. He searches for gold in the garbage dumps. 

 4. He has never gone to school. Nor does he have a pair of shoes. 

 5. His actual name is "Sahab-e-Alam" which means lord of the universe. But he doesn't 
understand its meaning. 

 6. He roams the streets with an army of barefoot young ragpickers. 

 7. They appear in the morning and disappear at noon.  

8. The ragpickers of Seemapuri live in structures of mud with roofs of tin and tarpaulin.  

9. There is no sewage, drainage or running water in the colony. 

10. These 10,000 ragpickers don't have any identity. They do have their ration cards to vote and 
buy  

      grain. 

11. Survival in Seemapuri means ragpicking. 

 12. Saheb finds sometimes a rupee, even a ten rupee note. There is always hope of finding more.  

13. Garbage is wrapped in wonder for children; for the elders it is a means of survival.  



 

 

14. Now Saheb works in a tea stall getting 800 rupees and all meals.  

15. He carries a canister which is heavier than the plastic bag he used to carry on his shoulder.  

16. Saheb is no longer his own master.  

17. Mukesh insists on being his own master and wants to become a motor mechanic.  

18. Mukesh lives in a dusty street of Firozabad.  

19. Like his family, every other family in Firozabad is engaged in making bangles. 

 20. About 20,000 children work illegally in the glass furnaces.  

21. They live in hovels with crumbling walls.  

22. Poor bangle makers know nothing except making bangles.  

23. Mukesh and his family can't change their trade.  

24. All kinds and colours of bangles are made in Firozabad.  

25. Mostly the bangle-makers end up losing their eyesight before they become adults.  

26. Young men have no initiative and ability to dream. They can't dream of organising a 
cooperative.  

27. There are two worlds. The one is the world of bangle-makers caught in the web of poverty.  

28. The other world is of moneylenders, middlemen and policemen who exploit and torment 
them.  

29. Mukesh wants to become a car driver. He wants to become his own master. 

 

                                  3. Deep Water 

1. William Douglas was ten or eleven years old, when he decided to learn to swim.  

2. The Y.M.C.A. pool was safe for swimming.  

3. It was only 2 to 3 feet deep at the shallow end and 9 feet at the deep end. 

 4. The narrator had an aversion to going in water. It started when he was three four years old.  

5. He stood with his father in the surf when the waves swept over him. He was buried in water. 

6. He developed a fear for the huge waves.  



 

 

7. He went to the Y.M.C.A. pool but feared going into the pool alone.  

8. A big bully of boy tossed him into the deep end of the swimming pool. 

 9. He was frightened and found himself at the bottom.  

10. He grew panicky. He was suffocating. He tried to cry but no sound came out.  

11. He had lost his breath and went down endlessly.  

12. He was paralysed under water. Only his heart was pounding.  

13. He jumped with all his force but his arms wouldn't move.  

14. He cried for help but nothing happened.  

15. Then all efforts ended. He felt drowsy.  

16. He was in a state of forgetfulness.  

17. When he came to senses he was lying on his stomach beside the pool. He was vomiting.  

18. For days a haunting fear gripped his heart. He feared water.  

19. The fear stayed with him for years.  

20. Finally he got an instructor and decided to learn to swim.  

21. The instructor attached a rope to the narrator's belt. The rope went through the pulley. 

 22. He held on to the end of the rope and it went back and forth, up and down in the pool. 

 23. The instructor taught him to put his face under water and exhale. He also taught him to raise 
his nose and inhale.  

24. Finally, he became a complete swimmer.  

25. But he still feared when he was alone in the pool. He was still not satisfied.  

26. Once he dived off a dock at Triggs Island and swam two miles across the lake.  

27. Finally, he was able to conquer his fear of water. 

 

                                                    4. The Rattrap  

1. Once upon a time there was a man who went around selling rattraps.  



 

 

2. It was not a profitable business.  

3. Sometimes he had to resort to begging and petty thievery to survive.  

4. His clothes were in rags. His cheeks were sunken. He had hungry eyes.  

5. He considered that the whole world around him was nothing but a big rattrap.  

6. All riches and joys are just baits.  

7. One day he knocked on the door of a cottage to take night-shelter there. 

 8. A lonely old man offered him shelter and supper. They played 'mjolis'. 

 9. The old man got up and went to the window.  

10. He took down a leather pouch hanging on a nail and stuffed three wrinkled ten-kronor notes 
in it.  

11. The next morning both of them left the cottage at the same time.  

12. But the peddler came back after half an hour.  

13. He went to the window and smashed a pane.  

14. He took out the thirty kronors from the pouch and went away.  

15. He turned off the road into the forest to avoid being noticed.  

16. He was trapped inside the forest.  

17. It was late in December. Darkness had already spread its wings over the forest.  

18. Finally, he sank down on the ground, tired to death.  

19. All of a sudden he heard the thumping sound of hammer strokes coming from an iron 'mill. 

 20. He gathered all his strength and dragged himself to the mill.  

21. He entered the forge and stood close to the furnace to warm himself. 

 22. The ironmaster came on his usual nightly rounds of inspection.  

23. He walked close to the peddler. He asked "But of course it is you, Nils Olof! How you do 
look!"  

24. He mistook him for his old comrade.  

25. The peddler had never seen the ironmaster. He didn't know even his name. 



 

 

 26. The peddler said nothing. He hoped some kronors from the ironmaster.  

27. The ironmaster invited the peddler to the manor house.  

28. The peddler thought that he was throwing himself voluntarily into a lion's den. So he refused 
to go.  

29. After half an hour the ironmaster's daughter came to the forge to persuade him. She was Edla           
Willmansson.  

30. She was so kind and friendly that the peddler felt confidence in her. 

31. The next day was Christmas Eve. The ironmaster thought that he was receiving his old 
regimental captain.  

32. The peddler was given a bath. A servant cut his hair and shaved him. He was dressed in a suit 
that belonged to the ironmaster.  

33. The ironmaster saw the peddler standing before him in broad daylight. 

 34. Soon he realised his mistake. He couldn't be his old acquaintance. He was just a rattrap 
peddler. He became very angry.  

35. The peddler replied that he never pretended to be his acquaintance.  

36. He only begged to be allowed to stay in the forge. He never tried to deceive anybody. 

 37. He was ready to put on his rags again and go away.  

38. The ironmaster didn't relent. He asked the peddler to get out of there as fast as he could.  

39. But the ironmaster's daughter clearly told her father that the guest would stay with them.  

40. She wanted the peddler to enjoy a day of peace with them.  

41. In the evening he was served Christmas fish and porridge.  

42. The next morning the ironmaster and his daughter went to the Church for Christmas service.  

43. There they heard a startling news. An old crofter had been robbed by a man selling rattraps.  

44. They returned home. The peddler must have run away with their money and silver.  

45. The ironmaster asked the valet if the peddler was still there. He had heard at Church that the 
man was a thief. 

 46. The man had gone but not taken anything with him at all. 



 

 

 47. On the contrary, he had left behind a little package for Miss Willmansson. 

 48. The young girl opened the package. She found a small rattrap and in it three wrinkled ten 
kronor notes. There was a letter too for Miss Willmansson.  

49. The peddler didn't want them to be troubled at the Christmas by a thief. He thanked her for 
her hospitality and kindness shown to him.  

50. He wrote that those three banknotes should be given back to the old crofter. His money 
pouch was hanging on his window frame.  

51. It was also written that the rattrap was a Christmas present from a rat. He would have been 
caught in the world's rattrap 'if he had not been raised to captain'.   

                                                  

                                                            

 5. Indigo 

1. A poor peasant Rajkumar Shukla met Gandhi at Lucknow session of the Indian National 
Congress in 1916. 

 2. He wanted to inform Gandhi about the injustices done by the English landlords in 
Champaran.  

3. Gandhi had other appointments. But Shukla accompanied Gandhi everywhere, even to the 
ashram in Ahmedabad. 

 4. Gandhi was impressed by Shukla's determination. He asked him to meet him in Calcutta.  

5. From Calcutta they boarded a train to Patna. From Patna Gandhi first went to Muzaffarpur. 

 6. He stayed there to know more about the condition of the farmers in Champaran.  

7. The news of Gandhiji's arrival spread quickly. Many sharecroppers came on foot from 
Champaran to see their champion.  

8. Most of the arable land in Champaran was owned by English landlords. 

 9. The landlords made the sharecroppers to sign an agreement. According to the agree- ment 
15% of their land was to be planted with indigo.  

10. Germany had developed synthetic indigo. So indigo plantation was no more profitable now.  



 

 

11. Therefore, the landlords forced the sharecroppers to sign a new contract. According to the 
new contract, the sharecroppers were now free to grow indigo or not. But for this freedom they 
were to give some compensation to the landlords.  

12. Gradually even illiterate sharecroppers saw through the trick of the landlords. Those who had 
already signed the agreement wanted their money back.  

13. Gandhi met with the Commissioner of Tirhut. He informed him about the injustices done to 
the peasants by the landlords.  

14. The commissioner threatened Gandhi to leave the place.  

15. Gandhi didn't leave the place. Instead he proceeded to Motihari.  

16. Gandhi was asked to appear in the court the next day.  

17. Thousands of peasants held a demonstration around the courthouse.  

18. The authorities were helpless. Gandhi helped them to regulate the crowd.  

19. The government wanted to postpone the trial but Gandhi opposed the delay.  

20. He respected the law but couldn't ignore the voice of his conscience. It compelled him to take 
up the cause of poor peasants.  

21. All the lawyers of Bihar, including Dr. Rajendra Prasad, decided to go to jail with Gandhi.  

22. Gandhi exclaimed: "The battle of Champaran is won."  

23. Several days later, the Lieutenant-Governor ordered the case to be dropped.  

24. Civil Disobedience had triumphed for the first time in India.  

25. Gandhi met the Lieutenant-Governor four times to take up the cause of poor peasants of 
Champaran. 

 26. An Inquiry Commission was set up to look into the whole issue.  

27. Gandhi wanted that 50% money paid to the landlord be returned to the sharecroppers. The 
landlords offered to give only 25%.  

28. Gandhi agreed on 25% and the issue was closed.  

29. Several social works were undertaken by Gandhi and his followers in Champaran. Gandhi's 
son and his wife joined him. Many other volunteers also came from distant parts of India. 



 

 

30. Gandhi wanted Indians to carry on their struggle on their own strength. Once some lawyers 
wanted C.F. Andrews to stay in Champaran and help them.  

31. Gandhi opposed it. He didn't want the help of an Englishman in India's struggle for freedom.  

32. Thus, Gandhi taught us a lesson in self-reliance.  

 

                               6. Poets and Pancakes 

1. The make-up room of the Gemini Studios was in a building that used to be Lord Clive's stable.  

2. The dazzling incandescent lights trapped the men in 'fiery misery'.  

3. The make-up department comprised people coming from many states. It was a real example of 
national integration.  

4. The chief make-up men were engaged for the hero and heroine. The senior assistant was for 
'number two' hero and heroine. There was a junior assistant make-up man for the main comedian. 
The 'office-boy' was responsible for the make-up of the crowd.  

5. The 'office-boy' was not a boy but a man in his early forties. 

 6. He entered the Studios to become a star hero, director or script writer but ended up as the 
'office-boy'.  

7. Subbu was no. 2 in the Gemini Studios.  

8. Subbu gave direction and definition to the Gemini Studios in its glorious years.  

9. He was a many-sided genius who used all his energy and creativity for the advantage of his 
'Boss'.  

10. Subbu was a good poet and wrote a novel.  

11. He was an amazing actor and a charitable soul ready to help everyone.  

12. The 'office-boy' was jealous of Subbu. He considered Subbu the cause of all his woes and 
neglect.   

13. The legal adviser, a lawyer, was also a part of the Story Department.  

14. He was a dead-wit, a lonely man of cold-reason. He was a misfit in the establishment.  

15. The Studios served as a host to the MRA, a group of 200 persons.  



 

 

16. The MRA presented two plays in a highly professional manner. Their sets and costumes were 
copied for years.  

17. Stephen Spender, an English poet visited the Gemini Studios. His visit was a total disaster:  

18. There was so much communication gap that neither the English poet nor the audience knew 
what was happening there.  

19. The people at the Studios wore khadi and worshipped Gandhi. But beyond that they had no 
political understanding or leaning.  

20. But the people at the Studios were allergic to Communism. They considered Communists as 
Godless people who created violence and unrest. 

21. The narrator after several years read a book "The God That Failed'. One of the essayists was 
Stephen Spender. 

 22. He was the same English poet who had visited the Gemini Studios years ago. 

 

 

 

 

                          7. The Interview Part I &  II 

1. Celebrities have been interviewed over the years.  

2. Interviews have become a common feature of journalism.  

3. Some consider them a great source of truth and an art.  

4. Most of celebrities consider them unnecessary "intrusion" in their lives.  

5. V.S. Naipaul thinks that during interviews people "lose a part of themselves".  

6. Lewis Carrol considers it an offence against his person.  

7. H.G. Wells calls them 'ordeals'.  

8. Saul Bellow describes interviews as "thumbprints on his windpipe".  

9. Mukund Padmanabhan interviews the celebrated novelist and academician Umberto Eco.  



 

 

10. He wonders how Eco can do all the works. Eco is very modest. He replies that he has been 
doing only one job.  

11. He has been pursuing his philosophical interests through his academic work and novels. 

 12. He tells a secret about his work. His success lies because he can utilize and use 'empty- 
spaces' in life.  

13. Umberto Eco prefers to be called an academician and not a novelist.  

14. He considers himself 'a university professor' who writes novels on Sundays.  

15. Mukund Padmanabhan asks Eco the reason of the huge success of his novel The Name of the 
Rose'.  

16. The interviewer thinks that perhaps the medieval background of the novel led to its great 
success. 

17. Eco reminds him that many books have been written about the medieval past before him.  

18. Perhaps he wrote 'The Name of the Rose' at the right time. Had he written it ten years before 
or later, it would not have been such a great success. 

 

 

                                  8. Going Places 

1. Sophie and Jansie were classmates and friends.  

2. Sophie was a day-dreamer. She used to dream of opening a boutique, becoming an actress or a 
fashion designer.  

3. Jansie was quite practical. She knew that they belonged to poor families and all big plans need 
money.  

4. Sophie thinks as if 'money grows on trees'.  

5. Jansie advised Sophie to be sensible. She knew that both of them were earmarked for the 
biscuit factory after they passed out from school.  

6. Geoff, Sophie's brother, was an apprentice mechanic.  

7. He spoke little. Sophie was jealous of his silence. 

 8. Sophie wished Geoff would allow her to share his experiences and thoughts.  



 

 

9. Sophie could open her heart only to Geoff.  

10. She told how she met Danny Casey, the wonder-boy of football. He himself invited her.  

11. Geoff didn't believe her but Sophie continued and persisted.  

12. Geoff told his father about Sophie's meeting with Danny Casey.  

13. Sophie's father never believed her, he only looked at her with disdain.  

14. Sophie's father considered Sophie's version as another of her 'wild stories'.  

15. Sophie's father was a great fan of football and Danny Casey.  

16. He wished Danny Casey to be a great football player like Tom Finny.  

17. Sophie was upset when she knew that Jansie also knew the story of her meeting with Casey.  

18. She knew Jansie was nosey and was always ready to know new things about others.  

19. Sophie feared that she would spread the story in the whole neighbourhood.  

20. On Saturday Sophie's family went to watch a football match. United won two-nil. Casey 
drove in the second goal.  

21. It was the first and only time when Sophie saw Danny Casey in person and in action.  

22. After dark she walked by the canal. She was lost in the thoughts of Danny Casey. She 
imagined him coming and talking to her.  

23. She waited for him for a long time. She knew he wouldn't come. She was sad and 
disappointed.  

24. Again she was lost in dreams. She imagined Casey coming through the arcade and she asking 
for his autograph.  

25. So all dreams and disappointments were in her mind. They were the products of her fantasy 
and imagination. 

 
 
                                 Vistas at a glance 
                             

                                      1. The Third Level 

1. Charley claims to have been on the third level (floor) of the Grand Central Station. 



 

 

2. The railway authorities swear that there are only two levels at the Grand Central. No one has 
ever seen the third level there. 

3. Charley consults his psychiatrist friend. He tells him about the third level. 

4. His friend calls it 'a waking-dream wish fulfillment'. 

5. Actually, Charley doesn't feel at home in the modern world of fear, insecurity and war. 

6. Therefore, he just escapes into the world of dreams and fancies. 

7. Charley's friends claim that he has an escapist tendency. His stamp collecting is nothing but a 
temporary refuge from reality. 

8. One day Charley is in a hurry to get to his apartment. He takes the sub-way from the Grand 
Central because it is faster than the bus. 

9. He goes down the steps to the first level. Then he walks down to the second level. The 
suburban trains leave from there. 

10. He goes into an arched door-way heading for the sub-way and gets lost. 

11. It is quite easy to get lost there. The Grand Central is growing like a tree with endless 
corridors, doorways and stairs. 

12. He finds himself on the third level. 

13. It is a different world of gas lights, brass spittoons, derby hats, beards, sideburns and fancy 
moustaches. 

14. He wants two tickets for Galesburg, Illinois. 

15. The clerk is surprised to see different kinds of notes in Charley's hands. 

16. He warns saying to him, "That aren’t money, mister". 

17. Charley turns away and goes out fast. 

18. He buys old currency. But he never again finds the corridor that leads to the third level at the 
Grand Central. 

19. His friend Sam Weiner disappears, nobody knows where. 

20. Charley suspects him to be in Galesburg, Illinois. 

21. He was very fond of the place. 

22. Charley finds out that Sam bought old currency worth three hundred dollars. 



 

 

23. He also finds a marked envelope addressed to his grandfather at his home in Galesburg. 

24. The postmark showed the date, 18th July, 1894. The letter was addressed to Charley. 

25. Sam claimed to have found the third level. 

26. He asked Charley and his wife Louisa keeps looking for the third level. 

27. The letter was written and signed by Sam. 

28. The most mysterious thing was that Sam was his psychiatrist. 

                          2. The Tiger King 

1. Astrologers had foretold that the Tiger King would actually have to die. 

2. A great miracle took place. 

3. The ten-day-old Jilani Jung Jung Bahadur could speak very clearly. He told them that 
everybody that was born would die. He only wanted to know the manner of his death. 

4. The chief astrologer told that the King's death would come from a tiger. He should be 
particularly careful with the hundredth tiger. 

5. The Maharaja banned tiger hunting in the state. Those who disobeyed, their wealth and 
property would be confiscated. 

6. The Maharaja started out on a tiger hunt. 

7. He killed seventy tigers in ten years. 

8. A high ranking English officer wanted to hunt tigers in the forests of Pratibandapuram. The 
Maharaja got rid of him by giving 50 gold rings to his wife. 

9. The tiger population became extinct in the kingdom. 

10. The king married a girl from a state which had a large number of tigers. 

11. The Maharaja would kill five or six tigers each time he visited his father-in-law. 

12. In this way, he killed 99 tigers and the hunt for the hundredth began. 

13. When the hundredth tiger was not found, the dewan brought a tiger from the People's Park in 
Madras. 

14. The tiger was brought straight to the forest where the Maharaja was hunting. 

15. The Maharaja took a careful aim and the tiger fell down on the ground in a heap. 



 

 

16. Later on one of the hunters found that the tiger was not dead. The Maharaja had missed the 
aim. 

17. They didn't want that the king must come to know of it. So, the tiger was killed. 

18. It was the third birthday of the King's son. The Maharaja bought a wooden tiger as a special 
birthday gift to his son. 

19. When the King was playing with the wooden tiger, a needle-like sliver pierced his right hand. 

20. Infection flared up and it became a sore. 

21. Three surgeons operated upon the Maharaja but they couldn't save him from dying. 

22. So the hundredth tiger took its final revenge upon the King. 

                      3. Journey to the End of the Earth 

1. The narrator boarded a Russian research ship-the Akademik Shokalskiy. 

2. He was heading towards the coldest, driest and windiest continent in the world; Antarctica. 

3.  He set foot on the Antarctic continent after travelling for 100 hours. 

4. 650 million years ago a giant supercontinent Gondwana did exist. 

5. India and Antarctica were parts of the same landmass-Gondwana. 

6. Gondwana thrived for 500 million years. 

7. Gondwana had a warm climate and a huge variety of flora and fauna. 

8. Then the landmass was forced to disintegrate into countries as they exist today. 

9. India was pushed towards the north. South America drifted off to join North America. 

10. The Drake Passage was opened up to create a cold circumpolar current. 

11. It kept Antarctica desolate, at the bottom. 

12. We lose all earthly sense of perspective and time there. 

13. Days go on and on in 24-hours austral light. 

14. Antarctica has never sustained a human population. 

15. If we want to study and examine the earth's past, present and future, Antarctica is the right 
place to go. 



 

 

16. Students on Ice' programme of Geoff Green aims at taking high school students to the ends 
of the world. 

17. The programme helps them to develop a new understanding and respect for our planet. 

18. Antarctica is the perfect place to study how little climatic changes can have big UIT 
repercussions. 

19. Global warming and further depletion of ozone layer can affect the Antarctica region. 

20. They may bring disastrous climatic and environmental changes in the world. 

                            4. The Enemy 

1. Dr Sadao Hoki's house was built on a spot at the Japanese coast. 

2. Sadao's education was the main concern of his father. 

3. He had been sent to America at the age of 22 to learn surgery and medicine. 

4. He had met Hana in America. His father would not have received her unless she had been pure 
in her race. 

5. Their marriage had been arranged in the old Japanese way. Now they had two children. 

6. Both of them saw a man crawling on his hands and knees. 

7. They saw stains of blood on the sand. The man was wounded. He was a white man with a 
rough yellow beard. 

8. Dr Sadao found that a gun wound had been reopened. 

9. Dr Sadao packed the wound with the sea moss. The man cried in pain but remained 
unconscious. 

10. They were in a fix. If they gave shelter to a white man in their house, they could be arrested. 
If he was turned away, he would certainly die. 

11. The man was an American sailor and a prisoner of war. 

12. He was their enemy as all Americans were their enemies. 

13. Dr Sadao and Hana decided to carry the man into the house. 

14. The man would die if he was not operated on. 

15. Even the servants didn't cooperate Dr Sadao and Hana. They didn't want an enemy soldier 
saved. 



 

 

16. Hana cleaned his breast and face with hot steaming water. 

17. She helped her husband to turn the man and he began to wash the man's back carefully. 

18. With the cleanest and most precise of incisions, the bullet was taken out from the body. 

19. The young man woke. He was very weak and terrified. 

20. Hana asked him not to be afraid. 

21. They didn't want to save an enemy but human considerations made them save his life. 

22. The man looked barely seventeen. He asked what they were going to do with him. 

23. Being a doctor, Sadao was trained not to let a man die. 

24. However, saving an enemy was nothing less than an act of treachery. 

25. Sadao examined the wound carefully every morning. At last, the last stitches had been pulled 
out. 

26. The old General thought it best to have the American quietly killed. 

27. He could send two of his men to kill him that night. 

28. Sadao agreed that perhaps it was the best thing to do so. 

29. Sadao put his boat on the shore that night with food and extra clothing. 

30. He asked Tom to row to a little island to freedom. 

31. Sadao informed the General that the American had escaped. 

32. There was no signal from the island. The prisoner had gone off safe. 

                     5. Should Wizard Hit Mommy ? 

1. Jack used to tell stories to his little daughter Jo. 

2. Every story had a little variation from the basic tale. 

3. Each story had a little creature Roger, a wise old owl and a wizard. 

4. Today he narrated Jo the story of Roger Skunk. 

5. Roger Skunk smelled very badly. 

6. He smelled so badly that all little creatures kept away from him. They neither gave him 
company nor played games with him. 



 

 

7. He went to the wise old owl who advised him to go to the wizard. 

8. The wizard demanded seven pennies. Roger had four and found three more in a magic well. 

9. The wizard was happy to receive seven pennies and made Roger Skunk smell like roses. 

10. Roger was very happy. All other little animals played with him as he smelled so good now. 

11. Roger's mother became furious. She didn't like her son smelling of roses. He must smell like 
a skunk. 

12. She took Roger straight back to the wizard and hit the wizard on his head hard. 

13. The wizard had no problem in making Roger Skunk smell bad again. 

14. Roger's mother was very happy now. At least, her son now smelled like a skunk. She hugged 
and loved him. 

15. Roger's father returned from Boston and all of them had a nice dinner. 

16. Jo wanted a little change in the story. She wanted that the wizard hit the mommy and Roger 
never smelled bad again. 

                             6. On the Face of It 

1. Derry climbs over the garden wall and enters Mr Lamb's garden. 

2. Mr Lamb offers to give crab apples to Derry. 

3. Derry gets panicky but Mr Lamb comforts him. 

4. Derry says that people fear him because of his ugly face. 

5. One side of his face got burnt as a bottle of acid fell over it. 

6. Derry suffers from a complex. He remains lonely and avoids people. 

7. He can't stand the uncharitable remarks of the people aimed at him. 

8. Mr Lamb advises him that he can't lock up himself in a room for ever. 

9. He must shut up his ears and stop listening to what others say of him. 

10. Mr Lamb shows him the way. Derry has two eyes, ears and legs. He has got a tongue and 
brain. 

11. Mr Lamb himself has a tin leg. But he doesn't bother. He takes life as it comes. He doesn't 
mind children calling him "Lamey-Lamb". 



 

 

12. Derry should follow him. If he works hard, he can be like others. He can even outshine the 
rest. 

13. Derry goes back home. He promises Mr Lamb to come back. 

14. Mr Lamb says that people generally promise but never come back. 

15. Derry's mother stops him from going to meet Mr Lamb. 

16. When Derry comes, Mr Lamb is on the ladder with a stick. The ladder slips and with it goes 
down Mr Lamb. He dies. 

17. Derry cries "Lamey-Lamb. I did ... come back". 

                         7. Evans Tries An O-Level 

1. The Governor makes an unusual request to the Examinations Board. 

2. Permission is granted to examine Evans for German O-level in his prison cell. 

3. The Board makes arrangement for sending forms and the question paper. 

4. The two-hour examination is to start at 9.15 a.m. 

5. The senior prison officer Jackson and officer Stephens have been instructed to make fool-
proof arrangements for the examination. 

6. Evans is unshaven and is wearing a filthy-looking red and white hat. 

7. Jackson instructs Stephens to make sure that Evans's razor and nail-scissors are taken away. 

8. He was given half an hour to smarten himself. 

9. At 8.45 a.m. Reverend Stuart McLeery came with a small brown suitcase. 

10. The examinee and the invigilator McLeery were introduced by Stephens. 

11. Jackson and Stephens even searched McLeery to take all precautions. 

12. McLeery asked Evans to write his index number and the name of the paper. Evans wrote 313 
and 271 respectively. 

13. At 9.40, it was informed that a correction slip which was to be placed in the examination 
packet was not placed there. 

14. The corrections were duly announced. 

15. Evans kept sitting staring in front of him and McLeery seated just in front of him. 



 

 

16. At 10.50 a.m. Evans demanded a blanket for putting round his shoulders. He was feeling 
cold. 

17. Stephens wondered if Evans was planning a sudden batman leap to suffocate McLeery. 

18. At 11.22 Jackson received a call from the Governor. Stephens was to accompany McLeery to 
the main prison gates. 

19. Stephens personally was to make absolutely sure that the door was locked on Evans after 
McLeery had left the cell. 

20. Stephens walked beside McLeery to the main gates. But he came to the cell to check if it was 
properly locked. 

21. Stephens made his way to Evans's cell and opened the peep-hole once again. 

22. He was horrified. A man was lying in chair and the bunch of his hair was bathed in blood. He 
was McLeery. 

23. Sirens were sounded. McLeery tried to speak. He could only say that Evans had gone 
towards Elsfield. 

24. "You must follow the plan. The vital point in time is three minutes before the examination." 
It was written in German in a photocopied sheet. McLeery showed that sheet to them. 

25. Detective Superintendent Carter looked towards the Governor for guidance. 

26. Carter was asked to take McLeery with him to Radcliffe hospital. 

27. The Governor chided both Stephens and Jackson for their negligence. 

28. Stephens told that he received a phone from the Governor at 11.20 a.m. The Governor called 
him an 'idiot'. He told that he didn't phone him. 

29. Evans was able to hide a false beard, a pair of spectacles and also a weapon inspite of a 
thorough searching of his cell. 

30. The Governor rang the Radcliffe hospital. He was informed by the hospital that there was no 
person of McLeery's name there. 

31. An ambulance was sent to pick him up from Elsfield but he just vanished from there. 

32. Later they found the Reverend S. McLeery, securely bound and gagged in his study. He had 
been there, he said, since 8.15 a.m. 

33. It was now clear that it had not been Evans, impersonating McLeery, who had walked out. 



 

 

34. On the other hand, it had been Evans impersonating McLeery, who had stayed in. 

35. Evans was enjoying in the Golden Lion Hotel. He took his key from the reception desk and 
went to his room. 

36. When he opened his bed room, he was shocked and surprised to find the Governor sitting 
there. 

37. Evans didn't resist. He was handcuffed. Two prison officers clambered into the back seat of 
the prison van. 

38. The Governor said farewell to Evans like a good old friend. 

39. The prison van turned right on to the Oxford road. 

40. The hitherto silent officer unlocked the handcuffs. He asked the driver to move on to 
Newbury. 

41. The silent officer was only Evans's own man. 

42. "It won't take 'them long to find out...". They wanted to. 

43. So, Evans moved ahead to freedom. He proved that the Governor was just another "good-for-
a giggle." And so were the other prison officers who couldn't stop him from escaping. 

                 

                      8. Memories of Childhood 

                                  I. THE CUTTING OF MY LONG HAIR 

1. The narrator's first day in the land of apples was a bitter-cold one. 

2. The place was noisy and the people murmured in an unknown tongue. 

3. Indian girls were there in stiff shoes and closely clinging dresses. 

4. She felt quite uncomfortable in the dining room. 

5. Her friend Judewin gives her a terrible warning. 

6. She overheard the 'paleface woman'. The woman talked about cutting their long and heavy 
hair. 

7. The narrator decided not to submit but to struggle. 

8. She disappeared and hid herself under the bed. 



 

 

9. She was dragged, taken downstairs and tied fast to a chair. 

10. Her long hair was cut. She was helpless. No one even tried to comfort her. 

                                               II. WE TOO ARE HUMAN BEINGS 

1. The narrator used to cover the distance from her school to home in half an hour to an hour. It 
could, however, be covered in ten minutes. 

2. Games, fun, shows, snake charmers, monkeys and sweet and fruit stalls stopped her. 

3. Everything stopped her and drew her attention. 

4. One day she saw an elder of her street carrying a food packet. 

5. He didn't touch it but held the packet by its string. 

6. He bowed before the zamindar who took it and started eating. 

7. She narrated the funny story to her elder brother. 

8. Annan (elder brother) told her that the man was not being funny. 

9. He was from a low caste and couldn't touch the packet with his hand. 

10. The incident made her angry. She was provoked and wanted to touch that packet herself 
straightaway. 

11. She wondered why the rich don't consider others as human beings. 

12. Annan told her that they belong to a low caste. They are never given honour and respect. 

13. If they are learned, people will come to them of their own accord. 

14. The words of Annan made a very deep impression on her. 

15. She studied hard and stood first in the class. 

16. Many people became her friends. 

                      
 
                                     Poetry at a glance 
 
                                          1. My Mother at Sixty Six 

1. The poet is driving from her parent's home to the Cochin airport.  

2. Her mother, who is sixty-six years old, is sitting beside her.  



 

 

3. The old lady is dozing with her mouth open.  

4. Her face looks pale and faded like ash.  

5. It arouses pain in the poet's heart.  

6. The poet turns away her attention from her mother and looks outside.  

7. The world outside is full of life and activity. 

 8. Trees seem running past and children seem to be enjoying while coming out of their homes.  

9. They have to undergo a security check up at the airport.  

10. Standing a few yards away, she looks at her mother again.  

11. She looks faded and weak like the late winter's moon.  

12. The old familiar ache and fear of the poet's childhood return. 

 13. But she hides her feelings. She scatters smiles wishing to meet her old 'Amma' again. 

 

               2. An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum 

1. The children of an elementary school classroom in a slum look pathetic and miserable.  

2. They have pale faces. They are like rootless wild plants.  

3. They are distressed. The burdens of life keep their head weighed-down.  

4. Their growth is stunted. They inherit twisted bones and diseases.  

5. They do have dreams. They also dream of moving out in the open. They want to see squirrel's 
games.  

6. Literature and the works of Shakespeare are useless for them.  

7. This civilized world is of importance only for powerful persons.  

8. The powerful dictators shape the map of the world at will. But their world is not the world of 
these unfortunate children.  

9. The future of these children is 'foggy' and uncertain. 

10. They live in narrow streets 'sealed in with a lead sky'.  

11. Rivers, capes and starry places exist only in their dreams.  



 

 

12. The slums in which they live are nothing less than living hells. Actually they are a blot on 
their civilized world.  

13. The windows to the world of joys and comforts are shut for them.  

14. Governors, teachers and the powerful people must bring them out of their dirty slums.  

15. Everything that binds them should be broken open.  

16. Their world must expand. It must extend to the blue waves, the gold sand and the green 
fields. They must have freedom of expression and learning. 

 

                                                  3. Keeping Quiet 

1. The poet urges us to count twelve and be still. 

 2. For a moment we should stop talking in different languages. We should not move our arms so 
much.  

3. The moment of stillness will be a fascinating moment.  

4. It will be a moment of complete silence without rush and the noise of machines. 

 5. Fishermen will not harm whales in the cold sea. The man gathering salt will take care of his 
hurt hands.  

6. Those who are indulging in different kinds of wars should be still for some time.  

7. Let them come out in their best dresses with their brothers and walk under the shady trees.  

8. But 'stillness' should not be confused with total inactivity and death. The poet has no 
association with death.  

9. Constant moving doesn't do us any good.  

10. Men can't understand themselves and keep on threatening themselves with death.  

11. If they keep quiet and be still, a long silence can do a lot of good to them.  

12. The earth is a symbol of life under apparent stillness. When everything seems dead, life on 
the earth goes on under apparent stillness. 

                                                 4. A Thing of Beauty 

1. A thing of beauty is a joy forever.  



 

 

2. Its value never decreases.  

3. A thing of beauty is a shelter for us. It gives us a sound sleep full of sweet dreams.  

4. Our sadness, evil nature and unhealthy ways make our living quite unpleasant.  

5. But a thing of beauty removes the pall of sadness from our spirits. 

 6. Trees provide a shady boon for sheep.  

7. Clear small streams provide a cooling shady cover of thickets against the hot season.  

8. Daffodils bloom among the green surroundings. Beautiful musk-roses bloom around mid 
forest thickets.  

9. The beauty provided by these beautiful objects of nature is lovelier than all the stories that we 
have heard or read.  

10. Nature provides us an immortal drink that pours into our hearts right from heaven. 

 

                                                      5. A Roadside Stand  

1. There is a roadside stand at the edge of the road. 

 2. Those who established it certainly did so to earn money.  

3. They expected their prospective customers to stop there and buy things.  

4. But the rich and the refined people drive past without stopping there. 

 5. The roadside stand offers ordinary things for sale.  

6. Wild berries and golden gourds are sold there. 

7. The people who run this stand hope for city-money so that they may also prosper.  

8. There is a news that their belongings will be bought. 

 9. The so called 'good doers' and greedy people will exploit them.  

10. Some people who pretend to be generous are even worse than flesh-eating wild animals.  

11. These greedy people want to mint money by befooling the innocent rural people.  

12. The people who run this roadside stand hope that some car will stop there. They keep their 
windows open so that some customer may oblige them.  



 

 

13. But some come only to back or turn around the car or to ask the way where it is bound.  

14. The poet will feel greatly relieved if all their pains and troubles are removed at one stroke. 
Death is far better than their miserable living. 

                       6. Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers 

1. Aunt Jennifer's tigers jump over across a screen.  

2. They are 'sleek and chivalric'. They pace with confidence and certainty.  

3. She is using ivory needles and fluttering her fingers in the wool to create her tigers.  

4. Her fingers find it hard even to pull the ivory needles.  

5. The heavy weight of Uncle's wedding band still sits at her hands.  

6. Those sufferings and troubles that crushed her during her married life have possessed her 
mentally and physically. 

 7. When Aunt Jennifer is dead, her tigers will survive. 

 8. They will go on prancing, proud and unafraid. 

. 

. 
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